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The quasi-steady state combustion of a carbon cylinder, in 
crossflow to an infinite stream of air, was studied by the application 
of the high Reynolds number laminar boundary layer equations to describe 
the multicomponent ideal gas flow. Solutions applicable to the forward 
stagnation streamline of the cylinder were obtained. Six chemical 
species were assumed present in the boundary layer (0^, N«, 0, N, CO-, 
and CO). The heterogeneous combustion reaction at the gas-solid inter-
phase and the homogesneous reactions in the boundary layer were assumed 
to proceed, without kinetic hindrance, to a state of thermochemical 
equilibrium consistent with the prevailing temperature and gas composi-
tion; that is, the combustion process was assumed to be diffusion 
controlled. Upstream of the cylinder, the approaching air stream was 
considered to be at a constant temperature (T = 300°K) and pressure 
(P = 1.0 atm) . The', cylinder wall temperature was assumed constant 
(T = 1500°K). The approach gas velocity was sufficiently large to 
make free convection considerations negligible; the free stream flow, 
however, was in the low subsonic regime. 
The transport and thermodynamic properties were calculated with 
their full pressure, temperature, and gas composition dependence. The 
diffusive fluxes for all the species were taken as truly multicomponent 
fluxes; however, to facilitate the integration of the elemental conser-
vation equations, the effective elemental diffusivity concept was 
XVI 
employed. The resulting system of coupled, nonlinear, ordinary differ-
ential equations with split boundary conditions was numerically solved 
by the method of accelerated successive replacements. 
The use of the effective elemental diffusivities provides a 
straightforward numerical technique for the solution of the elemental 
conservation equations. However, due to the sensitivity of the effec-
tive elemental diffusivities to the composition profiles from which 
they are calculated., an iterative numerical solution of the elemental 
conservation equations for the system studied would require a large 
amount of computation time and thus was not obtained in the present 
work. Instead, it was assumed that all binary diffusivities were equal 
to each other at each point in the flowfield. Two solutions were 
obtained, where the binary diffusivities were taken as V and 
o2-co 
No-COo* ^he solutions for the two binary diffusivity runs are very 
similar, and the slight differences existing can be explained by argu-
ments involving the gas mixture Schmidt number. 
Approximate equations for predicting combustion rates and sub-
surface heat transfer rates were obtained based on available solutions 
of the constant property boundary layer equations. The approximate 
equation predicted a combustion rate corresponding to the high diffusiv-
ity assumption that was ten percent low. Matching the approximate 
equation to the numerical solution for the high diffusivity assumption 
permitted the prediction of the combustion rate for the low diffusivity 
assumption to within two percent. The approximate equations developed 
should prove useful in predicting the results of carbon combustion 
taking place under conditions different from those in this investigation. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The application of methods for the accurate prediction of 
momentum, energy and mass transfer rates is important in almost every 
phase of modern technological activity. The chemical engineering 
operations of heterogeneous combustion, drying, condensation, humidifi-
cation, absorption and extraction are based on the transfer of mass 
across an interphase. Mass transfer also plays a critical role in the 
diffusional separation of gases and in the design of catalytic reaction 
systems. In many processes, momentum, heat and mass transfer are often 
so interdependent that an accurate analysis requires the treatment of 
all three phenomena,, along with thermochemistry and chemical kinetic 
considerations. The transport processes are often complicated by 
heterogeneous chemical reactions taking place at an interphase, while 
homogeneous exothermic reactions (such as combustion) and endothermic 
reactions (such as dissociation of gaseous species) also take place in 
the gas phase. At sufficiently high temperatures many combustion re-
actions proceed so rapidly that the diffusion of the reactants to the 
reaction zone and of the products from the reaction zone become the 
rate controlling steps in the combustion process. 
Description of the Flow System 
In the present work, the quasi-steady combustion of a carbon 
2 
cylinder, in crossflow to an infinite stream of air, was studied. The 
high Reynolds number laminar boundary layer equations were used to 
describe the multicomponent gas flow over the cylinder. Solutions 
applicable to the forward stagnation streamline of the cylinder were 
obtained. 
In this system, interfacial mass transfer results in the net 
k 
addition of elemental carbon into the boundary layer due to the hetero-
geneous chemical oxidation reaction taking place at the carbon surface. 
This heterogeneous reaction was assumed to be diffusion controlled; 
that is, at the surface, the solid and gas phases were assumed to be in 
thermochemical equilibrium. The six chemical species assumed present 
in the boundary layer were 0,?, N~, the combustion products CO and CO , 
and the dissociation products 0 and N; the gas mixture was considered 
to behave as an ideal gas mixture. Within the boundary layer itself, 
it was assumed that the chemical species were in thermochemical equilib-
rium, related to the local temperature and the prevailing elemental 
composition. 
The partial differential equations describing the flow situation 
are presented in Chapter II. These equations take into account the 
variation of physical and transport properties with temperature and 
composition within the reacting boundary layer. Since the limiting 
case of local thermochemical equilibrium was considered, a knowledge of 
phenomenological cheimical kinetics reaction rates was not necessary. 
Elemental carbon is added to the boundary layer at the inter-
phase by the generation of CO and C09. 
3 
Previous Work 
No treatments of multicomponent, variable property, low velocity, 
boundary layer combustion of carbon were found in the literature. 
The oxidation of solid carbon by a flowing oxidizing stream can 
be characterized approximately by the prevailing temperature of the 
carbon surface. At low temperatures (T < 1000°K) the oxidation reac-
w 
tions are kinetically controlled and the reaction rate is influenced 
by the degree of crystallinity and the microstructure of the surface, 
in addition to the surface temperature and the composition of the 
oxidizing medium. Scala (1) has reviewed the voluminous literature of 
the low temperature oxidation of carbon and expressed the mass transfer 
rate at the surface by a kinetic equation of simple form, with the re-
action velocity constant following a temperature dependence of the 
Arrhenius type. Since the rate of oxygen consumption at the surface in 
the kinetically controlled regime is very low, the mass fraction of 
elemental oxygen can be taken equal to that at the free stream and all 
flow considerations become unnecessary. 
According to Scala (1), at higher surface temperatures (1000 < 
T < 1200°K), the combustion process is in a transition regime between 
kinetic control and diffusion control. At these temperatures, Scala (1) 
correlated the mass transfer rate data by the concept of resistances in 
series. 
At sufficiently high surface temperatures, T > 1200°K, the 
w 
combustion process becomes diffusion controlled; that is, surface re-
actions proceed extremely fast and the combustion rate is determined by 
4 
the diffusion of oxidizer to the vicinity of the surface. At tempera-
tures in excess of approximately 2800°K, the sublimation of carbon from 
the surface proceeds at a significant rate as compared to the removal 
of carbon from the surface by diffusion controlled oxidation reactions, 
and therefore, the gaseous species C. N, Cr . . begin to appear in the 
(8) -Kg) 
gas phase (as well as CN if combustion takes place in air). In the 
wall temperature range 1200 < T < 7000°K the combustion of carbon is 
w 
amenable to a diffusion controlled boundary layer analysis. (For 
T > 7000°K, the high Reynolds number laminar boundary layer equations 
w 
no longer apply since a pressure gradient in the normal direction arises 
due to the high sublimation rate.) 
Scala (1) and Scala and Gilbert (2) considered the multicomponent 
combustion of carbon in the diffusion controlled regime, including vari-
ation in the physical properties. Their studies, however, involved a 
hypersonic flight path in which the free stream gases were heated by 
the passage through a normal bow shock to a temperature of approximately 
7000°K. They obtained numerical solutions of the laminar boundary 
layer equations for 0.17 <: (T /T ) ̂  0.6 and approach velocities of 
w e 
20,000 ft/sec in air at an altitude of 100,000 feet. (The equations 
solved by Scala (1) and Scala and Gilbert (2) are identical to those 
solved in this study, except that they neglected the variation of the 
(C /C ) term in the energy equation.) 
Coffin and Brokaw (3) studied the burning of carbon spheres in 
an infinite oxidizing medium using a one dimensional diffusion-flame 
model with local thermochemical equilibrium prevailing in the gas 
5 
phase. These investigators simplified the diffusion equations by 
using the binary diffusivities of all species with respect to N ; they 
also assumed a simplified variation of the thermal conductivity with 
composition and temperature in their energy equation. In spite of the 
differences in geometry, the analytical treatment of the problem and 
the lack of convective flow about the sphere, the results obtained in 
the present work agree qualitatively with those of Coffin and Brokaw. 
The detailed analysis of multicomponent boundary layers in a 
general fashion applicable to various systems is precluded by the 
inherent mathematical difficulties of the problem. The literature, 
therefore, consists of solutions to the boundary layer equations for 
particular reacting systems, or for idealized general systems where the 
variation of physical properties has been neglected, wholly or in part. 
In all of the solutions discussed below, the diffusive fluxes of each 
component in the mixture are Fickian; that is, the assumption was made 
that at every point in the flowfield all of the binary diffusion 
coefficients are equal. When the assumption of equal binary diffusiv-
ities is made, it is convenient to write the energy equation in terms 
of the stagnation enthalpy; the effect of simplifying assumptions con-
cerning the Lewis, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers becomes clearer. The 
particular similar solutions presented below are discussed by 
Dorrance (4). His energy equation, written in terms of the stagnation 
enthalpy, is identical to the energy equation in terms of the tempera-
ture that is solved in the present work, except for Dorrance's 
assumption of equal binary diffusivities. (If full variation of 
6 
physical and transport properties is to be permitted, it is more 
advantageous to write the energy equation with temperature as the inde-
pendent variable, since the physical properties are functions of tem-
perature and composition.) 
Crocco (5) has shown that the boundary layer velocity profiles 
and the stagnation enthalpy profiles are similar for flow geometries 
without a pressure gradient if Pr = Le = 1. Similarly, Probstein (6) 
has shown that the species mass fraction profiles are similar to the 
stagnation enthalpy profile for frozen boundary layers with Pr = Le = 1; 
since this requires that Sc = 1, then the species mass fraction profiles 
are also similar to the velocity profile. Scala (7) has shown that 
stagnation streamline solutions for frozen boundary layers with Le = 1 
are such that the species mass fraction profiles are again similar to 
the enthalpy profiles. Lees (8) has shown that if Le := 1 and either 
Pr = 1 or for a solution along the stagnation streamline, the elemental 
mass fraction profiles are similar to the stagnation enthalpy profiles. 
If in addition, Le == Pr = 1 and along the stagnation streamline, then 
the velocity and the elemental mass fraction profiles are similar. 
The general solutions discussed above relate the stagnation 
enthalpy and the species or element mass fraction profiles with the 
velocity profile. However, a general solution of the momentum equation 
for arbitrary pressure gradients and mass transfer rates at the wall 
is not possible unless some assumptions are made concerning the varia-
tion of the density and viscosity across the boundary layer. Therefore, 
before compositions and enthalpy profiles can be established, it is 
7 
necessary to solve l:he momentum equation for the velocity profile. 
Solutions to the boundary layer equations are available where 
all of the transport: and thermodynamic properties are considered con-
stant throughout the boundary layer. With no variation in physical 
properties, the similar boundary layer solutions for various pressure 
gradients, mass transfer rates at the wall and dimensionless ratios 
Le, Pr, and Sc, have, been tabulated by Elzy and Sisson (9) over an 
extensive range of the above mentioned parameters. Prober (10) has 
presented constant property boundary layer solutions like those of Elzy 
and Sisson (Prober's results for unfavorable pressure gradient flows 
lend themselves better to the study of boundary later separation). The 
constant property solutions presented by Prober and El;;y and Sisson 
include the solutions previously obtained by many investigators such 
as: Blasius (11), Howarth (12), Pohlhausen (13), Emmons and Leigh (14), 
Falkner (15, 16), Hartree (17), Mangier (18), Goldstein (19), Eckert 
(20), and many others. 
In the study of chemically reacting, multicomponent, laminar 
boundary layers the two limiting cases of frozen boundary layer and 
boundary layers in thermochemical equilibrium are often considered. 
Fay and Riddell (21), however, studied the problem of a stagnation 
streamline hypersonic boundary layer in which air species were assumed 
to dissociate (and recombine) subject to specific phenomenological 
chemical kinetics reaction rates. In their study, they allowed for the 
full variation of all physical properties but treated the diffusion 
coefficients between the atomic and molecular species as equal, thus 
8 
resulting in a Fickian diffusion flux expression rather than a full 
multicomponent flux expression,, In addition, it should be noted that 
in their study there were no reactions at the body surface other than 
dissociation (or recombination) and, therefore, there was no net mass 
transfer rate at the surface. 
9 
CHAPTER II 
THE MULTICOMPONENT HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER LAMINAR 
BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
The Equations of Change 
The partial differential equations that describe the conservation 
of linear momentum, energy, and mass in the flow of a multicomponent 
ideal gas mixture are well known (22,23). These equations are presented 
below. 
The continuity equation is: 
|£ + (V • p v) = 0 (2.1) 
The momentum equation is: 
P(DI) + VP + (V • T) - £ (p u)t g.) = 0 (2.2) 
i 
The energy equation is: 
P C (j£) + (7 . a) + (r : 7 v) - g£ (2.3) 
[H.((7- J.) - r j -£(J. •£.) = 0 




-) + (7 • J.) " r. = 0 (i = 1, ..., N) (2.4) 
The above equations contain the momentum flux (T), the energy flux 
(q), and the mass flux of species i (J_. ) with respect to the mixture mass 
average velocity. These fluxes may be expressed in terms of the trans-
port coefficients and the gradients of velocity, temperature, and concen-
tration. Onsager (24), in his study on the thermodynamics of irreversi-
ble processes, has shown that for a steady state process which is not far 
from equilibrium, the transport: fluxes consist of a linear combination 
of thermodynamic and macroscopic gradients, with each gradient weighted 
by a transport coefficient. Further, he showed that based on entropy 
considerations, a coupling effect can arise between the various fluxes. 
This coupling gives rise to the Soret effect (mass transport due to a 
temperature gradient) and its counterpart, the Dufour effect (energy 
transport due to concentration gradients). 
For the flow of Newtonian fluids, the momentum flux is given by 
Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird (25): 
I = -M- (V v) + (v v) 
t" + j (n - X) (V * v) 5: (2.5) 
The energy flux is made up of three additive contributions. The 
first contribution is the conductive term, which accounts for the energy 
flux that arises due to temperature gradients. The second term takes 
into account the energy flux that arises due to the diffusion of molecu-
lar species across the mixture mass average velocity interface, with each 
species carrying its own enthalpy. The last term is the contribution to 
11 
the energy flux associated with concentration gradients, the Dufour dif-
fusion- thermo effect. The total energy flux is thus given by 
T 
a = - k V T +1 H. J]L + RT y l ~ ^ (V. - V,) (2.6) 
i J 
The mass flux of species i with respect to the mixture mass aver-
age velocity consists of additive contributions due to concentration gra-
dients, to pressure gradients, to the influence of external force fields, 
and to temperature gradients (Soret effect). For an ideal multicomponent 
gas, the mass flux vector .J. is given by 
P n 
J. = -o ) M. M. D.. v x. (2.7) 
-i M2 L i j ij j J 
P 
+ -s-V M. M. D. . [uo. (1 - U K ) ] V an P) 




T v (̂n T) (i = 1, ..., N) 
In principle, then, the system of (N + 5) conservation equations 
is sufficient to calculate the (N + 5) independent variables uo., p, T, 
v. In addition, the independent variables appearing in the equations 
are related by the ideal gas equation of state, 
p R T = P M (2.8) 
where 
12 
_, M. x. 
M = ) x. M. = — — -
ZJ i i u>. 
i 
and the thermodynamic definition: 
,a H 
^ \ * . = C p i 
i 
Description of the Flow System and Assumptions 
In the present work, the high Reynolds number laminar boundary 
layer equations were used as a model of the transport phenomena taking 
place in the flow of a multicomponent gas over a two-dimensional body 
with interfacial mass transfer. Specifically, the system studied was 
that of the quasi-steady state combustion of carbon in an infinite stream 
of oxidizer. Solutions applicable to the forward stagnation streamline 
of a carbon cylinder in crossflow were obtained. 
Upstream from the object, the approach gas was considered to be 
at a constant temperature, pressure and composition. The laminar bound-
ary layer was composed of N non-relaxing chemical species forming an 
ideal gas mixture and following Newtonian rheology with negligible bulk 
viscosity. 
The contributions of the Dufour effect to the energy flux, and of 
the Soret effect to the mass fluxes, were considered negligible and were 
not included. The pressure gradient contribution to the mass fluxes 
was also neglected. No external body forces were acting on the system; 




In the boundary layer it: was assumed that the chemical species 
were in a state of thermochemical equilibrium. At the carbon-gas inter-
face, a diffusion controlled chemical reaction was assumed to take place 
and proceed, without kinetic hindrance, to a state of thermochemical 
equilibrium. This heterogeneous surface reaction results in the net 
addition of elemental carbon to the boundary/ layer. It was further 
assumed that the temperature and composition at the surface were time 
invariant. The six chemical species present in the boundary layer were 
assumed to be CL, N„, 0, N, CCL and CO. 
The body oriented orthogonal coordinate system shown in Figure 1 
was used in the analysis of the equations. The forward stagnation point 
was taken as the origin of the system, with the x coordinate measured 
along the body surface and the y coordinate measured perpendicular to 
the body surface. The component of the velocity vector along the x 
coordinate was taken as u and the component along the y coordinate as v. 
Tollmien (26) has derived expressions for the complete continuity and 
momentum equations as they apply to the body oriented coordinate system. 
Schlichting (27) has shown that with the assumption of a boundary layer 
thickness which is small compared to the wall radius of curvature, and, 
provided that no large variations in curvature occur, the Tollmien equa-
tions reduce to those presented in the following section. 
The Simplified Equations of Change 
When the assumptions presented above are applied to the full equa 
tions of change, a significant simplification results. The simplified 
equations of change, written for a two-dimensional body, are: 
Figure 1. Body Oriented Orthogonal Coordinate System 
•P-
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Con t inu i ty Equation 
S(p u l +
 5 (p v ) = o 
B x B y 
( 2 . 1 1 ) 
x - Momentum E q u a t i o n 
p \ B x v B y/ B x ~ B y 
/'B u , B v 
Kc~7 + o x ( 2 . 1 2 ) 
9 B / B u
N< 
2 r̂  ^ n 
2 o 
3 B x 
'5 u , 3 v 
W5~^ + f7 = 0 
y - Momentum Equation 
- v , d v \ , B P 
p l u ^ _ + v y — ] +
 u -B x B y / B y B x L \B y B x. 
B r ^ + ^ V j ( 2 . 1 3 ) 
- 2 
B v \ 2 B 
B y V* d y / 3 B y 4̂ + H)'-° 
Energy E q u a t i o n 
„ , B T , B j r \ B f . U 
p\ B x B y / B x \ B x/ 3 y \ B y 
B / k B T ( 2 . 1 4 ) 
r-n /B H B H . 
+ ) H. r . + ) J . ( - - ) + ) J . ' -
l i L i x \d x / Zu l y \B y 
/ B P , P» o 
f u r + v r " 2 p, 
\ B x B y ' 
2 , ? 
•'3 u \ + ^ -
v 
_\3 x/ \B y/ J 
, i_Z . ILiiV . 2 /B u , B v\ 2 
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Species Conservation Equations 
d U). d u). o" J. SJ. 
p u - — - + p v — - + -^-^ + -r-^2- - r. = 0 (i = 1, ..., N) (2.15) 
H d x ^ d y d x B y I ' 
The momentum flux (T_) and the energy flux (c[) have been intro-
duced into the momentum and energy equations respectively. The mass 
flux of species i relative to the mixture mass average velocity is, af-
ter simplification, 
J. = p. V. = p. (v. - v) = -= ) M. M. D.. v x. (i = 1, ..., N)(2.16) 
-i Hi -i Hi V-:L -' M 2 u i J ij J 
J 
The High Reynolds Number Laminar Boundary Layer Equations 
Equation (2.2) has been solved extensively for hypothetical in-
viscid fluids, but the treatment of viscous fluids is much more diffi-
cult and solutions are available for only a few simple flow geometries. 
Prandtl (28) in 1904 developed an asymptotic method of analysis for 
flows of viscous fluids about streamlined objects at high Reynolds num-
bers. Prandtl divided the flow field into two regions: a thin bound-
ary layer near the surface, where large velocity gradients exist; and 
a potential flow regime outside the boundary layer, where velocity gra-
dients are small. By solving the momentum equation separately for the 
two regimes and splicing the solutions at the edge of the boundary layer, 
the entire flow field can be accurately described (except in the vicin-
ity of a vortex or separation region). 
The high Reynolds number laminar boundary layer equations are 
obtained by performing an order of magnitude analysis on Eqns. (2.11 -
17 
2.16). The procedure is straight forward and has been presented in con-
siderable detail by previous authors (4, 27). The resulting boundary 
layer equations are: 
Continuity Equation 
MjLiO + CLCJD-V). = Q 
d x B y 
x - Momentum Equation 
(u |_H + v sLu) + ife . ̂ _ / |_u\ = 0 (2 l g ) 
H\ a x a y/ d x d y V* d y/ 
y - Momentum Equation 
^ = 0 ; P = P (x) only (2.19) 
d y e 
Energy Equation 
d P 
r ( d T B T\ 9 /, 9 TN e ,0 on. 
p C I u 1- v 1 - k - j - u -3 (2.20) 
y p\ d x S y/ d y \ d y/ d x 
_ JLj^+Yj. c . ( P ) + Y H . r. =0 
p\8 yJ L iy pi \d y/ Ẑ  i i 
S p e c i e s C o n s e r v a t i o n E q u a t i o n s 
9 ( D . 8 OJ.V 5 J 
p! u - i + v - j + — - ^ - r . = 0 ( i = 1 , . . . , N) ( 2 . 2 1 ) 
K \ B x B y / d y i 
The Elemental Conservation Equations 
The N species conservation equations can be replaced by K elemental 
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conservation equations, corresponding to the K chemical elements con-
stituting the system, and (N - K) thermochemical equilibrium equations. 
This approach dispenses with the species generation terms (r.) because 
chemical elements are always conserved, whereas chemical species are not 
necessarily conserved in a reacting system. 
Defining e.. to be the mass of element j per unit mass of species 
i, the mass fraction of element j in the mixture is given by 
©. = V e±. cu„ (j = 1, ..., K) (2.22) 
i 
and the mass flux of element j with respect to the mixture mass average 
velocity is 
Jj = £ et. l± (j = 1, ..., K) (2.23) 
i 
Multiplying each of the i species conservation equations by e. . 
and summing over all i, the result is: 
, d U). d u>. -. j. 
p( u -— X + v -— 1) + - — (J. ) = 0 (j = 1, ..., K) (2.24) H\ B x d y / d y jy 
S i n C e r. =) e.. r. = 0 (i = 1, ..., K) (2.25) 




J. = -5-Y e . . ( V M. M D._ —^) (j = 1, . . . , K) (2.26) 
j y 2 (_, i j V [_, i k l k a y / 
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Equations (2,.24) are the elemental conservation equations, with 
the elemental mass fluxes given by j\ . Although Equation (2.26) is an 
exact multicomponent flux equation, it is in a form that does not readily 
yield to an iterative numerical solution since it contains the gradients 
of all the species in the gas mixture. 
Effective Elemental Diffusivities 
The coupling among the elemental conservation equations that arises 
through the gradients involved in the elemental mass fluxes, makes this 
system of equations very difficult to solve. 
For an iterative numerical solution it is desirable to express 
each elemental mass flux explicitly in terms of that element concentra-
tion gradient. The effect of the concentration gradients of all the 
other elements can then be implicitly taken into an effective elemental 
diffusivity. Defining, after Tirskii (29, 30), 
J j y = " p S j l a i n (i m l > •••'K) ( 2 - 2 7 ) 
and equating this to Equation (2.26), an expression for D. can be ob-
tained which satisfies identically both Equations (2.26, 2.27) 
,3 x, 
I eij [ I Mt \ Dik (rr)] 
i Jk_ 
^ ,3 au 
= _ I  k 
J 
D. = - -j . -^ (j := 1} _ o > K)(2.28) 
, J. 
a y J 
Substitution of Equations (2.27, 2.28) into (2.24) results in a 
form of the elemental conservation equation which is more suitable for 
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a numerical solution: 
p u - — 1 + p v - — ! - ~ p D.(-—i 
where D. is given by Equation (2.28). 
In summary, the boundary layer equations to be solved are Equa-
tions (2.17 - 2.20, 2.29). In addition, (N - K) thermochemical equili-
brium expressions applicable in the boundary layer will be required to 
relate the K elemental compositions with the N species compositions; 
these will be discussed later. 
Similarity Transformation of the Boundary Layer Equations 
The system of coupled, non-linear, partial differential equations 
in the boundary layer is extremely difficult: to solve. These equations 
can be reduced to a simpler system of ordinary differential equations if 
a transformation can be found that maps the (x, y) plane into the (§, f]) 
plane, as yet undefined, in such a manner that the derivatives of the 
dependent variables become separable. In the following pages the proce-
dure outlined by Li and Nagamatsu (31) is followed. The similarity 
transformation presented is the Lees-Dorodnitsyn (32) transformation, 
which includes as special cases the transformations of Blasius (33), 
Mangier (19), and Illingworth-Levy (34, 35). The discussion of the sim-
iliarity transformation presented in this section is abstracted from that 
given by Dorrance (4). 
Continuity Equation 
(J = 1, ..., K) (2.29) 
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Expanding Equation (2„17) and making use of Equations (2.8, 2.19), 
_d._ /'M u\ ci /M v' 
d x \.R T/ a y \R T/J R T \d x 
+ ̂  f.^] = o (2.30) 
Introducing the stream function 
r ^ /M u\ 
cp (x, y) = J ^ — J d y + <p (x, o) (2.31) 
into Equation (2.30) gives 
d p cp + M_ v" 
S y LB x R T̂  
d 
d x ^ V (H (2.32) 






+ cp -jr- (̂ n P J (2.33) 
x - Momentum Equation 
Equation (2.18) can be expressed in terms of the stream function 
as: 
LJP^ (LJi\ . i Lie + 
a y / Va x/ La x cp d x 
(In P ) 5 u 
a y 
(2.34) 
d x ^ V P a y V* o y 
The objective is to seek solutions that would allow separation of the 
partial differential equations, such that 
cp (x, n) = N(x) • f(r\) (2.35) 
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and u(x, TO = U (x) • f'O}) (2.36) 
e 
where T| is a trans formed independent variable as yet undefined, but, in 
general, T̂  = T̂ (x, y). 
Since |-» - N<x) f 01) §-* - jf-f (2.37) 
and |-!i = ̂  ue(x) • f'(Tl) (2.38) 
then, combining 
M U (x) x U (x) 
d T1 _ e _ f P \ e 
B y R T N(x) V P / N(x) 
(2039) 
e 
and integrating with respect to y, and T|(x, o) = 0 
U (x) y 
I - F I T O O J . p d y (2-40) 
€; o 
To determine N(x) the x-momentum equation is written in terms of 
the derivatives with respect to x and T|, retained as independent varia-
bles. After considerable differentiation and rearrangement, it can be 
shown that 
Pe^eV
x) /«.. -A' (_P__iL_ f n \ + f f n (2.4i) 
d ) P.) VP e ^
 J N(x) P - — (N(x, . 
e d x e 
, rft) - <"»2i 
H hr (̂  U.(X^ = 0 
~ (In N(x) P ) a X e 
d x e 
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Letting the definition of N (x) be implied by 
p p. U (x) re re e 
N(x) P - — (N(x) P ) 
e d. x e 
= 1 
and integrating Equation (2.42) from x = 0 to x gives 
i. x 
N (x) = 
2 ̂  P- ^ 
U (x) d x"l 




The other similarity independent variable can then be taken as 
rx 
5 (x) = \ p n U (x) d x (2.44) 
\ re ̂ e e 
Substitution of Equations (2.43, 2.44) into Equation (2.35) then gives 
y 
-XI f On) (2.45) 




( x ) ^y/p_\ 
(2 l)h K^J d 
(2.46) 
Equations (2.44, 2.46) give the independent variables that permit a 
separation of the partial derivatives. 
The final form of the x-momentum equation is obtained from Equa-
tion (2.41) upon substitution of Equations (2.43, 2.44) to yield 
rPe 21 




P e H e 
and 
d ( i n U ) 
P - 2 TTJtrir <2 -* 9 > 
It should be noted that the introduction of the stream function 
and the posing of the equations in terms of the transformed coordinates 
identically satisfies the continuity equation, whereas the x-momentum 
equation is transformed from a second order non-linear partial differen-
tial equation to a third order non-linear ordinary differential equation 
in -q. 
The Mass Transfer Rate at the Solid Surface 
Substituting Equations (2.35, 2.36, 2.42, 2.44 and 2.49) into 
Equation (2033), and rearranging, an expression for the velocity compo-
nent normal to the surface at the stagnation point is obtained 
. . l p P e ^ e d U e ( x ) 1 ^  •  
v 
2 f (2.50) 
p L 3 d x 
and for the mass transfer rate at the solid-gas interface, with m 
w 
P v w w 
f = - m 
w w 
^p Li d U (x).-5g 
e e . e " 




The y-component of the mass transfer fluxes appearing in the en-
ergy equation is given by Equation (2.16). Noting from Equation (2.46) 
that 
P u 5 Tl _ '__<_ _ 
? v k " p 
d y (2 E- )
2 
- d U (x)ni> 1 e 
• — — 
p LL d X 
e e 
(2.52) 
the transformed spec ies mass f luxes become 
1 d U ( x ) % 
J -n = S - «— ' "~^T ) M- M- D- • x- ( i =: 1 . - - - » N ) ( 2 . 5 3 ) 
iT] M2 Lj3 po |J.a d x J L i J i j J 
J 
M~ ^ P Ke P 6 
and, t h e r e f o r e , the s i m i l a r i t y transformed elemental mass f luxes become 
= ^ 7 7 h r * ^ ^ T I eij[IMi "k Dik < 1 ( j •x- - . K ) ( 2 . 5 4 ) jTl M2 U pe ^ e d x 
In terms of the effective elemental diffusivity, D., the fluxes are 
2 ~r 1 d U e
( x ) i ^ -•« 
J.. - - P °£ JTl • 3 Pe ̂ e d x -] S (j = 1, ...,K) (2.55) 
and, equating Equations (2.54, 2.55), there results 
D. = - -« 
J M (jo 
l~ I eij[ I Mi \ °ik Xk] (J = 1> ••" K> ( 2' 5 6> 
J J-
Energy Equation 
The energy equation can be transformed by assuming the tempera-
ture profile to be given by 
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T = T (x) • e(n) (2.57) 
and then rewriting Equation (2.20), while retaining r] as the independent 
variable, to obtain 
^C C 
_ -f r 
_P_ Ti + f C T' -
P 
d U (x)_A 
e n 




+ U ,,N2 
/ C T p 
pe e K d U 
T-rV H. r. = 0 




Pr = - £ — (2.59) 
Species Conservation Equations 
The species generation terms (r.) appearing in Equation (2.58) 
may be obtained from the transformation of Equation (2.21) as 
d U (x) 
p e 
r . = **• 
i p d x 
-f 03! + 
l 
Pe ̂ e 




(i = 1, ...,N)(2.60) 
Elemental Conservation Equations 
The elemental conservation equations (2.29) can also be trans-
formed to obtain: 
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f pe ̂ e ̂ j + (p2 °j ̂ j)' = ° (j = l> •••jK) (2*61) 
where the D. are now given by Equation (2.56). 
Scala (1, 2) has presented'the transformed momentum, energy and 
species continuity equations applicable to two dimensional stagnation 
streamline flow. The corresponding equations presented in this work, 
Equations (2.47, 2.58, 2.60)., agree with those presented by Scala in all 
respects except that: he appears to have set the (C /C ) ratio in the 
P PG 
convective term of the energ}f equation equal to unity. 
Pressure Gradient Parameter for a Cylinder in Cross flow 
at the Forward Stagnation Point 
The potential flow solution to the inviscid flow of a fluid about 
a right circular cylinder in crossflow is given by Bird, Stewart and 
Lightfoot (22) (after conversion to the body oriented coordinate system) 
as: 
> + (T^ - ) 2 ] sKir) <^ U (x) = U e e -y + V J v V 
Since at any point in the boundary layer y S3 0, then, this simplifies to 
Ue(x) = 2 Ue sin(--|-) (2.63) 
To evaluate the pressure gradient parameter (p) along the stagna-
tion streamline, note that from Equation (2.49) 
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o c d U (x) _ a d U (x) 
2 g; e _ 2 g; # e o d x 
~ U (x) d F U (x) d x d g; 
e ^ e 3 
(2064) 
Substituting Equations (2.44, 2.63) into Equation(2.64), obtain an 
expression for p 
_2 co8(^)[co8( * ) . {\ 
0 = 




and using L1Hospital's rule to evaluate p at the forward stagnation 
point of the cylinder, 
P (x = 0) = 1 (2.66) 
which is the well known result applicable to the forward stagnation 
point of a cylinder in crossflow. 
Summary of the Boundary Layer Equations 
For the purpose of convenience, the transformed boundary layer 
transport equations solved in this work are summarized below, as they 
apply to the forward stagnation streamline of a cylinder in crossflow. 
Momentum Equation 
r^ .lN2 (c f ' V + f f " +["-£- (f'/l = 0 




('—£ T'N| + f C T» -f *b 1 Y C . J. T1 + 
\ Pr j p L~ r-J L pi i 
2 p u U 
re e e I 
(2.68) 
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+ U [c(*">2 + K ^ - 7 ) ! - ^ V I H i r i = 0 
pe e r e . 
Elemental Conservation Equations 
f p H u>! + (p D. w'.)' = 0 (j = 1, ...,K) (2.69) 
e e j J J 
Species Generation Equations 
r . = 
l 
2 P U( 
h 
- f a)! 4 . 
i \2 p n 
\ 
e ̂ e e 
— ) j! 1 (i = 1, ...,N) (2.70) 
U / l j 







-P V U -
re e e 
) M. M. D. . x! (i = 1, ...,N) (2.71) 
Elemental Mass Fluxes 
J . = B-
2 _ 2 u -,i> 
e n 
j M2 LPe ^e V 
I eij[ I Mi \ Dik 0 <J = 1> . . . . K ) ( 2 . 7 2 ) 
or 
2 ~ r 2 U e 1 % ~ 
j - - p D i ^ r \ ] »i 
(j - 1, . . . ,K) (2.73) 
where 
D. = - ~2 
' M <°J i k 
Mass Transfer Rate at the Surface 
^ r I e i j [ I M i M k D i k X k ] (J " I . - -K) (2.74) 
m = - f 
w w, 
r 2 0 LL U -k 
r H e p e e n 
L — X — 
(2 .75) 
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Boundary Conditions and Eigenvalues 
The transformed boundary layer equations (2.67, 2.68, and 2„69) 
constitute a set of (K + 2) equations of order (2 K 4- 5) which, in prin-
ciple, can be solved for the K elemental compositions, the velocity 
ratio f! and temperature T. In the following pages the boundary condi-
tions are developed that, along with the transport equations, constitute 
the mathematical model of the reacting system under consideration in the 
present work. 
Momentum Equation 
Equation (2.67), the momentum equation, is a third order, non-
linear, ordinary differential equation and, therefore, requires three 
boundary conditions for its solution. Two of these boundary conditions 
are easily deduced from Equation (2.36); from the no slip condition at 
the surface 
f'O) = 0) = f'w = 0 (2.76) 
and from the matching of the boundary layer solution to the potential 
flow solution at the edge of the boundary layer 
f'Cn = 7) ) = V = 1 (2,77) 
1 'e e 
The third momentum boundary condition, which in effect is an 
eigenvalue of the problem, is the expression for the mass transfer rate 
at the wall, given as: 
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i: CT| = 0) == £ = -m 
w w 
Rb .% 
.2 p |JL U . e ̂ e e 
(2.78) 
Energy Equation 
Equation (2.68), the energy equation, is a second order, linear, 
ordinary differential equation., thus requiring two boundary conditions 
for its solution. These two boundary conditions are known a priori from 
the wall temperature, T , and the approach gas temperature, T both of 
w e 
which are known constants. Therefore 
T(?| = 0) = T (2.79) 
w 
T(T| = T|e) = T (2.80) 
Elemental Conservation Equations 
Equation (2.69), the elemental conservation equations, are a set 
of K second order, linear, ordinary differential equations. Each of 
these K equations requires two boundary conditions. From the approach 
gas composition, the elemental mass fractions at the edge of the bound-
ary layer can be calculated; since these have been assumed constant, 
then for each of the K elemental conservation equations, 
WjC^V^je (j = ls ""K) (2'81) 
The boundary conditions at the wall (r\ = 0) can be deduced from 
the fact that the burning surface is assumed to be a pure condensed 
carbon phase. It thus follows that the mass fluxes of oxygen and nitro-
gen relative to stationary coordinates must individually go to zero at 
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the wall, while the mass flux of carbon relative to stationary coordi-
nates at the wall must be equal to the net mass transfer rate at the 
wall. Since 
J = I S i j ""l =I eij ( m»i + V <J • !> •••> m  
i 
K) (2.82) 
t h e n mj = m w. +J (j = 1, ...,K) (2.83) 
Therefore, for elements oxygen and nitrogen 
(2.84) -m -• ft • ( ^ ) w \~ J 




^C " 1 w 
(2.85) 
Combining Equations (2.84, 2.85), two of the boundary conditions appli-
cable at the wall are obtained:: 
^0 w <»N w ^C " l \ 
The third boundary condition at the wall can be obtained from the 
heterogeneous chemical equilibrium of the burning ideal gas reaction 
k 
C(s)+h0?^ CO Ks = x c ( P ~ ) (2.87) 
U2 
The two boundary conditions given by Equation (2.86), the hetero-
geneous chemical equilibrium expression of Equation (2.87), and the three 
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homogenous equilibrium expressions presented in the next chapter, per-





The Transport Coefficients 
Molecular motion in non-uniform gases promotes uniformity of mass 
velocity, temperature and composition through the mechanisms of momentum, 
energy and mass transport. The resulting transport fluxes (Equations 
2.5, 2.6, 2.7) involve the gradients of velocity, temperature and com-
position as well as the characteristic fluid transport coefficients. 
Estimation of the transport coefficients is generally based on 
the Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory. The Maxwellian velocity distribution 
function of a gas in a uniform steady state satisfies the Boltzmann equa-
tions; for a gas in a non-equilibrium state, the distribution of molecu-
lar velocities can be obtained by inclusion of small perturbation terms 
in an infinite series beginning with the Maxwellian distribution. In 
the present work, the. transport coefficients for the single species and 
species pairs are estimated using the Chapman-Enskog theory with the 
Lennard-Jones (6-12) potential energy of interaction, except for the 
estimation of the single species thermal conductivity. 
Lennard-Jones (6-12) Potential 
The empirical potential energy of interaction between a pair of 
molecules in the gas is given by the Lennard-Jones (6-12) potential as: 
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12 , ,6. r<*>-*«[(?) - f f l ] (3.1) 
where a is the characteristic diameter of the molecule (the collision 
diameter), e is the characteristic energy of interaction between the 
molecules, and r is the distance between molecular centers. 
The Lennard-Jones potential displays the typical features of mole' 
cular interactions and considerable research has shown it to be a good 
potential energy function. The values of the parameters c and e for 
the molecular species involved in this work are given in Table 1. 
Viscosity 
The single species viscosity coefficient for a pure monoatomic 
gas is given by Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird (25) as: 
5 (M. T )
2 
p,. = 2.6693 x 10" • i (g /cm sec) 
a. Q 
(3.2) 
for T in degrees Kelvin and a. in A. Although this equation strictly 
applies only to a pure monoatomic gas, it has been found to be remark-
ably good for polyatomic gasf>s as well. 
The multicomponent gas mixture viscosity was estimated from the 




x. LL . 
i i 
x ill . . 
.1 V ] 
(3.3) 
where 
Table 1. Species and Molecular Parameters 
Species M. (S/K), H.(0°K) 































M 1 + 1*7* (3.4) 
The Wilke mixture rule formulation has been shown to reproduce measured 
values of viscosity of gas mixtures with an average deviation of about 
two percent. 
Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird (25) give an exact expression for 
the mixture viscosity based on a rigorous first order kinetic theory; 
however, this formulation was not employed in an effort: to conserve com-
putation time. 
Thermal Conductivity 
The single species thermal conductivity was estimated by the semi-
empirical Eucken correlation (25), which applies to monoatomic and poly-
atomic gases at low density: 
k. = C . + 1.25 




The inclusion of the species heat capacity in this equation accounts for 
the rotational and vibrational energy contributions of polyatomic gases. 
The mixture thermal conductivity was obtained from the Wilke mix-




L j ij 
(3.6) 




In an N component mixture there are (N + N)/2 binary diffusivi-
ties, of which N are the self-diffusion coefficients. The binary dif-
fusivity of a pair of species is independent: of composition, according 
to Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird (25), to a rigorous first order kine-
tic theory approximation, and is given by: 
V. . =V.. 
ij Ji 
= 1.8583 x 10 -3 
3/JL + JL 




(cm /sec) (3.7) 
where the collision diameter and energy of interaction for the pair of 
species are given respectively by: 
CT.. = (CT. + CT.)/2 
1J 1 J 
(3.8) 
sdj = (ei e.)
2 (3.9) 
with T in degrees Kelvin, P in atmospheres, and a.. in A. 
The calculation of species fluxes in a multicomponent gas mixture 
from the Stefan-Maxwell equations (22) require the binary diffusivities 
for all species pairs in the mixture. The calculation of species mass 
fluxes with respect to the mass average velocity according to Equation 
(2.71) requires knowledge of the multicomponent diffusivities for all 
species pairs. 
Multicomponent Diffusivities 
The multicomponent diffusivities appearing in Equation (2.71) are 
a function of the gas mixture composition and all the species composi-
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tions gradients. Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird (25) give the rigorous 
first order kinetic theory approximation to the multicomponent diffus-
ivities as: 
M 
D . >P1 + J + 1J: K1L| + k j l 
J K 
x M„ „ x, 
(3.10) 
\rvr + £ l^t (1 'J) (3ai) 
k^i 
i j l - .. - ik 
K i i = 0 
In Equation (3.10), |K| is the determinant of the matrix K having 
elements K.. given by Equation (3.11), and |KJ | is the determinant of 
the matrix K after deletion of the j row and the i column. 
The Collision Integrals 
Equations (3.2, 3.7) require a knowledge of the single specie 
and the species pair collision integrals. The collision integrals Q 
V-
tin depend upon the intermolecular forces between the gas molecules. 
Given a potential energy of interaction model it is possible to calcu-
late the collision integrals; this has been done by Hirschfelder, Bird 
and Spotz (36), who give the collision integrals for the Lennard-Jones 
potential as tabulated functions of the reduced temperature (i<cT/e), 
where « is the Boltzmann's constant, over the range 0.30 <. (KT/e) ^ 100. 
To avoid the need for the computer storage and interpolation in 
order to obtain values for the collision integrals, it is desirable to 
express them as analytic functions of the reduced temperature. Luft 
and Kharbanda (37) fitted the tabular values of Q by the expression 
V-
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(Q ) " 1 = 0.697 [l + 0.323 in (*1 (3.12) 
Similarly, in the present work, the collision integral fL. was fitted by 
least squares to an expression like that of Luft and Kharbanda over the 
range 1.45 £ (KT/G) ̂  30.0 to obtain 
(ftp)"1 = 0.7549 [l + 0.3476 in (^j (3.13) 
In the reduced temperature range of interest in this work (1.45 
to 30.0) the Luft and Kharbanda equation has an average error of 1.7 per-
cent; the fitted equation for fL, has an average error of 1.2 percent 
when compared to the tabulated values. 
The Thermodynamic Properties 
Thermodynamic data is widely available for many substances rela-
tive to their values at absolute zero. The heat capacity, heat of for-
mation and free energy data for the species of interest in this work 
were obtained from the JANAF Tables (38), which combine the experimen-
tal results available with statistical thermodynamic calculations (based 
on the rigid rotator - harmonic oscillator model) to yield a reliable 
tabulation of thermochemical properties. 
Ideal Gas Heat Capacity 
The heat capacity data fits used in this work are all of the form 
C . = A.- + A.0T + A.QT
2 + A..T3 + A.CT~^ (3.14) 
pi ll i2 i3 i4 i5 
The constants for Equation (3.14), with T in degrees Kelvin, the range 
T a b l e 2 . I d e a l Gas Hea t C a p a c i t y E q u a t i o n s 
S p e c i e s Heat C a p a c i t y E q u a t i o n s Range Average 
E r r o r 
C . ( c a l / g • CK) (T i n °K) 
P1-
(CK) m 
- 3 -7 2 
n (& 119 4- 1 q i W l n T _ 1 7 Q 1 , r 1 H T N /-51 OQQQ 
\_> \ ^ • • _ • * _ ^ - . _ / - I . - / X V J . W -i- i. . i s I-J\.J-\J J. J I ~> i- • J J yj\J 
N ( 6 . 5 2 9 + 1 .488xlO" 3 T - 2 . 2 7 1 x l O _ 7 T 2 ) / 2 8 . 0 1 3 4 
0 (5 .6916 - 1 .5567xlO" 3 T + 1.0398xlO~ 6T 2 - 2 . 1 5 5 0 X 1 0 " 1 0 T 3 ) / 1 5 . 9 9 9 4 
N (4 .9545 + 5 .7012x lO _ 5 T - 5 . 3 5 L 0 x l 0 _ 8 T 2 + 1. 3 7 3 8 x l O " U T 3 ) / 1 4 . 0 0 6 7 
C0_ (18 .036 - 4 . 4 7 4 x l 0 ' 5 T - 1 5 8 . 0 8 T * ) / 4 4 . 0 0 9 9 
CO (6 .480 + 1 . 5 6 6 x l 0 " 3 T - 2 . 3 8 7 x l 0 " 7 T 2 ) / 2 8 . 0 1 0 5 
o"7Q oor»r» 1 i n 
J - . JL\J 
273-3800 0.72 
i.9994 273-2500 0.70 




over which the equation was fitted by least squares multiple regression, 
and the average error from the tabulated JANAF values are presented in 
Table 2. The heat capacity data fits for 0 , H , CCL and CO are taken 
from Kobe (39); the third degree polynomial fits for 0 and N were ob-
tained from a least squares multiple regression analysis. The mixture 
heat capacity is given by 
C = V oo. C . (3.15) 
p L i pi 
Ideal Gas Enthalpy 
The species enthalpy can be obtained directly from the integration 
of the species heat capacity equations, 
'T 
H. (T) == H.(T ) + C . dT (3.16) 
i i o J™ pi 
o 
Performing this integration with C . from Equation (3.14): 
IT 
T 
H.(T) = H.(T ) + T A . - T + 7rA.0T
2 + \k.J? + yA.-T4 + 2A.CT^1 (3.17) l l o L i-l Z i2 3 i3 4 i4 i5 L 
o 
L e t t i n g T = 0 K, the lower l i m i t of i n t e g r a t i o n vanishes and t h e r e f o r e 
H. (T) = H.(0°K) + A.nT H- k . _ T
2 + 1 A . T3 + 7A. .T 4 + 2A>c:T^ (3.18) 1 1 l l 2 i2 3 i3 4 i4 i5 
The quantity H.(0 K) is the enthalpy of the species at 0 K, which can be 
determined by specifying a reference state at which the. heats of forma-
tion of the species are known. 
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The reference state is established by defining the absolute en-
thalpy of the elements in their standard state equal to zero at 298.16 K. 
The enthalpy of an element at: absolute zero (H ) is then equal to the 
change in enthalpy from the reference temperature to absolute zero, i.e., 
(Hrt̂ „ .,, - H ).. For a compound the absolute enthalpy at the reference 298.16 o i r ^J 
temperature is no longer equal to zero, but is equal to the heat of 
formation of the particular compound from the reference elements. There-
fore, in order to determine the enthalpy of a compound at absolute zero, 
it is necessary to correct for the heat of formation 
H.(0°K) = - (H298>16 - H o ) 1 + (A H £ ) 2 9 8 a 6 > . (3.19) 
The values of H.(0 K) for each of the species under consideration are 
also given in Table 1. 
Thermochemical Equilibrium Constants 
The possibility of either homogeneous reactions in the gas phase 
or of heterogeneous reactions at the solid-gas interphase is not pre-
cluded in the present work. Instead, it is assumed that the reactions 
taking place are not. kinetically controlled but rather proceed, with-
out kinetic hindrance, to attain thermochemical equilibrium. 
Six species are contained in the gas phase (0_ , N , 0, N, CCL, 
CO) which are made up of three distinct elements (0, N, C). Since the 
number of independent equilibrium expressions relating the species com-
positions equals the number of species minus the number of elements, we 
thus have three independent equilibrium expressions, and are free to 
postulate any three reaction paths we desire (provided, of course, that 
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all six species present in the gas phase are represented in the three 
reactions). 
The three homogeneous reactions postulated, along with their ideal 
gas equilibrium constants are: 
C02 * CO + \ 02 Kco - ^ P _ ( P XQ J ( 3 .2 0 ) 
\ °2 a ° K0 " X o(^r)" (3'21) 
°2 
f N 2 - N h-*J^Y (3-22) 
The JANAF Tables (38) present data on log y, as a function of 
temperature, where y. i-s t n e equilibrium constant for the formation of 
the i species from its constitutive elements in the standard state. 
Therefore, 
log Kc() = log Y C 0 + \ log y - log Y c (3.23) 
Z I 
log KQ = log Y Q - 2
 lo% Y0 (3.24) 
log K^ = log Y N - \ log Y N (3.25) 
The values of log K , log K , and log K as functions of temper-
ature were fitted by a least squares method to obtain 
log K = 4.4864 - 14742.1/T (3.26) 
LiU 
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log KQ = 3.3431 - 13037.8/T (3.27) 
log K = 3.2222 - 24701.8/T (3.28) 
with T in degrees Kelvin. Over the temperature range of interest in this 
work, 100 °K <. T <. 2500 °K, the fitted equations for log K , log K and 
log K had average percent errors of 0.41, 0.80 and 0.54 percent re-
spectively. 
At the solid-gas interphase, in addition to the six gaseous 
species, solid carbon is also present. Therefore, four (7-3) equili-
brium expressions are independent. Of these, three are the given homo-
geneous equilibrium expressions. The fourth, i.e., the heterogeneous 
equilibrium expression, can be obtained by postulating any reaction in-
volving the solid carbon, such as 
1 . „ . „ / 
C(s) + 2 ° 2 * C 0 K s = X C 0 U r J ( 3 ' 2 9 ) 
°2 
A least squares fit of 
log Kg = log Y C 0 - 2
 L°S V0 (3.30) 
as a function of temperature., over the range of 100 K <. T <. 2500 K 
resulted in the following equation, which has an average percent error 
of 0.39 percent: 
log K = 4.5855 + 5817.79/T (3.31) 
with T in degrees Kelvin. 
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Ideal Gas Equation of State 
The ideal gas equation of state relates pressure, temperature 
and density by 
P M = p R T (3.32) 
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CHAPTER IV 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
In the previous chapters the transport equations were presented 
in forms suitable for numerical solution. In addition, models were pre-
sented for the estimation of the necessary transport and thermodynamic 
properties. This chapter contains a detailed description of the numeri-
cal implementation of the previously developed transport equations and 
physical property estimation models. 
The method of presentation will be to first outline the overall 
numerical analysis with a general description of the logical process. 
Secondly, the technique employed in the integration of the transport 
equations will be discussed and its accuracy will be estimated by com-
paring the solution of the constant property momentum equation with the 
solutions available in the literature. Finally, each of the major opera-
tional subroutines involved in the numerical solution of the transport 
equations will be separately discussed in some detail. 
The General Problem 
A simplified flow diagram of the stagnation line analysis is given 
in Figure 2. Each element of this flow diagram represents an operational 
subroutine. The three logical subroutines (SPCLUP, MOMLUP, ENGLUP) are 
shown encompassing their respective operational subroutines; each of the 




Figure 2. Simplified Flow Diagram of the Computer Program 
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The main program (DRIVER) reads in key parameters of the problem 
and serves to transfer control between the logical subroutines. The 
DRIVER program reads in the free stream velocity, temperature, pressure 
and composition; the body radius of curvature at the stagnation point 
and the surface temperature; and the finite difference step size along 
the T| plane, as well as the number of finite difference stations to be 
considered. In addition, the DRIVER program reads in the maximum number 
of iterations and the convergence tolerance for each stage of the calcu-
lation. 
The subroutine INIT initializes the numerical solution by load-
ing in the data for the system under consideration (M., a., e., A.., B.., 
1 1 1 IJ IJ 
H.(0 K), and e..). If desired, this subroutine will read in (from an in-
i ij 
put data deck) the elemental mass fraction, temperature and velocity pro-
files; otherwise, the subroutine loads into memory specified temperature 
and velocity profiles, and generates internally the elemental mass frac-
tion profiles. Using the temperature profile, the values of the thermo-
chemical equilibrium constants eire computed throughout the flowfield and 
at the wall, which are used, along with the elemental mass fraction pro-
files, to calculate the species mole fractions in the flowfield (sub-
routine EQUIL) and at the wall (subroutine CONWAL). Finally, the sub-
routine INIT calls on the subroutine PROP to calculate all the transport 
and thermodynamic properties at each location (M, p, LU. , C ., C , p,. , p,, 
k., k, V. ,, D.., H., H, a;., and K.). The subroutine PROP also calculates 
i ij ij i j I 
species and elemental mass fluxes with respect to the mixture mass average 
velocity (diffusive fluxes), and with respect: to stationary coordinates, 
as well as the effective elemental diffusivities, D.. Upon return of 
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control from PROP, the subroutine INIT makes an initial estimate of the 
wall mass transfer rate based on the fluxes computed previously. 
Using the computed density and viscosity profiles, the subroutine 
MCMT solves the momentum equation to yield an update of the velocity 
distribution. In the solution of the momentum equation the most recent 
wall mass transfer rate is used as the unknown boundary condition on f . 
The innermost iterative loop uses the most recent velocity pro-
file and effective elemental diffusivities to solve the elemental con-
servation equations (subroutine ELEMT). The resulting elemental mass 
fraction profiles and the most recent temperature distribution are em-
ployed in the subroutines EQUIL and CONWAL to obtain ne*w species mole 
fraction profiles. With the updated species mole fraction profiles the 
subroutine PROP is called to update the transport and thermodynamic pro-
perties and to calculate new values of T). for the next pass through the 
subroutine ELEMT. 
The sequence of subroutines ELEMT-EQUIL-CONWAL-PROP constitutes 
the innermost iterative loop and it is monitored by the logical sub-
routine SPCLUP. This subroutine iterates on the above sequence, for a 
given set of f and ij). , until all three UK profiles and the boundary 
w jw j 
condition ratios OL/uL) > OL/uL) , and (j„/(w„ - 1)) for the last two 
O O w N N w C C w 
iterations differ by less than the desired convergence tolerance (TLSPCL). 
Convergence of the subroutine SPCLUP insures that the composition depend-
ence of the coefficients in the elemental conservation equations is con-
sistent with the compositions predicted from the solution of those equa-
tions . 
In general, the wall boundary conditions will not be satisfied, 
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and it becomes necessary to search for new values of the pseudo-
boundary conditions,, w, , with which to make another iterative pass 
Jw 
through the subroutine SPCLUP. This is simply done by linearly extra-
polating the ratio (ujn/uL) to the ratio (J./j' ) from the last two 
0 N w 0 N w 
iterative passes through the subroutine SPCLUP. If k and (k - 1) re-
present the last two passes, then 
~ k + 1 ~ k 
(?) - (?) 
M W iSf W 
~ k ~ k - 1 
(?) •(?) 
HSf w iSf w 
~ k + 1 -y k 
(?) - § ) 
Htf w N w 
~ k y k - 1 
(?) -£) 
N w N w . , , ^ / - / - xk + 1 
(4.1) 
wuiwi v-cx.i ̂  ^wxv^.- ,-ŵ  ,_wv_ VL^C^W- ,-*«_ w,. VUUn/wN/ to be used in 
the next iteration. The subroutine CONWAL is again accessed with the 
ratios (UJ /Ju ) and (Q, - l)/uL) > a s well as the four thermochemical 
equilibrium relations at the wall. Converting the composition at the 
wall to elemental mass fractions, the new pseudo-boundary conditions at 
the wall are obtained. In order to avoid a sharp change in the oo. pro-
files near the wall due to the change in the cu. pseudo-boundary condi-
jw 
tions, the o>, profiles are smoothed by making them similar to the cor-
responding profiles from the last solution of the subroutine SPCLUP. 
With smoothed uj\ profiles, the subroutine EQUIL is called to calcu-
late the new equilibrium species mole fractions, and then the subroutine 
In the context of this discussion, the "pseudo-boundary condi-
tions at the wall" refer to the value of the ^. used in the current 
pass through the subroutine SPCLUP; these values are used in the itera-
tive process, instead of the actual boundary conditions, (Equations 2.78, 
2.86), until the actual boundary conditions are satisfied. 
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PROP is again called to estimate new physical properties and fluxes. 
Using the fluxes calculated by the subroutine PROP, the boundary 
conditions at the wall are tested for convergence,, The. wall mass trans-
fer rates calculated from Equations (2.78, 2.84, 2.85) are averaged to 
obtain the updated value of f : 
fw " I [f0 + fN + f c l <4-2> 
where, 
foJw - i 2 o a U 1 (^ <*-3> /W [2 p Lj, U 
re 'e e UD 0 w 
ff) . r b> -
h ^ B <*•*> VfN/w ! 2 p'." u, U 
^ Ke "e e m w 
(£c)w = [2 p , u T ( ^ T ) W
 (4-5) 
re re e C 
The value calculated from Equation (4.2) is used as the new esti-
mate of f in the next solution of the momentum equation; and the new 
w 
pseudo-boundary conditions at the wall, u). , are then used in the next 
jw 
pass through the. subroutine SPCLUP. The momentum and elemental conser-
vation equation boundary conditions were adjusted as discussed above in 
the subroutine MOMLUP. The logical subroutine MOMLUP, which monitors the 
intermediate level of iterations in the numerical scheme, also serves to 
control access to the subroutines MOMT and SPCLUP. 
The subroutine MOMLUP was considered convergent when the wall 
boundary conditions given by Equations (2.78, 2.86) were satisfied to 
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the desired level of accuracy. Once the subroutine MOMLUP has converged, 
all the previously unknown boundary conditions have been determined (for 
the temperature profile in use at the time),. The results at this point 
would be the solution of the problem if the temperature profile used in 
the calculations were "correct." 
The outermost level of iterations is accomplished by the sub-
routine ENGLUP. Following convergence of the subroutine MOMLUP, the 
species conservation equations are solved (subroutine GENER) to obtain 
the species generation terms, r.. The energy equation is then solved 
(subroutine ENERGY) to obtain an updated temperature profile. If the 
resulting temperature profile differs from the old one by less than the 
desired convergence tolerance (TLENER), the entire numerical solution 
can be considered convergent; otherwise, the outermost energy loop (sub-
routine ENGLUP) is repeated until the last two temperature profiles have 
converged, along with all the boundary conditions at the wall. 
Once the solution has been completed, Equation (2.52) is inte-
grated to obtain the relationship between T\ and y that permits the trans-
formation of the solution back to the real coordinate space. The above 
integration is performed by the subroutine OUTPUT, which also serves to 
print out the final results of the calculation. 
Integration of the Transport Equations 
Most analysis in boundary layer theory reduce to the solution of 
nonlinear ordinary differential equations with split boundary conditions. 
In the following pages, a few of the most frequently used techniques for 
the solution of ordinary differential equations are briefly discussed. 
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The numerical solutions of all the transport equations encountered in 
the present work were obtained by application of the method of succes-
sive replacements. 
One technique that is suitable only to linear differential equa-
tions or to nonlinear differential equations that can be quasi-linearized 
employs matrix algebra. In this technique, the linear (or quasi-linear-
ized nonlinear) differential equation is represented by a system of 
linear finite difference equations, one for each grid point in the mesh. 
The resulting system of linear finite difference equations can then be 
solved by matrix inversion. For example, the solution of a second order, 
linear, ordinary differential equation with split boundary conditions 
can always be reduced to the problem of inverting a tridiagonal matrix 
if the finite difference representation of the equation involves only 
first and second order central differences. 
Sometimes it is necessary to solve a nonlinear differential equa-
tion without resorting to linearization; this is often done by one of 
the "shooting" methods. In these methods, the values of the function 
and its derivatives at one boundary are specified, thus converting the 
problem from a split boundary value problem to an initial value problem. 
The initial value problem can then be solved by one of the standard meth-
ods, such as fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill (40) or Adams-Moulton (41). 
However, once the solution of the initial value problem is obtained, it 
is necessary to iterate on the assumed boundary conditions at the first 
boundary until the specified boundary conditions at the second boundary 
are satisfied. For problems involving several high order differential 
equations with many split boundary conditions, it is often very diffi-
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cult to obtain solutions by these methods due to the sensitivity of the 
solution to the assumed values at the first boundary (42). 
The method of accelerated successive replacements (42, 43) is 
another numerical scheme which is often used to solve nonlinear differ-
ential equations with split boundary conditions. This method was em-
ployed in the numerical solution of the transport equations encountered 
in the present work. The main advantage of this method as compared to 
the "shooting" methods is that the boundary conditions at both bound-
aries are satisfied at every stage of the iteration. Furthermore, the 
method of accelerated successive replacements is applicable to nonlinear 
differential equations (such as the momentum equation) without requiring 
quasi-linearization,, 
To apply the method of accelerated successive replacements, the 
differential equation is represented by a system of finite difference 
equations which can then be solved by an iterative technique suitable 
for finding the roots of algebraic equations. The solution of the dif-
ferential equation is begun by assuming some functional dependence of 
the dependent variable on the independent variable which satisfies all 
boundary conditions,. The differential equation and the assumed profile 
are then represented in finite difference form; the iterative solution 
is then analogous to a mathematical relaxation of the assumed initial 
profile to the final solution. Since the conditions at both boundaries 
are fixed and satisfied at every iteration, the main disadvantage of the 
"shooting" methods is eliminated. The iterative solution of the non-
linear algebraic equations is generally achieved, as was done in the 
present work, by using the Newton-Raphson technique with an accelerating 
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factor and immediate replacement at each grid point. 
As an example, of the use of the method of accelerated successive 
replacements consider the following second order, nonlinear, ordinary 
differential equation (which is somewhat similar to the momentum equa-
tion) : 
y (y" + l) + (y1)2 = o y(i) = l (4.6) 
y(2) = 2 
where y is the dependent variable and the primes denote differentiation 
with respect to the independent variable, x. Consider the interval 
1 <. x ̂  2 to be divided into (s - 1) equal subintervals and let y be 
the value of the dependent variable at the point x , where the index n 
n 
varies from n = l , 2, ..., s, and the boundary conditions are known at 
the two points x. and x . The constant step size is given by 
1 s 
A = (x - x1)/(s - 1). The finite difference representation of Equa-
tion (4.6) that was used is: 
n (
y"+1 " '"I * ^ ) - i] + C^-H - o 0- -i) 
u 
y = 1 (4.7) 
^ s = 2 
Assume initially a linear profile which satisfies both boundary condi-
tions: 
y = y, + A (n - 1) (y - y.) (n = l,...,s) (4.8) 
n 1 si 
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The system of algebraic Equations (4.7) is a system of (s - 2) non-
linear equations for the (s - 2) unknowns of y . 
n 
The Newton-Raphson iterative technique (43) gives the value of 
u i t h 
y at the k iteration as: n 
(n = 2,. .. , s - 1) 
(4.9) 
(k = 1,..., k ) 
max 
k k - 1 
y = y 
n Jn 
a Gn 
( 3 G n 
3 y 
n 
where G is the finite difference representation of Equation (4.7). 
The acceleration factor, a, is a real number such that & > 0; generally, 
o> = 1 but, if desired, the rate of convergence can be accelerated (a > 1) 
or decelerated (0 < QI < 1). Since, with successive replacements, new 
values of y are used in the iterative scheme as soon as they are ob-
n 
tained, then Equation (4.9) becomes: 
k 
y« = 
k - 1 
y n 
k - 1 k - 1 k k - 1 
I" k - V y n + l " y n y n - l ,\Jyn+l 
k 
yn-rfi 
( 4 . 1 0 ) 
n , <l , fill - *T • ^ ^ 
- A 2 \ A 2 ^ 
A A 
(n = 2,..., s - 1) 
(k = 1,..., k ) 
' max 
The Newton-Raphson iterative scheme is begun with k = 1 using 
the profile of Equation (4.8) as that of the zeroth iteration, and it is 
continued until a desired convergence tolerance has been satisfied (such 
as h>ti) - -4 ^10 ) at every location n, or until the specified 
maximum number of iterations, k , has been reached. 
max 
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Accuracy of the Method of 
Accelerated Successive Replacements 
A study of the accuracy of the method of accelerated successive 
replacements was conducted to estimate the accuracy of the numerical 
results obtained. For this study, the constant property momentum 
boundary layer equation for a cylinder in cross flow (j3 = 1) was solved 
and the results were compared to those available in the literature; the 
momentum equation was chosen since, due to its nonlinearity, it was 
expected to be more difficult to solve than the linear elemental con-
servation and energy equations. 
The momentum equation solved was: 
f " + f f ' - ( f ) 2 + 1 = 0 (4.11) 
wi th the boundary c o n d i t i o n s : 
f (TI = 0) = f (4.12) 
1 w 
fi (T ] = 0) = 0 
f' (Tl = Tle) = 1 
The finite difference representation of Equation (4.11) was identical to 
that presented in the discussion of the variable property momentum equa-
tion which follows, except in that the coefficient C = 1 and (p /p) = 1. 
In the accuracy study the value of T| was arbitrarily selected as 10; 
step sizes of 0.10, 0.05, and 0.025 were considered for each of two wall 
mass transfer rates, f = 0 and f = -0.5. In all cases a linear f* pro-
w w 
file was initially assumed between Tj = 0 and T| = 10. The iterative 
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scheme was considered to have converged when all of the following cri-
teria were simultaneously met: 
(f ) n 
(f* ) n 
k-1 
- 1 <. 10 -6 






(n = 2,..., s - 1) (4.13) 
If the above convergence criteria was not met in less than 1000 itera-
tions, the iterative process was stopped. 
Elzy and Sisson (9) have calculated extensive similar solutions 
to the constant property boundary layer equations. For the two cases of 
interest here (the momentum equation with p = 1, f = 0 ; and with g = 1, 
f = -0.5) other investigators have published results. The Elzy and 
w 
Sisson profiles of f, f, f11, and f1'' agree with those of previous in-
vestigators to the accuracy estimated by the earlier workers. Moreover, 
by repeating the integration process with a smaller step size, Elzy and 
Sisson have verified their reported values of f'1 and the f profiles to 
w 
be accurate to at least eight significant figures. The. method of solu-
tion employed by Elzy and Sisson was the multiple step predictor-correc-
tor method of Milne (41). The results obtained in the integration of the 
constant property momentum equation by the method of accelerated 
successive replacements in the present work were thus compared to the 
results of Elzy and Sisson to estimate the accuracy of the numerical 
procedure. 
The velocity profiles, f'(T]), calculated in the present work 
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(for f = 0 , and for f = -0.5) agreed with those of Elzy and Sisson to 
w w 
* 
approximately four significant figures when A = 0.10. As the step size 
was reduced to A = 0.05, the velocity profiles became accurate to approx-
imately five significant figures. A further reduction of the step size 
to A = 0.025 was attempted, but the method failed to meet the required 
convergence criteria in less than 1000 iterations. 
When solving finite difference equations it is generally more de-
sirable to extrapolate the results to the "smallest" step size than to 
actually perform the calculations employing a very minute step size; as 
a rule, the extrapolation results in a considerable net savings in com-
putational effort. One method of extrapolation to the "smallest" step 
size involves obtaining a solution using a step size half as large as 
the first; the extrapolated value of the solution variable Z(T|) is given 
by: 
m ) . 4 zoi, a>3- Z(TI, to) (4-14) 
When this method of extrapolation was applied to the solutions using 
A = 0.10 and A = 0.05 (for both f = 0 and f = -0.5) the velocity pro-
w w 
files were found to agree with those reported by Elzy and Sisson to ap-
proximately six significant figures. 
In the context of the present discussion, two profiles tabulated 
at discrete intervals agree to "approximately X significant figures" if, 
in fact, the profiles agree to X significant figures with the exception 
of a few values that agree to (X - 1) significant figures. These lower 
accuracy values generally occur in the vicinity of the wall and are due 
to the fact that multipoint central difference approximations can not be 
used at or near a boundary. 
Table 3o Accuracy of the Method of Accelerated Successive Replacements 







( f t , )w 
0 Oo10 133 10 23312294 
0 0.05 339 1.232690^5 
0 "smallest" Eqn. (k.lk) 1.23254629 
0 Reference (9) lo2325877* 
-0<,5 0.10 126 0.96954624 
-0,5 0.05 350 0096928412 
-0.5 "smallest" Eqn. (4.l4) 0.96919675 
-0.5 Reference (9) 0.96922955 
Data from Elzy and Sisson (9) 
ON 
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Table 3 summarizes the results of the accuracy test with respect 
to the calculation of f' ' . Since f' ' was calculated from the f'(Tl) 
w w ' 
profiles using a four point forward difference formula, the accuracy of 
the value of f" was expected to be about one significant figure less 
w 
than that of the profile from which it was calculated. As shown in 
Table 3, the above was found to be the case for all four calculated 
solutions that met the desired convergence criteria; extrapolation of 
the computed results for A = 0.10 and A = 0.05 to the "smallest" step 
size improved the accuracy of the calculated values of f" by approxi-
mately one additional significant figure beyond that of A = 0.05. 
In summary, it was concluded that with a simple finite difference 
representation of the highly nonlinear momentum equation a solution was 
obtained, for A = 0.10, in which the f'(T|) profiles were accurate to 
approximately four significant figures and the value f'' was accurate to 
w 
approximately three significant figures. It was shown that additional 
accuracy would be obtained by decreasing the step size (at the expense 
of computation time as indicated by the required number of iterations) 
and even further accuracy would be obtained by extrapolating to the 
"smallest" step size. 
All the later calculations performed in the present work employed 
a step size of A = 0.10. The results presented in the following chapter 
have been truncated to show only the figures that were considered accur-
ate. 
Finite Difference Representation of the Transport Equations 
The high Reynolds number boundary layer transport equations solved 
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in the present work were presented in Chapter II. In the following sec-
tions these equations are presented in their finite difference forms. 
A complete listing of the computer programs, written in FORTRAN V for 
the UNIVAC 1108 computer is presented in the Appendix. The reader inter-
ested in further details on the numerical implementation of the equations 
should refer to the Appendix. 
Momentum Equation 
The momentum equation, written to take into account the variation 
in physical properties, is given by Equation (2.67). This equation can 
be considered as a third order equation for f(T|) or as a second order 
equation for the velocity ratio f'(7]), with f(T\) being the result of a 
simple integration: 
f(T|) = f„ + f'(Tl) d T] (4.15) 
o w 
For an initial f'(T|) profile and the given boundary conditions 
f , f'(0) = 0, f'(71 ) = 1.0, Equation (4.15) was integrated numerically 
w e 
using up to fourth order Newton-Cotes closed-end formulas (41). The f(T|) 
profile thus generated, along with the initial f'(T|) profile, were used 
in the first iteration of the method of successive replacement to gener-
ate a new f'(T]) profile; this new f'(T;) profile was again integrated by 
Equation (4.15), and the process was repeated until the solution attained 
the desired level of convergence. The criteria used to determine conver-
gence was that 
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(f ) n 
(f/-1 
- 1 <: TLMOMT (n = 2,..., s - 1) (4.16) 
<f ' ) k 
w 
k-1 
( f • r 
w 
- 1 <: TLMOMT 
- f) 
where TLMOMT is a predetermined input number (10 was used in this 
study). 
The momentum equa t ion , w r i t t e n in the form of Equation (4 .9) b e -
comes 
( f ) k n < f V 
k - 1 
- a 
n 
/ 3 G 
Miy 
(n = 2 , . . . , s - 1 ) (4 .17) 
(k = 1 , . . . , k ) max 
where 
G = n 
( f ' n + l > 
k - 1 _ ? r f ^ k - 1 2 ( f ) + (f\ )J 
n n-1 (4.18) 
+ 
< V l " Cn-1> + ( f „ ) k _ 1 ^ n , / ' 1 - <£'n-l )k 
2 A C 
n 
2 A 
(¥) - (<fvk-xy 
+ n 
n 
(n = 2 , . . . , s - 1) 
(k = 1 , . . . , k ) 
max 
(The numerical s o l u t i o n of the momentum equat ion i s implemented in the 
subrout ine MOMT.) 
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Elemental Conservation Equations 
The variable property elemental conservation equations are Equa-
tion (2.69) with boundary conditions given by Equations (2.78, 2.86). 
The elemental conservation equations were solved by assuming pseudo-
boundary conditions, ou. , and interating on those (in the subroutine 
jw 
MOMLUP) until Equations (2.78, 2.86) were satisfied. 
The three elemental conservation equations are not independent; 
if all K elemental conservation equations are added, the result is the 
continuity equation, which is identically satisfied by the definition of 
the streamfunction. Therefore, only (K - 1) elemental conservation equa-
tions need to be solved; the K elemental mass fraction profile can be 
simply obtained by difference ( ) ou. = l). 
J 
The iterative scheme for the solution of the elemental conserva-
tion equations, written in the form of Equation (4.9), is: 
uS.k = $ 
jn jn 
-1 
- a r 
n 
p G n 
a 0). 
J* 
(J = 1 . . . 
(n = 2,.. 
(k = 1,.. 
. , K - 1) 
. , s - 1) 
., k ) 
max 
(4.19) 
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(1). .1 ~ U ) . -, 
l n+1 i n-1 
2 A 
(j = 1,..., K - 1) 
(n = 2,... , s - 1) 
(k = 1,..., k ) 
max 
The (K - 1) elemental conservation equations were solved by the 
iterative procedure of Equation (4.19) until the following conditions 






- 1 <: TLELEM 
(j = 1,..., K - 1) 
(n = 2,... , s - 1) 
(4.21) 
.-6 
where the desired level of convergence was input as TLELEM (10 was used 
in this study). (The elemental conservation equations were solved in the 
subroutine ELEMT.) 
Energy Equation 
The energy equation (2.68) is a second order, linear, ordinary 
differential equation with boundary conditions given by Equations (2.79, 
2.80). The iterative scheme for the solution of the energy equation by 
the method of accelerated successive replacements is: 
n k k-1 
Tn = Tn - <* T G 
Vd T J 
(n = 2,... , s - 1) 
(k = 1,..., k ) 
max 
(4.22) 
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The iterative procedure of Equation (4.22) was repeated until the 





< TLENER (n = 2,... , s - 1) (4.24) 
where the desired level of convergence (TLENER) was an input parameter of 
-2 
the problem (10 was used in this study). (The energy equation was 
solved in the subroutine ENERGY.) 
Thermochemical Equilibrium 
The gas phase was considered to be composed of N chemical species 
containing K chemical elements. The N species compositions were related 
therefore by (N - K) homogeneous equilibrium expressions, Equations (3.20-
3.22). Using the K elemental mass fractions obtained from the solution 
of the elemental conservation equations, a system of N nonlinear algebraic 
equations were generated at each grid point in the boundary layer. These 
nonlinear algebraic equations were solved (in the subroutine EQUIL) by 
the Newton-Raphson iteration technique. 
The gas-solid interphase was considered to be composed of N gaseous 
chemical species in addition to a solid carbon phase. The N gaseous 
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species were related by (N + 1 - K) equilibrium expressions; (N - K) of 
these are the homogeneous equilibrium expressions given by Equations 
(3.20, 3.22). The remaining equilibrium expression is given by Equation 
(3.29) which represents the heterogeneous reaction taking place at the 
surface of the body. Using the (K - 1) elemental mass fraction ratios 
(that were the pseudo-boundary conditions for the elemental conservation 
equations at the wall) a system of N nonlinear algebraic equations were 
generated and solved (in the subroutine CONWAL) by the Newton-Raphson 
iteration technique. 
The iterative process for the calculation of the N species mole 
fractions (both at the wall and in the gas phase) was continued until the 
following conditions were met simultaneously at each grid point: 
<; TLCONC (i = 1,... , N) (4.25) 
(n = 1,. .. , s) 
where the desired level of convergence (TLCONC) was an input parameter of 
— f> 
the problem (10 was used in this study). 
Numerical Difficulties Encountered with the 
Fully Coupled Multicomponent Diffusion Equations 
The numerical implementation of the method of solution of the 
transport equations previously discussed was applied to the fully coupled, 
multicomponent diffusion with variable physical properties system. The 
numerical difficulties encountered are discussed in this section. 
As expected, the diffusive fluxes of each of the N chemical 








the species mole fraction profiles; each specie flux is dependent upon 
(N - 1) species mole fraction gradients which, among themselves, are 
related by the extremely nonlinear thermochemical equilibrium relations. 
As a result, the elemental mass diffusion fluxes and the elemental 
effective diffusivities (D.) were also found to be heavily dependent 
upon composition profiles; this situation is particularly serious in 
the calculation of D., since this quantity depends on all the species 
mole fraction gradients and the elemental mass fraction gradient of the 
element under consideration. 
Each solution of the elemental conservation Equations (4.19, 4.20) 
involves a relaxation of the initial elemental mass fraction profiles to 
those obtained from the solution; if the coefficients 
(P2 py 
f p M* + (p D.) 
re re K j 
(j = 1,..., K - 1) (4.26) 
(n = 2,..., s - 1) 
calculated from the final solution of the elemental mass fraction pro-
files were sufficiently close to those used to obtain such a solution, 
then the relaxation of the profiles to the solution would indeed be 
complete. 
The coefficients of Equation (4.26) are extremely sensitive to the 
composition profiles used in their calciilation; while the D. dependence 
appears directly in the coefficients, this dependence is further magni-
fied by the term -r—- (p D.) appearing in Equation (4.26). (Although it 
may be expected that this effect would be larger in the convection domi-
nated region, where the diffusive fluxes and composition gradients begin 
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to loose significance, the convection term is of sufficient magnitude to 
insure an asymptotic approach to the free stream composition values as 
the edge of the boundary layer is approached*) 
Ideally, each pass through the subroutine SPCLUP would produce 
a full and complete update of the composition profiles; convergence of 
the innermost loop would be insured when two consecutive composition pro-
files agreed to the desired level of convergence. In reality, however, 
the coefficients of Equation (4.26) are so sensitive to the composition 
profiles that a full update does not result in an asymptotic approach to 
the solution. Many techniques were used to overcome this difficulty, 
but all proved to be ineffective. It was found that if a "sufficiently 
good" profile was initially used, the technique was able to cause con-
vergence of the composition profiles (in the innermost iterative loop). 
The reduction of the multicomponent diffusion equations to pseudo-
binary diffusion equations by means of the effective elemental diffusi-
vity requires a very gradual update of the composition profiles at each 
pass through the innermost iterative loop (subroutine SPCLUP). An initial 
profile resulting from a binary diffusivity solution to the problem was 
used and updates of the composition profiles were made according to: 
x.(updated) = x.(old) + 0.05 [x.(new) - x.(old)] (4.27) 
This five percent partial update of the profiles was used on the species 
mole fractions (rather than the elemental mass fractions) to minimize as 
much as possible the effect of nonlinearities in the thermochemical 
equilibrium expressions. With this method of partial update, the depend-
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ence of the J., If. and if. on the profiles was smoothed out and succes-
sive compositions profiles were observed to be approaching a common 
value with very little cycling. After 30 iterations within the inner-
most iterative loop (approximately 25 minutes of Central Processing Unit 
time) the minimum convergence required had not been satisfied. It was 
estimated that the solution of the fully coupled multicomponent problem 
for the system under consideration would require about four to six hours 
of Central Processing Unit time on the UNIVAC 1108 computer, if a five 
percent update of composition profiles was used. (Other integration 
techniques were used in an attempt to reduce the overall computation time, 
such as the fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill method (40). With this method, 
a larger step size was made possible for the same level of accuracy, 
thus reducing the number of times that the transport and thermodynamics 
properties had to be evaluated. However, this technique, required another 
level of iterations within the subroutine SPCLUP since it was necessary 
to iterate until the boundary conditions at the edge of the boundary layer 
were satisfied. The net result was an increase in the total computation 
time required.) It was estimated that approximately 85 percent of the 
computation time involved in the solution of the fully multicomponent 
system was used in the evaluation of the variable, multicomponent, trans-
port and thermodynamic properties of the system. Since the solution of 
this problem was so sensitive to these properties, a slow and partial 
update was required. However, the availability of computer time made the 
solution of the fully multicomponent problem unattainable in the present 
work. The computer programs included in the Appendix are written, how-
ever, to solve fully multicomponent problems. 
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The numerical methods and programs presented above were used in 
the present work to obtain binary diffusion solutions to the problem 
under consideration. The diffusive fluxes were computed using the 
multicomponent formulations, but at each grid point, the binary dif-
fusivities were all set to a common value. This, in effect, reduces 
the dependence of the J., J. and D. very greatly because the diffusive 
flux of species i now becomes only a function of x.'(or cu.') and all the 
D. at each grid point take on the value of the common binary diffusivity 
at that grid point. Two sets of calculations were run: in the first run, 
the binary diffusivities at each point were set to V = V , which was 
Uo'LvJ 
the highest of all the binary diffusivities (excluding the self-diffusion 
coefficients, and the binary diffusion coefficients involving atomic 
species); in the second run, the binary diffusivities at: each grid point 
were set to V = ft _. , which was the lowest of the binary diffusivities. 
N2-C02 
Complete binary solutions to the problem were obtained for each 
one of the assumed diffusivities. In addition, the multicomponent fluxes 
(using the full multicomponent flux equations with unequal V. . at each 
grid point) were calculated from the resulting solutions to the binary 
problem by using the binary solution velocity, temperature and composi-





In the present work two solutions were obtained for the variable 
property reacting boundary layer equations with local thermochemical 
equilibrium prevailing at each point in the boundary layer. In both 
solutions all of the binary diffusivities were assumed to be equal at 
each point, V = P.., for all i, i; the first solution sets all V. . = 
13 1 j 
V which was the highest of all binary diffusivities (excluding the 
values of the self-diffusion coefficients, and the diffusion coefficients 
involving atomic species) , and the second solution sets all V,. = P __ , 
IJ N^-CCL 
which was the lowest of all binary diffusivities. In both cases the 
variation of V with temperature across the boundary layer was taken into 
account. In addition, the resulting velocity, temperature and composi-
tion profiles from each of the binary solutions were used to calculate 
the multicomponent fluxes without setting the binary diffusivities equal 
at each location. 
The input parameters for each of the two binary runs were: 
P =1.0 atm e 
T = 300.0°K e 
T = 1500.0°K w 
U = 1500.0 cm/sec 
e 
*b 
= 0.60 cm 
<x02>e " ° -
2 1 0 
< V > = 0 . 7 9 0 
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The results of the hig;h diffusivity run, V = V , are presented 
in Tables 4 through 12 (pages 79-87); for the low diffusivity run, V -
V , the results are presented in Tables 13 through 21 (pages 89-97) . 
The fully multicomponent fluxes calculated from the high diffusivity 
profiles are presented in Tables 22 through 24 (pages 105-107); those 
same fluxes calculated from the low diffusivity profiles are presented in 
Tables 25 through 27 (pages 108-110). The discussion that follows will 
highlight the results obtained from the high diffusivity run. In general, 
the high and low diffusivity results are qualitatively very similar, but 
their significant differences will be discussed. 
Results of the High Diffusivity Run 
Table 4 (page 79) presents the functions f(n) , ff(n) and f,f(n) 
obtained from the solution of the momentum equation. In the region very 
near the wall, the net mass flux (as indicated by f) takes place in the 
direction away from the wall, as the result of the removal of solid car-
bon from the wall by the heterogeneous chemical reaction. 
The velocity profile (ff) in the vicinity of the wall is almost 
linear and very steep. An interesting feature of the velocity profile 
is the velocity overshoot that takes place within the boundary layer; 
this phenomenon arises from the fact that (p /p) > 1 in this region, 
e 
while under the influence of a favorable pressure gradient (3=1). For 
flows with a favorable pressure gradient and heated walls the velocity 
ratio increases, (and may exhibit a maximum, where possibly f' > 1 is 
» r J max 
reached), after which the velocity ratio begins to decrease in an 
asymptotic approach to f'-KL. This phenomenon has been previously reported 
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by Cohen and Reshotko (44) . It: should be noted that if the reactions 
taking place in the boundary latyer result in a significant decrease in 
the mixture molecular weight (such as in thei case of dissociation of 
gaseous species), the effect would be to further increase the (p /p) 
ratio and to give a higher velocity overshoot. Lees (32) noted the 
effect of the (p /p) ratio in the momentum equation and argued that if 
the opposite case is being considered, (T /T ) « 1, or (p /p ) « 1, r to w e e w 
the influence of the pressure gradient term in the momentum equation is 
so small as to be negligible; in that case, a first approximation to the 
velocity profile could be obtained from existing flat plate solutions. 
The temperature profile obtained from the high diffusivity solu-
tion of the energy equation is presented in Table 5 (page 80), along 
with the resulting mixture enthalpy profile. The peak in the tempera-
ture profile corresponds to the reaction of the CO generated at the 
wall with the oxygen-bearing C0r( which is diffusing towards the reaction 
zone of the boundary layer from regions near the edge which are at much 
lower temperatures. 
Table 6 (page 81) presents the elemental mass fraction profiles 
that satisfy the high diffusivity elemental conservation equations and 
in Table 7 (page 82) the corresponding six species mole fraction profiles 
are presented. Since the assumption was made that all V, . are equal to 
each other (P), the effective elemental diffusivities D. = V and the 
three elemental conservation equations become identical. These equations, 
however, were solved as if the equal binary diffusivity assumption had 
not been made (in a truly multicomponent fashion). From the boundary 
conditions, it is easily shown that: 
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OU CO GO - 1 (5.1) 
0 N C 
<\> ^« % 
G 0 n C O . . C 0 _ - 1 
Oe. Ne Ce 
(as indeed it should be when all V.. are equal). 
ij 
The species mole fraction profiles of Table 7 (page 82) indicate 
the transport and thermochemical processes taking place in the boundary 
layer. At the wall, all available 0 and 0 react with the solid carbon 
2 
to form mostly CO and trace amounts of C0_; increases in the wall tempera-
ture would exponentially increase the ratio (x„n/xpr. ) . The mole frac-
LU LUn W 
tion of CO decreases linearly in the region near the wall, as the CO 
diffuses outwardly (at an almost constant rate; Table 8, page 83) to 
meet and react with the incoming C0_. As a result, the mole fraction of 
CO- reaches a maximum at a point where little CO remains and then falls 
gradually as the CO diffuses outwardly towards the edge of the boundary 
layer. These same diffusional-reaction zone interactions are verified 
in Table 8 where the species diffusive mass fluxes are presented. 
It should be noted that at a value of n=4.0 the diffusion fluxes 
are all essentially zero and the. velocity ratio and temperature have 
already attained essentially their free stream values. It thus appears 
that for the mass transfer rates considered in this study, the value of 
ri =4.0 would be entirely satisfactory; at higher mass transfer rates, it 
would be desirable to place the outward edge of the boundary layer 
further out to allow for the thickening of the boundary layer resulting 
from the addition of mass at the wall. In this connection, it is 
interesting to note that the ratio of the momentum to the energy bound-
-1/2 
ary layer thickenesses is about Pr , whereas the ratio of the 
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-1/2 
momentum to the composition boundary layer thickenesses is about Sc 
as can be predicted from the order of magnitude analysis used to derive 
the high Reynolds number laminar boundary layer equations. 
The species mass fluxes with respect to stationary coordinates 
are presented in Table 9 (page 84) and the elemental diffusive fluxes 
and mass fluxes with respect to stationary coordinates are presented in 
Table 10 (page 85). Table 9 shows that the contributions of the dis-
sociated species 0 and N are completely negligible in all respects at 
the temperatures encountered; these species were included, however, to 
extend the temperature range over which the computer programs would 
remain valid. 
The variation in density, viscosity, thermal conductivity, heat 
capacity and diffusivity for the mixture is shown in Table 11 (page 86) • 








 P P (5.4) 
Sc u 
and of the. ratios G-u/p u ) and (p /p) is also shown in Table 12 (page 87) 
e e e 
The assumption that (pv) = (constant) is often made in order to simplify 
the momentum equation and thu.c was included in the table. 
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The (p /p) ratio is seen to increase from a wall value up to a 
e 
maximum and then to decrease asymptotically to a boundary layer edge 
value of 1.0, exhibiting much the same behavior as the (T/T ) ratio (as 
would be expected from the equation of state). This (p /p) ratio 
accounts for the boundary layer velocity overshoot discussed previously. 
From the high diffusivity results, the assumption of constant 
Prandtl and Schmidt numbers appears to be quite good; however, since the 
temperature dependence of the Prandtl number is in the opposite direction 
to that of the Schmidt number, the Lewis number exhibits more variation 
(about 25 percent through the boundary layer), reaching its maximum 
value at about the point corresponding to the maximum in the temperature 
profile. The effect of the assumption of Pr = 1 (or constant), Sc = 1 
(or constant), and Le = 1, taken individually or in combinations with 
themselves and several other assumptions, is that they often uncouple 
and simplify greatly the solution of the energy and species (or elemental) 
conservation equations; a discussion of these simplifying effects was 
presented in Chapter I. 
Equation (2.52) was integrated numerically, using the resulting 
density profile, to obtain the relationship between the transformed 
coordinate n and the real space coordinate, y. This relationship, 
presented in Table 12 for the high diffusivity run, permits relating the 
results, presented throughout as functions of n, to the real space 
coordinate, y. 
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Table 5. Solution to the Energy Equation. 
High Diffusivity Run. 
T - T 
w 
H - H 
w 
II 1 T - T 
e w 
n H - H 
e w 
.00 1500. .0000 -1. 0. 
.10 1630. -.1081 -22. 349. 
.20 1757. -.2144 -43. 703. 
.30 1882. -.3186 -63. 1045. 
.to 2000. -.4164 -84. 1389. 
.50 203*+. -.4449 -127. 2110. 
,60 I87O. -.3080 -155, 2591. 
.70 1553. -.0441 -174, 2902. 
.80 1241. ,2159 -194, 32**9. 
.90 997. .4188 -201. 3354, 
1.00 812. .5731 -197. 3283, 
1.10 67**. .6887 -18b. 3100, 
1.20 571. .7742 -171. 2852, 
1.30 495. .8372 •-154. 2573. 
l.*0 440. .8832 -137. 22A5. 
1.50 400. .9168 -120. 2003. 
1.60 371. .9412 -104. 173*. 
1.70 350. .9587 -90. 1489. 
1.80 334. .9714 -7o. 1264. 
1.90 324. .9804 -6*. 1064. 
2.00 316. .9868 -5<*. 887. 
2.10 3ll. .9912 -45. 734. 
2.20 3o7. .9943 -37. 60?. 
2.30 3o4. .9963 -30. 489. 
2.40 303. .9977 -2b. 394. 
2.50 302. .9986 -20. 315. 
2.60 30l. .9992 -16. 251. 
2.70 300. .9996 -13. 197. 
2.80 300. .9998 -10. 154. 
2.90 300. ,9999 -8. 119. 
3.00 300. 1,0000 -7. 92. 
3.50 3oO. 1.0001 -3. 23. 
4.00 300. 1.0001 -2. 6. 
4.50 300. 1.0000 -1. 2. 
5.00 300. 1.0000 -1. 1. 
5.50 300. 1.0000 -1. 1. 
6.00 300. 1.0000 -1. 1. 
The quantity (H 
off to -1. 
H ) is non-zero; H and H , however, round 
w' e w 
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Table 6„ Solut ion to the Elemental 
Conservation Equat ions . 
High D i f f u s i v i t y Run. 
Tl ^0 ^N "C 
.00 .190259 .652Q43 .148798 
.10 .201269 .662*55 .135876 
.20 .204299 .672*36 .122865 
.30 .207287 .682677 .110036 
.40 .210191 .692241 .097568 
.50 .212963 .701369 .085668 
.60 .215550 .709P88 .074562 
.70 .217904 .717639 .064457 
.80 .21^999 .724539 .055462 
.90 .221839 .73059a .047564 
1.00 .2234^2 .735876 .040683 
1.10 .224832 .740454 .034714 
1.20 .226035 .744417 .029548 
1.30 .227076 .747P43 .025081 
1.40 .227975 .750805 .021220 
1.50 .228752 .753364 .017884 
1.60 .22^422 .755571 ,015007 
1.70 .229999 .757470 .012531 
1.80 .23D494 .759n99 .010407 
1.90 .230916 .760490 .008594 
2.00 .231275 .761671 .007054 
2.10 .231578 .762669 .005753 
2.20 .231832 .763^06 .004662 
2.30 .232044 .764204 .003752 
2.40 .232219 .764781 .003000 
2.50 .232363 .765255 .002382 
2.60 .232480 .76564 2 .001878 
2.70 .232575 .765°54 .001470 
2.80 .232651 .766201a .001143 
2.90 .232712 .7664f)b .000883 
3.00 .232760 .76656-5 .000677 
3.50 .232880 .766°59 .000161 
4.00 .232910 .767P5« .000032 
4.50 .232916 .76707^ .OOOUOb 
5.00 .232917 .767H82 .000001 
5.50 .232917 .767082 .000000 
6.00 .232918 .767082 ,000000 
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Table 7. Solution to the Thermochemical 
Equilibrium Equations. 
High Diffusivity Run. 
x. x x, x X CO, x CO 
.00 .000000 .652953 .OOOOoO ,000000 .000091 .346956 
.10 .000000 ,676550 ,000000 .oooooo .036232 .287218 
.20 .000000 ,701315 ,000000 oooooo .074163 .224522 
,30 .000000 ,726783 ,000000 oooooo .113172 .160044 
.40 .000005 .7525^6 .000002 oooooo .152703 .094695 
.50 .000146 ,778164 .000011 oooooo .191723 .029956 
.60 .016784 ,78972b .000034 ,000000 .192793 .000665 
.70 .044511 ,78999b .000002 ,000000 .165482 .000009 
,80 .068960 ,790000 .000000 OUGOOO .141040 .oooooo 
.90 .090048 ,790000 .000000 ,ouoooo .119952 .000000 
1.00 .108137 ,790000 .oooooo oooooo .101862 .000000 
1.10 .123619 ,790000 .000000 .ouoooo .086381 .000000 
1.20 .136861+ ,790000 .000000 ,000000 .073135 .oooooo 
1.30 .148206 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .0617^4 .oooooo 
i.«n) .157926 ,790000 .oooooo ,ouoooo .052074 .oooooo 
1.50 .166261 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .043739 .oooooo 
1.60 .173405 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .036595 .000000 
1.70 .179520 ,790000 .oooooo , ouoooo .030481 .oooooo 
1.60 .184739 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .025261 .oooooo 
1.90 .189178 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .020822 .oooooo 
2.00 .192937 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .017063 ,000000 
2.10 .196101 ,79000u .oooooo ouoooo .013899 .oooooo 
2.20 .19875Q ,790000 .ooouoo , oooooo .011250 .oooooo 
2.30 .200953 ,790000 .oooooo oooooo .009047 .000000 
2.40 .202773 .79J000 .oooooo , oooooo .007227 ,000000 
2.50 .204266 ,790000 .ooouoo oooooo .005735 ,000000 
2,60 .205481 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .004519 ,000000 
2.70 .206463 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .003537 ,000000 
2.80 .207251 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo •0C274g .000000 
2.90 .207878 ,790000 .ooouoo oooooo .002122 .000000 
3.00 .208374 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .001627 .oooooo 
3.50 .209613 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .000387 .oooooo 
4.00 .209923 .790000 .oooooo ouoooo .000077 .oooooo 
4.50 .209987 .7900^0 .oooooo ouoooo .000013 .oooooo 
5.00 .209997 ,790000 .oooooo ouoooo .000003 ,000000 
5.50 .209999 ,7900nu .oooooo oooooo .000001 .000000 
6.00 .210000 .790000 .oooooo ouoooo .oooooo .000000 
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Table 8. Species Mass Fluxes With Respect to 
the Mixture Mass Average Velocity. 
High Diffusivity Run. 
N CO, CO 
.00 .000000 -.002629 .000000 ouoooo -.014751 .017380 
.10 .000000 -.002623 .ooouoo ,000000 -.014722 .017345 
.20 .000000 -.002660 .000000 .ouoooo -.014926 .017586 
.30 -.000001 -.002656 .000000 ,ouoooo -.014901 .017558 
.40 -.000021 -.002615 -.000001 .oooooo -.014612 .017249 
.50 -.002504 -.002535 -.000U02 .ouoooo -.007333 .012374 
.60 -.006844 -.002422 .000001 ,000000 .005233 ,004031 
.70 -.008574 -.002284 .000003 .ouoooo .010761 .000094 
.80 -.008032 •-.002127 .000000 ,000000 .010157 .000001 
.90 -.007309 --.001956 .000000 .ouoooo .009345 .000000 
l.no -.006732 -.001782 .000000 ,000000 .00P514 .000000 
1.10 -.006082 -.001610 .ooouoo .ouoooo .007692 .000000 
1.20 -.005454 -.001444 .000000 ,000000 .006898 .000000 
1.30 -.004858 -.001286 .ooouoo ,000000 .006144 .oooooo 
1.40 -.004298 -.001138 .000000 ,000000 .005437 .oooooo 
1.50 -.003779 -.001001 .000000 ouoooo .004780 .oooooo 
1.60 -.003301 -.000874 .000000 , ,ouoooo .004175 .oooooo 
1.70 -.002864 -.000756 .ooouoo ouoooo .003622 .oooooo 
1.80 -.002468 -.000653 .ooouoo .ouoooo .003121 .oooooo 
1.90 -.002111 -.00 0559 .000000 ,ouoooo .002670 .000000 
2.00 -.001794 -.000475 .oooooo ,ouooou .002268 .000000 
2.10 -.001512 -.000400 .oooooo ouoooo .001913 .oooooo 
2.20 -.001266 -.O0U335 .oooooo ,000000 .001601 .oooooo 
2.30 -.001052 -.000278 .oooooo ,ouoono .001330 .000000 
2.^0 -.000867 -.000230 •oooooo ,000000 .001097 .000000 
2.50 -.000709 -.000188 •oooooo ,000000 .000897 .000000 
2.60 -.000576 -.000153 .oooooo .ouoooo .000729 .oooooo 
2.70 -.000464 -.000123 .oooooo ouoooo .000587 .oooooo 
2.80 -.000371 -.000098 .oooooo .ouoooo .000469 .oooooo 
2.90 -.000295 -.000078 .oooooo ouoooo .000373 .oooooo 
3.00 -.000232 -.000061 .oooooo ouoooo .000293 .000000 
3.50 -.000063 -.000017 .oooooo ,000000 .000079 .oooooo 
4.00 -.000014 -.000004 .oooooo ,000000 .000018 .oooooo 
4.50 -.000002 -.000001 .oooooo ,000000 .000003 .oooooo 
5.00 .000000 .000000 .oooooo .ouoooo .oooooo .000000 
5.50 .000000 .000000 .oooooo .oooooo .000001 .000000 
6.00 .000000 ,000000 .oooooo , .ouoooo .oooooo .oooooo 
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Table 9. Species Mass Fluxes With Respect to 
Stationary Coordinates. 
High Diffusivity Run. 
.00 .000000 .000000 .000000 .oooooo -.014750 .018776 
.10 .000000 -.000456 .000000 .oooooo -.014540 .018265 
.20 .000000 -.001928 .000000 . o u o o o o -.014804 .017820 
,30 -.000001 -.004148 .000000 .ouoooo -.015266 .017229 
.40 -.000022 -.006974 -.ooouoi .ouoooo -.016002 .016701 
.50 -.002505 -.010213 -.000002 .oooooo -.010305 .012078 
.60 -.00711a -.013729 .000000 .oooooo .000897 .004022 
.70 -.009541 -.017318 .000003 .ouoooo .005813 .000094 
,80 -.009901 -.020875 .000000 .oooooo .004898 .000001 
.90 -.010301 -.024319 .ooouoo .ouoooo .004011 .oooooo 
1.00 -.010779 -.027669 .0O0OQO .oooooo .003270 .000000 
1.10 -.011312 -.030874 .000000 .oooooo .002665 .000000 
1.20 -.011888 -.033956 .ooouoo .oooooo .002170 .000000 
1.30 -.012492 -.036914 .OOOOoO .oooooo .001766 .oooooo 
1.^0 -.013128 -.039806 .000000 .000000' .001432 .oooooo 
1.50 -.013780 -.042602 .000000 .oooooo .001161 .000000 
1.60 -.014447 -,,045330 .OOOOoO .ouoooo .000939 .000000 
1.70 -.015123 -,.047989 .000000 .ouoooo .000759 .oooooo 
1.80 -.015818 -.050634 .000000 .ouoooo .000610 .000000 
1.90 -.016518 -.053229 .000000 .ouoooo .000489 •.oooooo 
2.00 -.017226 -,055796 .000000 .ouoooo .000391 .oooooo 
2.10 -.017937 -•,05832b .000000 .ouoooo .000312 .oooooo 
2.20 -.018663 -„06oa72 .OOOOoO .oooooo .000?47 .oooooo 
2.30 -.019389 -,0633*9 .000000 .oooooo .000195 •oooooo 
2.40 -.020120 -.065898 .000000 .ouoooo .000153 .000000 
2.50 -.020852 -.0633^5 .000000 .ouoooo .000120 .000000 
2.60 -.021595 -.070899 .000000 .ouoooo .000093 .oooooo 
2.70 -.022338 -.073394 .ooouoo .ouoooo .000072 .OOOOQO 
2.80 -.023082 -.0758*7 .000000 .oooooo .000055 .000000 
2.90 -.023825 -.078363 .000000 .ouoooo .000042 .oooooo 
3.00 -.024579 -.080869 .OOOOoO .ouoooo .000032 .oooooo 
3.50 -.028341 -.093319 .000000 .ouoooo .000007 .oooooo 
4.00 -.032117 -.105768 .OOOOoO .ouoooo .000002 .000000 
4.50 -.035391 -.118202 .OOOOoO .ouoooo .000000 .oooooo 
5.00 -.039676 -.130668 .OOOOoO .ouoooo .000000 .000000 
5.50 -.043456 -.143118 ,.000000 .ouoooo .000001 .oooooo 
6.00 -.047237 -.155566 ,,000000 .oooooo .oooooo .000000 
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Table 10. Elemental Mass Fluxes With Respect 
to the Mixture Mass Average Velocity 
and to Stationary Coordinates. 
High Diffusivity Run. 
,00 -.00079fl -.002629 .003427 .000000 ,000000 .004026 
.10 -.000797 -.002623 .003420 -.0U0J.39 -.000456 .003864 
.20 -.000808 -.002660 .0034^7 -.000585 -.001928 .003601 
,30 -.000806 -.002656 .003462 -.0U1260 -.004148 ,003221 
.40 -.000794 -,00261b .003409 -.002118 -.006974 .002794 
.50 -.000770 •-.00253b .003305 -.003101 -.010213 .002367 
,60 -.000735 -.002422 .003157 -.0U4169 -.013729 .001969 
.70 -.000693 -.002284 .002977 -.0U5258 -.017318 •001627 
.80 -.000646 -.002127 .002773 -.006339 -.020875 .001337 
.90 -.000594 -.001956 .002551 -.0^7384 -.024319 .001095 
1.00 -.000541 -.001782 .002324 -.008401 -.027669 .000893 
1.10 -.000489 -.001610 .002099 -.009375 -.030874 .000727 
1.20 -.000439 -.001444 .001863 -.010311 -.033956 .000592 
1.30 -.000391 -,00l28fa .001677 -.011209 -.036914 ,000482 
1.40 -.000346 -.001138 .001484 -.012087 -.039806 ,000391 
1.50 -.000304 -.001001 .001304 -.012936 -.042602 .000317 
1.60 -.000265 -.000874 .001139 -.013764 -.045330 .000256 
1.70 -.000230 -.000756 .000988 -.014572 -.047989 .000207 
1.80 -.000198 -.000653 .OOO852 -.015375 -.050634 .000167 
1.90 -.000170 -.000559 .000729 -.OI6I63 -.053229 .000134 
2.00 -.000144 -,00047b .000619 -.016942 -.055796 .000107 
2.10 -.000122 -.000400 .000522 -.017710 -.058326 .000085 
2.20 -.000102 -.000335 .0004j7 -.018483 -.060872 .000067 
2.30 -.000085 -.000278 .000363 -.019248 -.063389 .000053 
2.40 -.000070 -.000230 .000299 -.020009 -.065898 .000042 
2.50 -.000057 -.n00188 .000245 -.020765 -.068385 .000033 
2.60 -.000046 -.000153 .000199 -.021528 -.070899 .000025 
2.70 -.000037 -.000123 •OOOlfaO -.022286 -.073394 .000020 
2.80 -.000030 -.000098 .000128 -.023042 -.075887 .000015 
2.90 -.000024 -.000078 .000102 -.023794 -.078363 .000012 
3.00 -.000019 -.000061 .000080 -.024555 -.080869 .000009 
3.50 -.000005 -.000017 .000022 -.028335 -.093319 .000002 
4.00 -.000001 -.000004 .000005 •-.032H5 -.105768 .000000 
4.50 .000000 -.000001 .000001 •-.0358cn -.118?02 .000000 
5.00 .000000 .000000 .000000 -.039676 -.130668 .000000 
5.50 .000001 .000000 .000000 -.043455 -.143118 .000000 
6.00 -.000001 ,,000000 »OOOGQO -.047237 -.155568 .000000 
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Table 1 1 . Transport and Thermodynamic 
P r o p e r t i e s . 
High Di f fus iv i t y Run. 
11 P p, k C V 
P 
.00 .227599-03 .539140-03 .206873-03 .295035+00 3.2562 
.10 .213811-03 .566357-03 .219886-03 .299761+00 3.7434 
.20 .202500-03 .595943-03 .232217-03 .304127+00 4.2482 
.30 .193085-03 .621978-03 .24385^-03 .308108+00 4.7673 
.40 .185608-03 .645470-03 .254323-03 .311603+00 5.2754 
.50 .186237-03 .650677-03 .256434-03 .313197+00 5.4269 
.60 .203141-03 .616423-03 .240^40-03 .309279+00 4.7133 
.70 .242009-03 .547662-03 .208719-03 .299801+00 3.4517 
.80 .299978-03 .473170-03 .17542^-03 .288703+00 2.3652 
.90 .370118-03 .409554-03 .147973-03 .278491+00 1.6339 
1.00 .451222-03 .356948-03 .126103-03 .269707+00 1.1521 
1.10 .540719-03 .314449-03 .109047-03 .262511+00 .8366 
1.20 .634582-03 .2*0792-03 •959F4b-04 .256845+00 .6297 
1.30 .727970-03 .254589-03 .860271-04 .252528+00 .4930 
1.40 .816140-03 .234493-03 .785759-04 .249335+00 .4016 
1.50 .895334-03 .219280-03 .730334-04 .247034+00 .3399 
1.60 .963177-03 .207914-03 .689FH-04 .245419+00 .2978 
1.70 .101872-02 .199550-03 .659813-04 .244316+00 .2668 
1.80 .106257-02 .193458-03 .638793-04 .243581+00 .2487 
1.90 .109615-02 .189063-03 .623065-04 .243104+00 .2348 
2.00 .112092-02 .185957-03 .612320-04 .242807+00 .2251 
2.10 .113866-02 .183799-03 .604°o7-04 .242632+00 .2185 
2.20 .115101-02 .182323-03 .599081-04 .242537+00 .214o 
2.30 .115931-02 .181344-03 .596577-04 .242494+00 .2110 
2.40 .116474-02 .180705-03 .594444-04 .242481+00 .2090 
2.50 .116836-02 .180280-03 .593046-04 .242485+00 .2076 
2.60 .117066-02 .180009-03 •592J6O-04 .242497+00 .2067 
2.70 .117192-02 .179857-03 .591695-04 .242515+00 .2062 
2.80 .117228-02 .179810-03 .591576-04 .242538+00 .2059 
2.90 .117246-02 .179784-03 .591510-04 .242558+00 .2058 
3.00 .117265-02 .179758-03 .591457-04 .242573+00 .2057 
3.50 .117250-02 .179764-03 .591550-04 .242618+00 .2055 
4.00 .117237-02 .179775-03 .591*07-04 .242631+00 .2055 
4.50 .117204-02 .179813-03 .591741-04 .242637+00 .2056 
5.00 .117200-02 .179817-03 .591756-04 .242638+00 .2056 
5.50 .117198-02 .179819-03 .591763-04 .242638+00 .2056 
6.00 .117198-02 .179820-03 .591765-04 .242638+00 .2056 
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Table 12. Dimensionless Rat ios and 
Transverse Coordinate ( y ) . 
High D i f f u s i v i t y Run. 








. 6 0 
. 7 0 
. 8 0 











2 . 0 0 
2 . 1 0 
2 . 2 0 
2 . 3 0 
2 . 4 0 
2 . 5 0 
2 . 6 0 
2 . 7 0 
2 . 8 0 
2 . 9 0 
3 . 0 0 
3 . 5 0 
4 . 0 0 
4 . 5 0 
5 . 0 0 
5 . 5 0 
6 . 0 0 
. 7 6 9 
. 7 7 5 
. 7 8 0 
. 7 8 6 
. 7 9 1 
. 7 9 5 
. 7 9 3 
. 7 8 7 
. 7 7 9 
. 7 7 1 
. 7 6 3 
. 7 5 7 
. 7 5 2 
. 7 4 7 
. 7 4 4 
. 7 4 2 
. 7 4 0 
. 7 3 9 
. 7 3 8 
. 7 3 8 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 2 7 
. 710 
. 6 ^ 3 
. 6 7 b 
. 6 5 9 
. 6 4 4 
. 6 4 4 
. 6 5 6 
. 6 6 7 
. 6 7 7 
. 6 8 7 
. 6 9 5 
. 7 ^ 3 
. 7 0 9 
. 7 1 5 
. 7 2 1 
. 7 ? 5 
. 7 2 9 
. 7 3 2 
. 7 3 5 
. 7 3 7 
. 7 3 9 
. 740 
. 7 4 1 
. 7 4 2 
. 7 4 3 
. 7 4 4 
. 7 4 4 
. 7 4 5 
. 7 4 5 
. 7 4 b 
. 7 4 6 
. 7 4 6 
. 7 4 6 
. 7 4 6 
. 7 4 6 
. 7 4 6 
. 0 5 7 
. 0 9 1 
. 1 2 7 
. 1 6 3 
. 2 0 0 
. 2 3 4 
. 2 3 2 
. 2u0 
. 1 6 8 
. 1 3 8 
.U2 
. 0 8 9 
. 070 
. 0 5 3 
.O4O 
. 0 2 9 
. 0 2 1 
. 0 1 4 
.O08 
. 0 0 4 
. 0 0 1 
. 9 9 8 
. 9 9 6 
. 9 9 4 
. 9 9 3 
. 9 9 2 
. 9 9 1 
. 990 
. 9g0 
. 9 S 9 
. 9 8 9 
. 9 8 8 
. 9 8 8 
. 9 8 8 
. 9 8 8 
. 9 8 8 
. 9 8 8 
. 5 8 2 
. 5 7 7 
. 5 7 3 
. 570 
. 5 6 8 
. 5 7 5 
. 5 9 4 
. 629 
. 6 7 4 
. 7 1 9 
. 7 6 4 
. 8 0 7 
. 8 4 6 
. 679 
. 9 0 8 
. 9 3 2 
. 9 5 0 
. 9 6 5 
. 9 7 5 
. 9 8 3 
. 9 8 9 
. 9 9 3 
. 9 9 6 
. 9 9 8 
. 9 9 9 
. 9 9 9 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 000 
. 000 
. 0 0 0 
. 000 
. 0 0 0 
. 000 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
5 . 1 5 
5 . 4 8 
5 . 7 9 
6 . 0 7 
6 .31 
6 . 2 9 
5 . 7 7 
4 . 8 4 
3 . 9 1 
3 . 1 7 
2 . 6 0 
2 . 1 7 
. 8 5 
. 6 1 
. 44 
. 3 1 
. 2 2 
.15 
. i n 
. 0 7 
. 05 
. 0 3 
. 0 2 
. 0 1 




. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 0 0 0 
. 2 9 4 4 5 - 0 2 
. 6 0 6 8 1 - 0 2 
. 9 3 5 3 3 - 0 2 
. 1 2 7 8 6 - 0 1 
. 1 6 3 0 1 - 0 1 
. 1 9 6 6 5 - 0 1 
. 2 2 6 1 3 - 0 1 
. 2 5 0 2 5 - 0 1 
. 2 6 9 8 6 - 0 1 
. 2 8 5 7 1 - 0 1 
. 2 9 8 8 1 - 0 1 
. 3 0 9 8 6 - 0 1 
. 3 1 9 5 0 - 0 1 
. 3 2 7 8 8 - 0 1 
. 3 3 5 4 2 - 0 1 
. 3 4 2 3 8 - 0 1 
. 3 4 9 0 3 - 0 1 
. 3 5 5 2 3 - 0 1 
. 3 6 1 2 0 - 0 1 
. 3 6 7 0 3 - 0 1 
. 3 7 2 8 7 - 0 1 
. 3 7 8 5 1 - 0 1 
. 3 8 4 0 8 - 0 1 
. 3 8 9 6 5 - 0 1 
. 3 9 5 3 1 - 0 1 
. 4 0 0 8 3 - 0 1 
. 4 0 6 3 3 - 0 1 
. 4 1 1 8 4 - 0 1 
. 4 1 7 4 8 - 0 1 
. 4 2 2 9 8 - 0 1 
. 4 5 0 6 2 - 0 1 
. 4 7 8 2 9 - 0 1 
. 5 0 6 0 9 - 0 1 
. 5 3 3 7 5 - 0 1 
. 5 6 1 4 0 - 0 1 
. 5 8 9 0 8 - 0 1 
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Results of the Low Diffusivity Run 
and Comparison of High and Low Diffusivity Runs 
The results obtained from the low diffusivity run are presented 
in Tables 13 through 21 (pages 89-97). Since these results closely 
resemble those obtained from the high diffusivity run, only the signifi-
cant differences between the two runs will be discussed. Figures 3 
through 7 (pages 98-102) highlight these differences. 
As expected, with the lower diffusivity, the mass transfer rate 
at the wall, f , is lower than that of the high diffusivity run. In 
w 
addition, the amount of overshoot in f' is reduced by approximately 
six percent, and the maximum point in the velocity profile is further 
removed from the wall. The velocity profiles for the high and low dif-
fusivity run are presented in Figure 3 (page 98) for comparison. 
Figure 4 (page 99) shows the temperature profile for the low dif-
fusivity run (the data is presented in Table 14, page 90)• Although the 
profiles are similar, the low diffusivity temperature profile has a 
maximum that is about nine percent lower than the high diffusivity 
temperature maximum. Although the low diffusivity maximum temperature 
point is shifted slig;htly closer to the wall, the corresponding tempera-
ture gradient at the wall is about two thirds of the temperature gradient 
at the wall obtained from the high diffusivity run. 
The low diffusivity elemental mass fraction profiles are presented 
in Table 15 (page 91), and the corresponding species mo]e fraction pro-
files appear in Table 16 (page 92). Since with the low diffusivity the 
temperature is always lower than at the same r\ with the high diffusivity, 
the mole fraction of CO is everywhere lower than the corresponding x n 
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Table 13. Solution, to the Momentum Equation. 
Low Diffusivity Run. 
n f f f " 
.00 -.1039 .0000 4,8461 
.10 -.0818 .4431 4.0163 
.20 -.0181 .8033 3.1872 
.30 .0768 1.0805 2.3702 
.40 .1954 1.2773 1.5766 
.50 .3290 1.3959 .8435 
.60 .4722 1.4460 .2508 
.70 .6172 1.4460 -.1461 
.80 .7605 1.4168 -.3651 
.90 .0994 1.3730 -.4645 
1.00 1.0349 1.3239 -.4896 
1.10 1.1648 1.2751 -.4718 
1.20 1.2900 I.2205 -.4315 
1.30 1.4102 1.18P7 -.3815 
1.40 1.5279 1.1532 -.3291 
1.50 1.6417 1.1229 -.2787 
1.60 1.7527 1.0975 -.2323 
1.70 1.0607 1.0765 -.1909 
1.80 l.°681 1.05O3 -.1549 
1.90 2.0734 1.0455 -.1240 
2.00 2.1773 1.0345 -.0981 
2.10 2.2797 1.0259 -.0766 
2.20 2.3026 1.01P2 -.0591 
2.30 2.4842 1.0141 -.0450 
2.^0 2.5854 1.0102 -.0333 
2.50 2.6856 1.007 3 -.0251 
2.60 2.7869 1.005? -.0184 
2.70 2.R873 1.0036 -.0133 
2.80 2.°376 1.0025 -.0095 
2.90 3.0872 1.0017 -.0067 
3.00 3.1880 1.0012 -.0047 
3.50 3.6882 1.0001 -.0006 
4.00 4.1883 1.0000 -.0001 
4,50 4.6876 1.0000 .0000 
5.00 5.1883 1.0000 ,0000 
5.50 5.6883 1.0000 .0000 
6.00 6.1883 1.0000 .0000 
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Table 14. Solution to the Energy Equation. 
Low Diffusivity Run. 
T - T H - H 
w M J. T - T 
e w 
H H - H 
e w 
.00 15Q0. .0000 -1. 0. 
.10 1589. -.0742 -40. 1080. 
.20 1678. -.1481 -7^. 2145. 
.30 17&9. -.2238 -115. 3132. 
.40 i860. -.2999 -147. 4035. 
.50 1844. -.2864 -207. 5690. 
.60 1627. -.1058 -188. 5155. 
.70 1336. .1363 -192. 5261. 
.80 1097. .3359 -187. 5132. 
.90 9r>7. .4945 -176. 4817. 
1.00 758. .6185 -160. 4390. 
1.10 643. .7142 -143. 3909. 
1.20 555. .7872 -125. 3416. 
1.30 489. .8425 -100. 2937. 
1.40 439. .8843 -91. 2491. 
1.50 40l. .9156 -77. 2087. 
1.60 373. .9389 -64. 1729. 
1.70 352. .9563 -53. 1417. 
l.ao 337. .9690 -43. 1149. 
1.90 3?6. .9783 -3b. 92?. 
2.00 318. .9850 -28. 732. 
2.10 312. .9898 -22. 576. 
2.20 308. .9932 -17. 448. 
2.30 305. .9955 -14. 345. 
2.40 303. .9971 -u. 263. 2.50 302. .9982 -a. 199. 
2.60 301. .9989 -7. 149. 
2.70 301. .9994 -5. 110. 
2.80 300. .9996 -4. 81. 
2.90 300. .9998 -3. 59. 
3.00 300. .9999 -3. 42. 
3.50 300. 1.0000 -1. 8. 
4.00 300. 1.0000 -1. 2. 
4.50 300. 1.0000 -1. 1. 
5.00 30 0. 1.0000 -1. 1. 
5.50 300. 1,0000 -1. 1. 
6.00 300. 1.0000 -1. 1. 
The quantity (H 
off to - 1 . 
H ) i s non-zero : H and H , 
W e w however, round 
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Table 15. Solution to the Elemental 
Conservation Equations. 
Low Diffusivity Run. 
•n \ ^ N fflc 
.00 .198273 .652«ua .148809 
.10 .201596 .663065 .134539 
.20 .204905 .674769 .120325 
.30 .20R129 .685393 .106478 
.40 .211224 .695^90 .093186 
.50 .211143 .705208 .080649 
.60 .216840 .714094 .069067 
.70 .21^275 .722117 .058608 
.80 .221^30 .729220 .049349 
.90 .223310 .735416 .041274 
1.00 .224932 .740757 .034311 
1.10 .226317 .745321 .028362 
1.20 .227492 .74919*+ .023314 
1.30 .228483 .752461 .019056 
1.40 .22^315 .755202 .015483 
1.50 .230009 .757490 .012501 
1.60 .230585 .759390 .010025 
1.70 .231061 .760^58 .007982 
1.80 .231^51 .762243 .006307 
1.90 .231768 .763288 .004944 
2.00 .235024 .764132 .003844 
2.10 .232229 .764808 .002963 
2.20 .232391 .765345 .002264 
2.30 .232519 .765760 .001715 
2.40 .232618 .766094 .001287 
2.50 .232695 .766348 .000957 
2.60 .232754 .766^41 .000705 
2.70 .232798 .766K87 .000515 
2.80 .232831 .766796 .000373 
2.90 .232855 .766878 .000267 
3.no .232873 .766H37 .000190 
3.50 .232910 .767059 .000031 
4.00 .232916 .767079 .000005 
4.50 .232916 .767082 .000002 
5.00 .232917 .767082 .000001 
5.50 .232917 .767082 .000001 
6.00 .232916 .767fi82 .000000 
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Table 16. Solution to the Thermochemical 
Equilibrium Equations. 
Low Diffusivity Run. 
x, x 'CO, x CO 
.00 .000000 .652929 .000000 ouoooo .000091 .346981 
.10 .000000 .679041 .000000 ouoooo .040086 .260873 
.20 .000000 .706267 .000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 .081783 .211951 
.30 .000000 .734037 .000000 ouoooo .124314 .141649 
.40 .000001 .761932 .000000 ouoooo .167037 .071030 
.50 .000538 ,78900b .000004 0 0 0 n 0 0 .207968 .002482 
.60 .031815 .7899^0 .0000()3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .178178 .000023 
.70 .060469 .7899^2 .000000 ouoooo .149539 •OOOOOO 
.80 .085318 .789993 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 .124689 .000000 
.90 .106599 .709994 .000000 , oooooo .103407 .000000 
1.00 .124663 .789995 .000000 ouoooo .085343 .000000 
1.10 .139892 .789905 .000000 ooonno .070113 .000000 
1.20 .152668 .769996 .000000 0 0 r 0 n 0 .057337 .000000 
1.30 .163342 .7899^6 .000000 ouoooo .046662 .000000 
1.^0 .17222R .789997 .000000 ouoooo .037775 .000000 
1.50 .179597 .789997 .000000 oooooo .030406 .000000 
1.60 .185680 .789997 .ooouoo oooooo .024323 .000000 
1.70 .190676 ,78990b . O O O O Q O , ouoooo .019326 .000000 
1.80 .194757 .789998 .ooouoo ouoooo .015245 .000000 
1.90 .198067 .7699Q8 .000000 , 0 0 n 0 0 0 .011934 .000000 
2.00 .200733 ,789999 .ooouoo .ouoooo .009269 .000000 
2.10 .202863 .789999 .000000 ouoooo .007139 .000000 
2.20 .204550 .789999 .000000 ouoooo .005451 .000000 
2.30 .205875 .789999 .000000 ouoooo .004126 .000000 
2.40 .206905 .789999 .000000 ouoooo .003096 .000000 
2.50 .207699 .789999 .000000 ouoooo .002301 .000000 
2.60 .208305 .790QO0 .000000 ouoooo .001695 •oooooo 
2.70 .208763 .790000 ,000000 oooooo .001238 .000000 
2.80 .209105 .790000 .000000 oooono .000895 .000000 
2.90 .209358 .79Q0O0 ,000000 ouoooo .000642 .000000 
3.00 .209544 .790000 ,000000 ouoooo .000456 .000000 
3.50 .209926 .790000 ,,000000 ouoooo .000073 .000000 
4.00 .209988 .790000 „ 0 0 0 0 0 G ouoooo .000012 .000000 
4.50 .209995 .790001 ,,000000 ouoooo .000005 .000000 
5.00 .209997 .790000 ,,000000 oooooo .000003 .000000 
5.5U .209998 .790000 ,,000000 0U0Q00 .000002 .000000 
6.00 .210000 .790000 ,,000000 oooooo .000000 .000000 
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Table 17. Species Mass Fluxes With Respect to 
the Mixture Mass Average Velocity. 
Low Diffusivity Run. 
^ J0o V
 J0 JN JC0?
 JC0 
2 L *-
.00 .000000 -.002204 ,,000000 ,000000 -.012370 .014574 
.10 .000000 -.002211 .,000000 ,000000 -.012407 .014619 
.20 .000000 -.002241 .000000 0 U 0 0 0 0 -.012576 .014816 
.30 .000000 -.002231 .000000 ,000000 -.012516 .014750 
.40 -.000062 -.002185 .000000 oooooo -.012087 .014333 
.50 -.003750 -.002102 .000000 oooooo -.001478 .007330 
.60 -.007354 -.001987 .000000 ,000000 .009078 .000263 
.70 -.006982 -.001849 .oooooo ,000000 .008829 .000003 
.80 -.006392 -.0 01693 .ooouoo ,000000 .008085 .000000 
.90 -.005768 -.001528 .oooooo .ouocioo .007296 .000000 
l.no -.005140 -.001361 .oooooo ,000000 .006501 .000000 
1.10 -.004527 -.001199 .oooooo oooooo .005725 .000000 
1.20 -.003945 -.001045 .oooooo ,000000 .004989 .oooooo 
1.30 -.003403 -.000901 .000000 ,000000 .004304 .000000 
1.40 -.002908 -.000770 .oooooo , i.) U 0 0 0 0 .003678 .oooooo 
1.50 -.002461 -.000652 .oooooo ,000000 .003113 .oooooo 
1.60 -.002064 -.000547 .oooooo oooooo .002610 .oooooo 
1.70 -.001714 -.000454 .oooooo oooooo .002169 .000000 
1.80 -.001411 -.000374 .oooooo oooooo .001785 .oooooo 
1.90 -.001150 -.000305 .oooooo oooooo .001454 . .000000 
2.00 -.000928 -.000246 .oooooo oooooo .001174 .oooooo 
2.10 -.000742 -.000197 .oooooo ,000000 .000939 .oooooo 
2.20 -.000587 -.000156 .oooooo .oooooo .000743 .000000 
2.30 -.000460 -.000122 .oooooo ,000000 .000582 .oooooo 
2.40 -.000357 -.0000^5 .ooouoo ,ouoooo .000452 .000000 
2.50 -.000274 -.000073 .oooooo .ouoooo .000347 .oooooo 
2.60 -.000208 -.000055 .oooooo ,000000 .000264 .oooooo 
2.70 -.000157 -.000042 .oooooo ,000000 .000198 .oooooo 
2.80 -.000117 -.000031 .OOOOyO ,000000 .000148 .oooooo 
2.90 -.000086 -.000023 •oooooo oooooo .000109 .oooooo 
3.00 -.000063 -.000017 .oooooo oooooo .000080 .oooooo 
3.5U -.ooooii -.000003 .oooooo oooooo .000014 .000000 
4.00 -.000001 .nooono .oooooo ,000000 .000002 .000000 
4.50 .000000 .oooono .oooooo nuoooo .oooooo .000000 
5.00 .000000 ,oooono .oooooo ,000000 .oooono .oooooo 
5.50 •000000 .000000 .oooooo .oooooo •oooooo .000000 
6.00 .000000 .nooono .oooooo ,000000 .oooooo .000000 
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Table 18. Species Mass Fluxes With Respect t o 
S t a t i ona ry Coord ina tes . 
Low Di f fus iv i t y Run. 
.no .000000 -.000002 .,000000 oooooo -.012370 .015745 
.10 .000000 -.000449 ,,000000 oooooo -.012244 .015347 
..20 .000000 -.001846 ,000000 o u o o o o -.012504 .014936 
.30 .000000 -.003940 .000000 oooooo -.012973 .014420 
.40 -.000062 -.0065^6 ,000000 ,000000 -.013606 .013922 
.50 -.003756 -.009633 „0000(j0 o u o o o o -.004597 .007306 
.60 -.00785a -.012934 .000000 .ouoooo .005199 .000263 
.70 -.008247 -.016317 .000000 oooono .004527 .000003 
.80 -.008613 -.019694 .0000Q0 oooooo .003621 .000000 
.90 -.009078 -.022998 .000000 0 U 0 0 0 0 .002881 .000000 
l.no -.009625 -.026246 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 .002277 .oooooo 
1.10 -.010227 -.029381 .000000 .ouoooo .001796 .oooooo 
1.20 -.010870 -.032417 .000000 oooooo .001412 .oooooo 
1.30 -.011538 -.035347 .000000 oooooo .001108 .oooooo 
1.40 -.012236 -.038227 .oooooo ouoooo .000864 .oooooo 
1.50 -.012944 -.041020 .000000 ,000000 .000672 .oooooo 
1.60 -.013663 -.043752 .oooooo ,000000 .000521 .oooooo 
1.70 -.014386 -.046417 .oooooo ,000000 .000402 .oooooo 
1.80 -.015124 -.049071 .oooooo ,000000 .000308 .oooooo 
1.90 -.015862 -.051676 .oooooo .oooooo .000335 .oooooo 
2.00 -.016603 -.054253 .oooooo ,000000 .000179 .oooooo 
2.10 -.017343 -.056793 .oooooo ouoooo .000135 .oooooo 
2.20 -.018094 -.059347 .oooooo oooooo .000101 .oooooo 
2.30 -.018842 -.061874 .oooooo .ouoooo .000075 .000000 
2.40 -.019592 -.064389 .oooooo ,000000 .000056 .oooooo 
2.50 -.020338 -.066882 .oooooo , 0 U 0 0 0 0 .000041 .oooooo 
2.60 -.021095 -.069401 .oooooo oooooo .000030 .oooooo 
2.70 -.021848 -.071900 .oooooo ouoooo .000022 .oooooo 
2.80 -.022601 -,07439b .oooooo ,000000 .000015 .oooooo 
2.90 -.023350 -.076874 .oooooo ,0^0000 .000011 .oooooo 
3.00 -.024109 -.079383 .oooooo oooooo .000008 .oooooo 
3.50 -.027886 -.091839 .oooooo ,000000 .000001 .oooooo 
4.00 -.031666 -.104289 .oooooo oooooo -.000001 .oooooo 
4.50 -.035441 -.116723 .OOOUQO oooooo -.000001 .000000 
5.00 -.039227 -.129189 .oooooo oooooo -.000001 .oooooo 
5.50 -.043008 -.141640 .oooooo oooono .oooooo .oooooo 
6.00 -.046788 -.154090 .OOOOQO ouoooo .oooooo .oooooo 
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Table 19. Elemental Mass Fluxes With Respect 
to the Mixture Mass Average Velocity 
and to Stationary Coordinates. 
Low Diffusivity Run. 
™N 
.00 -.0 0 0669 -.002205 .002674 ,000000 -.000002 .003376 
.10 -.000671 -.002211 ,0026a2 -.000136 -.000449 .003239 
.20 -.000680 -,0022'»1 .002922 -.000560 -.001846 .002992 
.30 -.000677 -.002231 .002908 -.001196 -.003940 .002643 
.40 -.000663 -,00218b .002848 -.002002 -.006596 .002257 
.50 -.000638 -.002102 .002740 -.002925 -.009633 .001878 
.60 -.000603 -.0019H7 .002591 -.003927 -.012934 .001532 
.70 -.000561 -.001849 .0024H -.004954 -.016317 .001237 
.80 -.ooosm -.0016^3 .002207 -.005980 -.019694 .000988 
.90 -.000164 «.10152b .001991 -.006983 -.022998 .000786 
l.no -.000113 -.001361 .001774 -.007969 -.026246 .000621 
1.10 -.000364 -.001199 ,00lbb3 -.008921 -.029381 .000490 
1.20 -.000317 -,00104b ,001362 -.009843 -.032417 .000385 
1.30 -.000273 -.000901 .001175 -.010733 -.035347 .000302 
1.40 -.000234 -.000770 .001004 -.011607 -.038227 .000236 
1.50 -.000198 -.000652 .OOO85O -.012455 -.041020 .000183 
1.60 -.000166 -.000547 ,000712 -.013285 -.043752 .000142 
1.70 -.00013fl -.000454 .000592 -.014094 -.046417 .000110 
1.80 -.000113 -.000374 .0004^7 -.014900 -.049071 .000084 
1.90 -.000092 -.000305 ,0003g7 -.015691 -.051676 .000064 
2.00 -.00007R -.000246 .000320 -.016474 -.054253 .000049 
2.10 -.000060 -.0001^7 .000256 -.017245 -.056793 .000037 
2.20 -.000047 -.000156 .000203 -.018020 -.059347 .000028 
2.30 -.000037 -„000122 .000159 -.018767 -.061874 .000021 
2.40 -.000029 -.0000q5 .000123 -.019551 -.064389 .0U0015 
2.50 -.000022 -.000073 .000095 -.020306 -.066882 .000011 
2*60 -.000017 -,000055 .000072 -.021073 -.069401 .000008 
2.70 -.000013 -.000042 .000054 -.021832 -.071900 .000006 
2.80 -.000009 -.000031 .000040 -.022590 -.074396 .000004 
2.90 -.000007 -,nooo?3 .000030 -.023342 -.076874 .000003 
3.00 -.000005 -.000017 .000022 -.024104 -.079383 .000002 
3.50 -.000001 -.000003 .0000Q4 -.027886 -.091839 .000000 
4.00 .000000 .ooooou .0000Q1 -.031666 -.104?89 .000000 
4.50 .000000 .000000 .000000 -.035442 -.116723 .000000 
5.00 .000000 .oooooo •oooooo -.039227 -.129189 .000000 
5.50 .000000 .000000 ..COOOuO -.043003 -.141640 .000000 
6.00 .000000 .nooooo ,,000000 -.046788 -.154090 .000000 
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Table 20. Transpor t and Thermodynamic 
P r o p e r t i e s . 
Low Di f fus iv i t y Run. 
Tl p n k C^ V 
.00 .227599-03 .539141-03 .206873-03 .295035+00 2.4675 
.10 .219757-03 .558640-03 .215474-03 .298757+00 2.7196 
.20 .212991-03 .577403-03 .22376U-03 ,302310+00 2.9802 
.30 .206730-03 .5^6092-03 .232017-03 ,305727+00 3.2572 
.40 .201064-03 .614302-03 .240051-03 ,,308936+00 3.5448 
.50 .207170-03 .608662-03 .237?4b-03 ,.309522 + 00 3.4932 
.60 .232139-03 .563502-03 .216103-03 ..302527 + 00 2.S299 
.70 .279451-03 .4^6657-03 .185820-03 ,292371+00 2.0301 
.80 .337149-03 .436661-03 .159U7U-03 •282618+00 1.4522 
.90 .404530-03 .384972-03 .137543-03 ,273902+00 1.0493 
1.00 .480461-03 .341457-03 .119713-03 ,266488+00 .7720 
1.10 .562758-03 .305531-03 .105456-03 ,260426+00 .5820 
1.20 .648254-03 .276383-03 .942157-04 .255634+00 .4517 
1.30 .733048-03 .253148-03 .854*62-04 .251961+0U .3622 
1.40 .813689-03 .234838-03 .787070-04 .249208+00 .3001 
1.50 .887173-03 .220593-03 .735321-04 .247188+00 .2566 
1.60 .951429-03 .209649-03 .696080-04 .245735+00 .2260 
1.70 .100548-02 .201351-03 .666630-04 .244708+00 .2044 
1.80 .104935-02 .195141-03 .644771-04 .243994+00 .1890 
1.90 .108380-02 .190556-03 .628743-04 .243505+00 .1781 
2.00 .111005-02 .187221-03 .617147-04 .243176+00 .1704 
2.10 .112950-02 .184831-03 .608P76-04 .242959+00 .1650 
2.20 .114354-02 .1*3146-03 .603071-04 .242819+00 .1612 
2.30 .115343-02 ,1^1979-03 .599064-04 .242731+00 .1586 
2.40 .116022-02 ,181186-03 .596353-04 .242678+00 .1569 
2.50 .116477-02 .180658-03 .594556-04 .242647+00 .1557 
2.60 .116774-02 .180315-03 .593393-04 .242631+00 .1549 
2.70 .116962-02 .180097-03 .592661-04 .242624+00 .1545 
2.80 .117077-02 ,179964-03 ,592?l7-04 .242622+00 .1541 
2.90 .117144-02 .179886-03 ,591°6l-04 .242622+00 .1540 
3.00 .117180-02 .179843-03 ,591822-04 .242624+00 .1539 
3.50 .117203-02 .179814-03 ,591741-04 .242635+00 .1538 
4.00 .117192-02 .179826-03 ,591706-0^ .242639+00 .1538 
4.50 .117190-02 .179828-03 ,,591790-04 .242639+00 .1538 
5.00 .117194-02 ,179824-03 ,.591780-04 .242639+00 .1538 
5.50 .117195-02 .179823-03 ,,591777-04 .242639+00 .1538 
6.00 .117198-02 .179820-03 „59l76b-Q4 .242638+00 .1538 
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Table 21. Dimensionless Ratios and 
Transverse Coordinate (y). 
Low Diffusivity Run. 
/P 
Tl Pr Sc Le 
r e ' e « ) 
y 
. 0 0 . 7 6 9 .960 . 8 0 1 . 5 8 2 5 . 1 5 .00000 
. 1 0 . 7 7 5 . 935 . 8 2 9 . 5 8 3 5 . 3 3 . 2 9 0 3 4 - 0 2 
. 2 0 .780 .9.10 . 8 5 8 . 584 5 .50 . 5 9 0 5 9 - 0 2 
. 3 0 . 7 8 5 . 8 8 5 . 8 8 7 . 5 8 5 5 . 6 7 . 9 0 0 0 0 - 0 2 
. 4 0 . 7 9 1 . 8 6 2 . 9 1 7 . 5 8 6 5 . 8 3 . 1 2 1 8 6 - 0 1 
. 5 0 . 7 9 4 . 8 4 1 .9/+4 . 5 9 8 5 , 6 6 . 1 5 4 0 0 - 0 1 
. 6 0 . 7 8 9 . 858 . 920 . 6 2 1 5 . 0 5 . 1 8 3 7 0 - 0 1 
. 7 0 . 7 8 1 . 8 7 5 . 8 9 3 . 6 5 9 4 . 1 9 . 2 0 9 4 1 - 0 1 
. 8 0 . 774 .892 . 8 6 8 . 6 9 9 3 . 4 8 . 2 3 0 4 2 - 0 1 
. 9 0 . 7 6 7 . 907 . 8 4 5 . 739 2 . 9 0 . 2 4 8 2 9 - 0 1 
1.00 .760 . 9 2 1 . 8 2 6 . 7 7 8 2 . 4 4 . 2 6 2 7 4 - 0 1 
1.10 . 754 . 9 3 3 . 809 . 8 1 6 2 . 0 8 . 2 7 5 3 9 - 0 1 
1.20 . 7 5 0 .944 . 7 9 5 .850 1.81 . 2 8 5 9 6 - 0 1 
1.30 . 7 4 6 . 9 5 3 . 7 8 3 . 8 8 1 1.60 . 2 9 5 6 5 - 0 1 
1.40 . 7 4 4 . 962 . 7 7 3 . 907 1.44 . 3 0 3 7 7 - 0 1 
1.50 . 7 4 2 . 9 6 9 . 7 6 5 . 9 2 9 1.32 . 3 1 1 5 7 - 0 1 
1.60 .740 . 975 . 7 5 9 . 946 1.23 . 3 1 8 4 6 - 0 1 
1.70 . 7 3 9 .980 . 7 ^ 4 . 9 6 1 1.17 . 3 2 5 3 7 - 0 1 
1 .80 . 7 3 8 . 984 . 7 5 1 . 9 7 2 1.12 . 3 3 1 4 1 - 0 1 
1.90 . 7 3 8 . 9 8 7 .7<+8 .980 1.08 . 3 3 7 6 6 - 0 1 
2 . 0 0 . 7 3 8 .990 . 7 4 5 . 9 8 6 1.06 " . 3 4 3 4 1 - 0 1 
2 . 1 0 . 7 3 8 . 9 9 2 . 744 . 9 9 1 1.04 . 3 4 9 4 8 - 0 1 
2 . 2 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 9 3 . 742 . 994 1.02 . 3 5 4 9 1 - 0 1 
a . 3 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 ^ 4 .7m . 9 9 6 1 .02 . 3 6 0 7 3 - 0 1 
2 . 4 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 ^ 5 . 7 4 1 . 9 9 7 1.01 . 3 6 6 1 7 - 0 1 
2 . 5 0 . 737 . 9 9 6 . 740 . 9 9 8 1.01 . 3 7 2 0 4 - 0 1 
2 . 6 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 ^ 7 . 7 4 0 . 9 9 9 1.00 . 3 7 7 3 2 - 0 1 
2 . 7 0 . 737 . 997 .7<+0 l . o n o 1.00 . 3 8 3 0 5 - 0 1 
2 . 8 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 9 7 . 739 1.000 1.00 . 3 8 8 4 3 - 0 1 
2 . 9 0 . 7 3 7 .997 . 7 3 9 1 .000 1.00 . 3 9 4 2 5 - 0 1 
3 . 0 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 9 8 . 7 3 9 1.000 1.00 . 3 9 9 5 1 - 0 1 
3 . 5 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 9 8 . 7 3 9 1.000 1.00 . 4 2 7 3 7 - 0 1 
4 . 0 0 . 737 . 9 ^ 8 . 7 3 9 1.000 1.00 . 4 5 4 9 1 - 0 1 
4 . 5 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 9 8 . 7 3 9 1.000 1.00 . 4 8 2 8 8 - 0 1 
5 . 0 0 . 7 3 7 . 9 9 8 . 7 3 9 1 .000 1.00 . 5 1 0 3 0 - 0 1 
5 .50 . 737 . 998 . 739 1.000 1.00 . 5 3 8 1 7 - 0 1 
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Figure 6. Density-Viscosity Product Variation 
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for the high diffusivity run. The reaction zone is located in the 
region 0.5 < n < 1.0 and, as observed before, this is the region where 
the greatest changes in the species diffusive fluxes take place (see 
Tables 17 through 19, pages 93-95). The species mole fraction profiles 
for each of the two runs are presented in Figure 5 (page 100) for com-
parison. The (py/p y ) ratios for both runs are compared in Figure 6 
(page 101) . 
The Prandtl and the Schmidt numbers remained essentially constant 
for the low diffusivity run (Table 21, page 97), but they are not approx-
imately equal. The Lewis number varied 27 percent across the boundary 
layer. 
Integration of the density profile results in the relationship 
between n and y, presented in Figure 7 (page 102) (for both runs); this 
relationship permits the transformation of the previous results from the 
transformed coordinate plane to the real coordinate plane. 
Multicomponenl: Fluxes from the Results 
of the Equal Diffusivity Solutions 
The velocity, temperature and composition profiles obtained from 
the solutions in which the binary diffusivities were assumed equal were 
used to calculate the multicomponent fluxes without setting all of the 
binary diffusivities equal. The multicomponent fluxes (Equations 2.71, 
2.72, and 2.82) calculated from the profiles obtained from the high dif-
fusivity run are presented in Tables 22 through 24 (pages 105-10 7) ; these 
same fluxes, calculated from the low diffusivity run profiles are pre-
sented in Tables 25 through 27 (pages 108-110) . 
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A comparison of the multicomponent diffusive fluxes with the cor-
responding binary diffusive fluxes shows that, in the vicinity of the 
wall, the multicomponent flux of N~ , J , is high. The dependence of 
the multicomponent fluxes on the species mole fraction gradients (further 
complicated by nonlinearities in the thermochemical equilibrium expres-
sions) has been discussed previously. In the region near the wall, where 
the mole fraction profiles of CO and C09 are very steep, a small change 
in the elemental mass fraction profile of 0 has a strong influence on the 
mole fraction profiles of CO and C0_ and, consequently, on all the dif-
fusive fluxes. The diffusive fluxes of CO and C0„ are opposite in direc-
tion and in a ratio consistent with an 0_ deficient zone in the boundary 
layer; since CO and C0„ are the only oxygen containing species in this 
region, the elemental diffusive flux of 0, J , is then calculated by 
difference from two fluxes that themselves are extremely sensitive to the 
composition profiles. Thus, it becomes necessary to calculate elemental 
mass fraction profiles, especially in the region near the wall, that are 
consistent with the multicomponent diffusive fluxes; this, however, is a 
time consuming effort: due to the high sensitivity of the effective 
elemental diffusivities to the composition profiles from which they were 
calculated (this has been discussed previously in Chapter IV). 
Although the wall boundary conditions are not satisfied by the 
calculated multicomponent fluxes, computational experience with this 
system supports the belief that the elemental mass fraction profile and 
the elemental flux for carbon are "close" to those predicted by the bi-
nary diffusivity solutions. (Note that there is little difference be-
o> 
tween the values of the multicomponent m calculated from the high and 
Table 22. Species Mass Fluxes With Respect to 
the Mixture Mass Average Velocity. 
Multicomponent Fluxes Based on the 
High Diffusivity Profiles. 
^ J 0 2
 JN 2
 J0 TN JC02
 JC0 
.00 .000000 -.004738 .oooooo oooooo -.011203 .015941 
.10 .000000 -.004748 .oooooo oooooo -.011188 .015936 
.20 .000000 -.004836 .000000 oooooo -.011350 .016186 
.30 -.000001 -.004851 .000000 .ouoooo -.011337 .016189 
.40 -.000017 -.0047^1 .ooouoo ouoooo -.011131 .015939 
.50 -.002343 -.003553 -.oooooi ,000000 -.005582 .011478 
.60 -.006394 -.001375 .oooooo ,000000 .004023 .003746 
.70 -.007983 -.000320 .oooooi ,000000 .008224 .000079 
.60 -.007465 -.000269 .oooooo oooooo .007733 .000001 
.90 -.006861 -,00023b .ooouoo ,000000 .007099 .OOOOOO 
1.00 -.006246 -.000207 .oooooo ,000000 .006453 .000000 
1.10 -.005639 -.000179 .oooooo ,000000 .005818 .000000 
1.20 -.005054 -.000153 .ooouoo ,000000 .005207 .000000 
1.30 -.004499 -.000130 .oooooo ouoooo .004629 .oooooo 
1.40 -.003979 -.000110 .oooooo ,ouoooo .004089 .000000 
1.50 -.003497 -.000093 .oooooo ,000000 .003590 .oooooo 
1.60 -.003053 -.000079 .oooooo ,000000 .003132 .000000 
1.70 -.002648 -.0000*=>7 .oooooo ,000000 .002715 .000000 
1.80 -.002281 -.000056 .oooooo ,000000 .002338 .000000 
1.90 -.001952 -.000047 .oooooo ouoono .001999 . .oooooo 
2.00 -.001658 -.000040 .oooooo .nuoooo .001697 .000000 
2.10 -.001398 -.000033 .oooooo ,000000 .001431 .oooooo 
2.20 -.001170 -.0000^8 .oooooo ,000000 .00H97 .oooooo 
2.30 -.000972 -.000023 .oooooo ,000000 .000995 .000000 
2.40 -.000301 -.000019 .oooooo ,000000 .000820 .oooooo 
2.50 -.000655 -,000015 .oooooo ,000000 .000671 ,000000 
2.60 -.000532 -,000013 .oooooo ,000000 .000545 .oooooo 
2.70 -.000429 -,000010 .oooooo ,000000 .000439 .oooooo 
2.80 -.000343 -,000008 .oooooo oooooo .000351 .000000 
2.90 -.000272 -,000006 .oooooo ,000000 .000278 .oooooo 
3.00 -.000214 -,000005 .oooooo oooono .000219 .oooooo 
3.50 -.000058 -.000001 .oooooo ,000000 .000059 .oooooo 
4.00 -.000013 ,000000 .oooooo oooooo .000013 .000000 
4.50 -.000002 ,000000 .oooooo oooooo .000002 .oooooo 
5.00 .000000 .oooooo .oooooo oooooo .oooooo .oooooo 
5.50 .000000 .oooooo .oooooo oooooo .oooooo ,000000 
6.00 .000000 .000000 .oooooo oooooo .oooooo ,000000 
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Table 2 3 . Species Mass Fluxes With Respect to 
S t a t iona ry Coordina tes . 
Multicomponent Fluxes Based on the 
High Di f fus iv i t y P r o f i l e s . 
m, rn 'CO, CO 
.00 .000000 - .002110 .000000 .oooooo -.011203 .017337 
.10 .000000 - ,002581 .000000 ,000000 -.011005 .016856 
.20 .000000 - ,004104 .000000 ,000000 -.011228 .016420 
.30 -.000001 - ,006344 .000000 ,000000 -.011703 .015861 
.40 -.000017 - ,009151 .000000 ,000000 -.012520 .015391 
.50 -.002344 - ,011231 -.oooooi oooooo -.008554 .011183 
.60 -.006668 -. 012682 .000000 oooooo -.000316 .003738 
.70 -.008951 - ,015355 .OOOOQl ,000000 .003276 .000079 
.80 -.Q0933J+ - ,019010 .000000 ,000000 .002475 .000001 
.90 -.009773 - 022601 .000000 oooooo .001764 .000000 
1.00 -.010293 - 026094 .000000 oooooo .001209 .000000 
1.10 -.010869 - 029443 .000000 oooooo .000791 .000000 
1.20 -.011488 - 032665 .000000 , oooooo .000478 .000000 
1.30 -.012133 -, 035758 .000000 , oooooo .000251 .000000 
1.40 -.012809 - 038778 .000000 ,000000 .000085 .000000 
1.50 -.G13498 - 041695 .000000 oooooo -.000028 .oooooo 
1.60 -.014200 -. "44535 .000000 oooooo -.000103 .oooooo 
1.70 -.014908 - 047298 .000000 oooooo -.000148 .oooooo 
1.80 -.015632 -. 050037 .000000 oooooo -.000173 .oooooo 
1.90 -.016359 -. 052717 .oooooo , oooooo -.000182 .oooooo 
2.00 -.017091 -, 055360 .000000 , oooooo -.000180 .oooooo 
2.10 -.017822 -. 057959 .000000 oooooo -.000170 .000000 
2.20 -.018566 -, 060564 .OOOOoO ouoooo -.000157 .000000 
2.30 -.019309 -, 063134 .000000 , oooooo -.000141 .oooooo 
2.40 -.020054 - 0656*7 .000000 nooooo -.000124 .oooooo 
2.50 -.020797 - 0682U .oooooo 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.000107 .000000 
2.60 -.021551 - 070759 .oooooo oooooo -.000091 .oooooo 
2.70 -.022302 -, 0732*1 .oooooo ouoooo -.000077 .oooooo 
2.80 -.023054 - 0 757^7 . 0 0 0 U o 0 oooooo -.000064 .oooooo 
2.90 -.023802 -, ri73291 .oooooo ouoooo -.000052 .oooooo 
3.00 -.024561 -, 080813 .oooooo ouoooo -.000042 .oooooo 
3.50 -.028336 - 093304 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 ouoooo -.000013 .oooooo 
4.00 -.032115 - 105764 .oooooo ouoooo -.000003 .000000 
4.50 -.035891 -, t182H2 .oooooo , oooooo -.000001 .oooooo 
5.00 -.039676 - 13Q668 .0000Q0 oooooo -.000001 .000000 
5.50 -.043456 -, 143118 . 0 0 0 U 0 0 ouoooo •oooooo .oooooo 
6.00 -.047237 -, 155568 .oooooo , ouoooo .oooooo .oooooo 
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Table 24. Elemental Mass Fluxes With Respect 
to t he Mixture Mass Average Veloci ty 
and to Eltationary Coord ina tes . 
Multicomponent Fluxes Based on the 
High D i f f u s i v i t y P r o f i l e s . 
.00 .000960 -.004738 .003778 001758 -.002110 .004377 
.10 .000968 -.004748 .003780 ,001626 -.002581 .004224 
.20 .000993 -,004836 .003843 ,0012-15 -.004104 .003977 
.30 .001003 -.004851 .003848 ,000550 -.006344 .003607 
.40 .000994 -.004791 ,0037y7 - ,000330 -.009151 .003183 
.50 .000154 -.003553 .003399 - ,002177 -.011231 .002461 
.60 -.001330 -,00137b .002704 - ,004763 -.012682 .001517 
.70 -.001958 -.000320 .002278 - ,006523 -.015355 .000928 
.80 -.001842 -,000269 .00211.1 - ,007534 -.019018 .000676 
.90 -.001700 -.000238 .001937 - ,0 0849 0 -.022601 .000482 
1.00 -.001554 -.000207 ,noi7bi - ,009414 -.026094 .000330 
1.10 -.001409 -.00 0179 .001538 - ,010294 -.029443 .000216 
1.20 -.001268 -.00015.1 .001421 - 0H140 -.032665 .000130 
1.30 -.001133 -.000130 .001263 - 011951 -.035758 .000068 
1.^0 -.001006 -.000110 .001116 - ,012747 -.038778 .000023 
1.50 -.000886 -.000093 .000980 -, ,013518 -.041695 -.000008 
1.60 -.Q00776 -.000079 .OOO655 - ,014275 -.044535 -.000028 
1.70 -.000674 -.000067 .000741 - ,015016 -.047298 -.000040 
1.80 -.000582 -.000056 .OOO638 - ,015758 -.050037 -.000047 
1.90 -.000498 -.000047 .000546 - ,016491 -.052717 -.000050 
2.00 -.000424 -.000040 .000463 -, 017221 -.055360 -.000049 
2.10 -.000357 -.000033 .000391 -, 017946 -.057959 -.000046 
2.20 -.000299 -.000028 .000327 -, 018681 -.060564 -.000043 
2.30 -.000248 -.000023 .000271 -, 019412 -.063134 -.000038 
2.40 -.000205 -.000019 .000224 -, 020145 -.065687 -.000034 
2.50 -.000168 -.000015 .000183 -, 020875 -.nf.8213 -.000029 
2.60 -.000136 -.000013 .000149 -, 021618 -.070759 -.000025 
2.70 -.000110 -.noooio .000120 - 022358 ~.073?81 -.000021 
2.60 -.000088 -.ncoooa .OOOO96 -, 023100 -.075797 -.000017 
2.90 -.000070 -,00000b .000076 - ,023840 -.078291 -.000014 
3.00 -.000055 -.000005 .000060 - 024591 -.080813 -.000011 
3.50 -.000015 -.000001 .000U16 - 028345 -.093304 -.000003 
4.00 -.000003 .000000 ,000C(j4 -, 032H7 -.105764 -.000001 
4.50 -.000001 .000000 . 0 0 0 0 01 -,035891 -.118202 .000000 
5.00 .000000 .ooooou •OOOOuO - 039676 -.130668 .000000 
5.50 .000000 .oooooo .OOGOOO - 043456 -.143118 .000000 
6.00 .000000 .000000 •0000Q0 - ,047237 -.155568 .000000 
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Table 25. Species Mass Fluxes With Respect: to 
the Mixture Mass Average Velocity. 
Multicomponent Fluxes Based on the 
Low Diffusivity Profiles. 
CO, CO 
.00 .000000 -.005243 .000000 .oooooo -.012397 .017641 
.10 .000000 -.005285 .oooooo .oooooo -.012437 .017722 
.20 .000000 -.005384 .000000 .oooooo -.012608 .017992 
.30 .000000 -.005387 .0000Q0 .oooooo -.012552 .017940 
.40 -.000087 -.0 0 5260 .000000 .oooooo -.012099 .017447 
.50 -.0046H -.002882 .000000 .oooooo -.001457 .008950 
.60 -.009024 -.000441 .oooooo . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .009122 .000342 
.70 -.008573 -.000314 .oooooo .oooooo .008883 .000004 
.00 -.00784g -.000278 .oooooo .oooooo .008127 .000000 
.90 -.007006 -.000242 .oooooo . 0 U 0 0 0 0 .007328 .oooooo 
1.00 -.006316 -.000207 .oooooo .oooooo .006524 .000000 
1.10 -.005566 -.000175 .oooooo .oooooo .005742 .000000 
1.20 -.00485U -.000147 .oooooo .oooooo .005001 .oooooo 
1.30 -.004190 -.000122 .oooooo .oooooo .004312 .oooooo 
1.40 -.003583 -.000100 .oooooo .oooono .003683 .000000 
1.50 -. 003034 -.000082 .oooooo .oooooo .003116 .oooooo 
1.60 -.002545 -.000067 .ooouoo .oooooo .002612 .oooooo 
1.70 -.002116 -.000054 .oooooo .oooooo .002169 .oooooo 
1.80 -.001741 -.000043 . O O O O Q O .oooooo .001785 .oooooo 
1.90 -.001420 -.000035 .000000 .oooooo .001454 .oooooo 
2.00 -.001146 -.000028 .oooooo .oooooo .001174 .oooooo 
2.10 -.000916 -.000022 .oooooo .oooooo .000938 .oooooo 
2.20 -.000725 -.000017 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oooooo .000743 .000000 
2.30 -.000560 -.000014 .oooooo .oooooo .000582 .000000 
2.40 -.000441 -.ooooii .oooooo .oooooo .000451 .oooooo 
2.50 -.000339 -.000008 .oooooo . 0 U 0 0 0 0 .000347 .oooooo 
2.60 -.00025R -,00000b . 0 0 0 0 Q 0 .oooooo .000264 .oooooo 
2.70 -.000194 -.000005 •oooooo .oooooo .00019R .oooooo 
2.80 -.000144 -.000004 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oooooo .00014^ .oooooo 
2.90 -.000106 -.000003 . 0 0 0 0 Q 0 . o o o o o o .000109 .oooooo 
3.00 -.00007fl -.000002 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oooooo .000080 .000000 
3.50 -.000014 -.000000 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .oooooo .000014 .000000 
4.00 -.000002 .000000 .O000Q0 .oooooo .000002 .oooooo 
4.50 .000000 .000000 .oooooo .oooono •oooooo .000000 
5.00 .000000 .000000 .oooooo .oooooo .oooooo .000000 
5.50 .000000 .000000 .oooooo .oooooo .oooooo .oooooo 
6.00 .000000 .000000 .oooooo .oooooo .oooooo .ooooou 
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Table 26. Species Mass Fluxes With Respect to 
Stationary Coordinates. 
Multicomponent Fluxes Based on the 
Low Diffusivity Profiles. 
m. m. m CO, m CO 
.00 .000000 -.003041 .000000 .000000 -.012397 .018811 
.10 .000000 -.003523 .000000 .000000 -.012274 .018451 
.20 .000000 -.004989 .ooouoo .000000 -.012536 .018111 
.30 .000000 -,n070Q6 .000000 .000000 -.013007 .017610 
.40 -.000087 -.009671 .ooouoo .000000 -.013619 .017035 
.50 -.o046ia -.010413 .000000 .000000 -.00(+573 .008925 
.60 -.009527 -.011388 .000000 .ouoooo .0052^4 .000342 
.70 -.009838 -.014781 .000000 .ODO000 .004581 .000004 
.80 -.010070 -.018279 .000000 .ouoooo .003664 .000000 
.90 -.010395 -.021712 .000000 .000000 .002912 .000000 
1.00 -.010802 -.025092 .000000 .ouoooo .002300 .000000 
1.10 -.011267 -,02835b .000000 ,000000 .001812 .000000 
1.20 -.011779 -.031519 .000000 ,000000 .001423 .000000 
1.30 -.012326 -.034568 .000000 .ouoooo .001115 .000000 
l.*»0 -.012910 -.037557 .000000 . 0 u 0 0 0 0 .000869 .000000 
1.50 -.013517 -.040450 .000000 .ouoooo .000675 .000000 
1.60 -.014145 -.043272 .000000 .ouoooo .000522 .000000 
1.70 -.014787 -.04601b .000000 .000000 .000403 .000000 
1.00 -.015455 -.048741 .OOOOoO .ouoooo .000308 .000000 
1.90 -.016132 -.051407 .000000 .ouoooo .000235 .000000 
2.00 -.016621 -.054035 .OOOOoO .ouoooo .000178 .000000 
2.10 -.017517 -.056618 .000000 .ouoooo .000135 .000000 
2.20 -.018232 -.059209 .OOOOoO .000000 .000101 .OOOOOO 
2.30 -.018950 -.061765 .0000(j0 .ouoooo .000075 .000000 
2.^0 -.019673 -.064295 .OOOOoO .000000 .000056 .000000 
2.50 -.020402 -.066817 .ooouoo .000000 .000041 .000000 
2.60 -.021144 -.069351 .000000 .ouoooo .000030 .000000 
2.70 -.021885 -.071864 .000000 .000000 .000021 .000000 
2.80 -.022528 -.074369 .000000 .ouoooo .000015 .000000 
2.90 -.023370 -.076854 .000000 .ouoooo .000011 .000000 
3.00 -.024124 -.079368 .000000 .000000 .000008 .000000 
3.50 -.027889 -,09183b . O O O U Q O .ouoooo .000001 .000000 
4.00 -.031666 -.1042B6 .000000 .ouoooo -.000001 .000000 
4.50 -.035441 -.116733 .000000 ,000000 -.000001 .000000 
5.00 -.039227 -.129189 .OOOOoO ,000000 -.000001 .000000 
5.50 -.043008 -.HlblQ .000000 .ouoooo .000000 .000000 
6.00 -.046788 -.154090 .OOOOoO .ouoooo .000000 .000000 
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Table 27. Elemental Mass Fluxes With Respect 
to the Mixture Mass Average Velocity 
and to Stationary Coordinates. 
Multicomponent Fluxes Based on the 
Low Diffusivity Profiles. 
m, m 
.00 .001062 -.005243 .0041Q1 ,001731 -.003041 .004683 
.10 .001080 -.005285 .004205 ,001615 -.003523 .004562 
.20 .001110 -.005384 .004274 ,001230 -.004989 .004345 
.30 .001120 -.0053*7 .004267 000601 -.007096 .004001 
.40 .001081 -.005260 .004179 - ,000258 -.009671 .003588 
.50 -.000558 -.002882 .0034^0 - ,002845 -.010413 .002579 
.60 -.002195 -.000441 .002636 - ,005519 -.011388 .001578 
.70 -.002112 -.000314 .002426 - ,006505 -.014781 .001252 
.80 -.001940 -.000278 .002218 - ,007406 -.018279 .001000 
.90 -.001758 -.000242 .0020Q0 - ,008278 -.021712 .000795 
1.00 -.001573 -.000207 .001780 - ,009129 -.025092 .000628 
1.10 -.001392 -.000175 .001567 - ,009949 -.028^58 .000495 
1.20 -.001218 -.000147 .0013^5 - ,010744 -.031519 .000388 
1.30 -.001055 -.000122 ,001177 - ,011515 -.034568 .000304 
1.40 -.000905 -.000100 .0010Q5 - ,012279 -.037557 .000237 
1.50 -.000769 -.00008^ .000*^0 - ,013026 -.040450 .000184 
1.60 -.000646 -.000067 ,000713 - ,013765 -.043272 .000143 
1.70 -.000538 -.000054 ,000bg2 - ,014495 -.046016 .000110 
l.ao -.000444 -.000043 ,0004y7 - 015230 -.048741 .000084 
1.90 -.000362 -,00003b .000397 - 015961 -.051407 .000064 
2.00 -.000293 -.000028 .000320 - ,016692 -.054035 .000049 
2.10 -.000234 -.000022 .000256 - 017419 -.056618 .000037 
2.20 -.000185 -.000017 ,0002o3 - ,018158 -.059P0Q .000028 
2.30 -.000145 -.000014 .000159 - ,018896 -.061765 .000021 
2.40 -.000113 -.oooon .000123 - ,019632 -.064295 .000015 
2.50 -.000087 -.000008 .OOOOgS - 020373 -.066817 .000011 
2.60 -.000066 -.000006 .0000 72 - ,021122 -.069351 .000008 
2.70 -.000050 -.000005 .000054 - 021869 -.071864 .000006 
2.80 -.000037 -.000004 .000040 - 022617 -.074369 .000004 
2.90 -.000027 -.000003 .000030 - ,023362 -.076854 .000003 
3.00 -.000020 -.000002 .000022 - 024119 -.079368 .000002 
3.50 -.000003 .000000 .000004 - 027888 -.091836 .000000 
4.00 -.000001 .000000 .00000- - ,051667 -.104?88 .000000 
4.50 .000000 .oooono . 0 0 0 U 0 0 -,035442 -.116723 .000000 
5.00 .000000 .000000 .00OOQO - ,039227 -.129189 .000000 
5.50 .000000 .oooooo .000000 - ,043008 -.141640 .000000 
6.00 .000000 .000000 •0000Q0 -, 046788 -.154090 .000000 
I l l 
low diffusivity results.) A partial update of the mole fraction pro-
files (used to reduce the sensitivity of the D. on the mole fraction pro 
files), starting with the composition profiles resulting from the binary 
diffusivity solutions did converge in the innermost iterative loop of 
the numerical scheme. It is expected that the full multicomponent prob-
lem would converge to a solution; however, due to limitations on the 
available computation time, it was not possible to achieve such a solu-
tion in the present work. 
Subsurface Heat Transfer Rate at the Carbon Surface 
An energy balance at the surface (see Figure 8, page 112) results 
in: 
q + f'k §^ ̂) " q + m H - ( Y m. H. "> = 0 (5.5) s V By y nr w s \ /__ i i y v 
w 
I 
where q is the conductive heat flux from the interior of the solid ns 
towards the surface, H is the enthalpy of the solid carbon at the tem-
s 
perature T , and (k $T/3y) represents the conductive heat flux from the 
w w 
gas phase to the surface. The contributions of each mode of energy 
transfer to the net heat transfer rate at the surface are presented in 
Table 28 (not including the radiant energy transfer). These contribu-
tions have been evaluated from, the numerical solutions of the high dif-
fusivity and low diffusivity runs. 
App1icabi1ity of the Previous Results 
The numerical results previously obtained apply to the stagnation 
streamline of any carbon body for which 8=1> regardless of the value of 
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Figure 8. Heat Transfer Rate at the Surface 
Table 28. Contributions of Energy Transfer Modes 
to the Heat Transfer Rate at the Surface 
High Diffusivity 
o ©. (cal/cm -sec) -9.54 





w s -1.86 
(cal/cm-* sec) 






R^ and U (except for the limitation on U discussed below), provided 
that the boundary conditions T , T , all (x.) , and P remain unchanged. J e w i e e 
* * 
If a solution is required for new values of U and R, , say U and IL, 
* J- it _j-
the fluxes must be multiplied by the ratio (R, U )2.(R, U ) 2 and the 
values of f, f', f11, T, and all compositions remain unchanged. The 
3- J-
solutions presented in this work are for values of (R,/U ) 2 = (0.6/1500)2 
0.02 sec . 
2 
The restriction on U mentioned above is that the term U 
C e e 
C(f") 2 
/ P T Pe\ 1 + f'lp T - — I j in the energy Equation (2.68) be negligible in com-
pe e P / J 
parison to the remaining energy equation terms. In the solutions pre-
sented in this work the term in question contributed less than one 
percent to the total energy equation; this can be shown to be the case 
for sufficiently low Mach number flows. 
Approximate Solution for the Combustion 
Rate at the Carbon Surface 
An approximate solution for the combustion rate at a carbon 
surface can be easily obtained if certain simplifying assumptions are 
made. 
If the density and viscosity are assumed constant, the momentum 
Equation (2.47) becomes: 
f » + f f + 0 "l - (f) 2" = 0 (5.6) 
which is the constant property momentum equation. (Note that for geom-
etries with 3=̂ 0, the assumption of (pp,) constant is not sufficient; 
indeed p and \j, must be independently constant.) 
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If, in addition to constant density and viscosity, it is assumed 
that all the binary diffusivities are equal and constant across the 
boundary layer, the elemental conservation Equations (2.69) become: 
V +(~$)f V = ° (j=1' •••'K) (5,7) 
which is the constant property elemental conservation equation. From 
the boundary conditions at the wall, given by Equations (2.75, 2.84, and 
2.85) it can be shown that Equation (5.1) follows. 
For wall temperatures resulting in diffusion controlled combustion 
reactions at a carbon surface burning in an air stream, the only gas 
species present at the surface may be assumed to be N and CO. At a 
surface temperature of 1500°K, the only other species at the wall is 
CO , and its mole fraction is only 9.1x10 ; at higher temperature, the 
equilibrium equations will favor the formation of CO at the wall, and 
therefore, the mole fraction of CO at the wall would be even smaller. 
At higher temperatures, the dissociation reaction for 0 begins to be-
come appreciable, with the mole fraction of atomic oxygen approaching 
0.001 at a wall temperature of about 2200°K; the N„ dissociation is not 
appreciable until even higher wall temperatures are reached. As a re-
sult, the assumption of only N0 and CO as the existing gas species at 
the wall is indeed very satisfactory in the range 1300 < T < 2200°K. 
If N_ and CO are assumed to be the only species present at the 
wall, then Equation (5.1) can be solved for the gas composition at the 
surface. The resulting elemental mass fractions are: uu = 0.1983, 
Ow 
OD = 0.6529, and uL = 0.1488, which remain constant at those values 
Nw Cw 
for 1300 < T < 2200°K. 
w 
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From Equation (5.7) and the wall boundary conditions (Equations 
2.75, 2.84, and 2.85) it can be shown that: 
or. 
—1 
(X. JW JW 
-f Sc =( ^ - ' — ^ ).TT'(*n=0, B=1, "f » Sc) (5.8) 
where #• i-s the mass fraction of element j in the solid (Q- = a = 0, 
jw Ow Nw 
o- = 1)5 and TT'(T|=0, p=l, -f > Sc) is the dimensionless profile gradi-
ent obtained from the solution of the constant property equations and 
given by standard tabulations, such as those of Elzy and Sisson (9). 
For no mass transfer and a Schmidt number of unity the profile 
gradient, according to the data of Elzy and Sisson is: 
TT'O^O, 6=1, -f =0, Sc=l) = 0.57046 (5.9) 
1 ^ w 
Correcting this value of the profile gradient for the Schmidt number 
dependence and for finite mass transfer rates at the surface: 
TT (TfO, p=l, -f , Sc) = 0.57046 Sc
1/3 ln^+B) (5.10) 
where 
^ie - W 
) . ~ Oi JW JW 
J e ' .1" ̂  (5.11) 
co. . - a. . s 
and B is a constant equal for all of the elements. Substituting 
Equation (5.10) into (5.8) there results: 
-f = 0.57046 Sc"2/3 £n(l+B) (5.12) 
w 
Combining Equation (2.75) and (5.10) a correlation is obtained for the 
prediction of the combustion rate at a carbon surface burning in air, 
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with a wall temperature in the range 1300 < T < 2200°K: 
w 
~ - = CL [o. 57046 Sc"
2/3 £n(l+B) Re"1/2"1 -2/3 , „ ^ n -1/ 1 (5.13) • .1. • __ ! i i i i / n a n "-\ /"* . / i -i— i J —-
2 p Ke e 
where C. is a free constant to be used in matching the approximate com-
bustion rate calculated from Equation (5.13) (with C. = 1) to the 
numerical results obtained from the computer solutions. The Reynolds 
number, Re, is defined as: 
- 2 *b "e pe (5.14) 
Re = 
^e 
and the Schmidt number is to be evaluated at the free stream conditions. 
Following the approach outlined above, with C. = 1.0, the calculated 
combustion rate at the surface for the high diffusivity assumption was 
2 
0.003626 g /cm 'sec, or 90.06 percent of the value calculated in the 
computer solution. To match the computer results with the approximate 
results of Equation (5.13) (with C = 1) the value of the free constant 
must be C. = 1.1103. Estimating the combustion rate at the surface 
from Equation (5.13) with C. := 1.1103 for the low diffusivity assumption, 
2 
the result is 0.003317 g /cm -see, which deviates by about 1.8 percent 
2 
from the computer result of 0.003376 g /cm'*sec. The correlation equa-
tion, therefore, can be taken as: 
" W = 0.6334 Sc"2/3 tn(l+B) Re"1/2 (5'15) 
2 p U re e 
where the dimensionless profile gradient obtained from the solution of 
the constant property boundary layer equations has been multiplied by a 
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"correcting factor," C-, = 1.1103, to match the results with the variable 
physical property numerical solution. 
Some comments are in order regarding the applicability of Equation 
(5.15). As stated above, the value of B is a constant equal for all the 
elements (this follows from the assumption of equal binary diffusivities 
and the boundary conditions for the elemental conservation equations). 
Furthermore, for carbon combustion in an air stream, when the wall tem-
perature is such that essentially only N« and CO are present in the vi-
cinity of the wall (1300 < T < 2200°K), the value of B is approximately 
w 
0.1748. The Schmidt number can be shown to be, to a first approximation, 
independent of temperature. Since the Reynolds number varies approxi-
mately with the -3/2 power of the temperature and density varies 
inversely with temperature, it is expected that the combustion rate 
would vary with the -1/4 power of the free stream temperature, and be 
essentially independent of the wall temperature in the diffusion con-
trolled regime. It is also expected that the combustion rate will vary 
with the -1/2 power of the body radius and with the 1/2 power of the 
approach velocity. 
The excellent agreement obtained in predicting the low diffusivity 
combustion rate after matching the approximate equation to the results 
of the high diffusivity combustion rate, demonstrates that the differ-
ences between the two combustion rates calculated from the numerical 
solutions are attributable to differences in Schmidt numbers. 
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Approximate Solution for the Subsurface 
Heat Transfer Rate at the Carbon Surface 
With the assumption of equal binary diffusivities, the energy 
Equation (2.20) applicable along the stagnation streamline of a cylinder 
can be written in terms of the mixture enthalpy as: 
-!^§^fcS+^-0p 1(^)1 (5.16) 
If PJ LL5 Q > k, C are assumed constant and, in addition, Pr = Sc p 
(Le = 1), then the energy equation becomes: 
1f 33 + „ 3H _ k a_H (5-17) 
PU ̂  + PV ̂  ~ JC~ ~2 
M p By 
which is the usual form of the constant property energy equation but 
with the temperature replaced by the mixture enthalpy as the independent 
variable (thus including chemical reaction effects). The profile gradi-
ent is given by: 
H — H 
„'<r0, p-l, -f Pr) - ̂  [ i f — g
8 ] (5.18) 
1 e w ~w 
It can be shown that: 
-Cc 'Jc dH\ (5.19) -CD By>l -3* 
rrViH-TTT= n' ( T F ° ' p"1 ' - V P r ) Re 2 Pr 
e e e w 




" VC by ^ / 
P w = r 
2 p U (H - H ) ^2 
e e e w 
-0.57046 P r - 2 / 3 ^ 2 1 Re" 1 / 2 ] (5. 20) 
Similarly, it. can be shown that for the case of Le = 1, and con-
stant physical properties, Equation (5.5) becomes: 
q = - (TT- ^ + m (H - H ) + q (5.21) 
s \C by/ w w s ^r 
v p w 
Substitution of Equations (5.15) and (5.20) into Equation (5.21) yields 
an approximate expression for the subsurface heat transfer rate (assum-
ing the value of the. constant: C = C ): 
a H -H 
2 p o (H - H ) = ° - 6 3 3 4 Pr"2/3 ta<1+B> R e " 1 / 2 0 + B ( i n r ) ] (5-22) 
H e e e w N e w ^ J 
+ 2 p U (H - H ) 1 e e e w 
The enthalpies of the gas species in the numerical solutions were 
calculated by integrating the species heat capacity Equations (3.18), 
with the mixture enthalpy being calculated from the species enthalpies 
and their mass fractions in the mixture. Because of the fortuitous 
choice of the reference temperature employed, the quantities H and H 
are numerically close together,, By subtracting these two quantities, 
considerable accuracy is lost and the results obtained from Equation 
(5.22) are poor. It: should be emphasized that this problem can be 
avoided by employing a different reference temperature in the calcula-
tion of the species enthalpies,. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Based on the results of this investigation, the following con-
clusions were made: 
1. The use of the effective elemental diffusivities provides a 
straightforward numerical technique for the solution of the elemental 
conservation equations. However, due to the sensitivity of the effec-
tive elemental diffusivities to the composition profiles from which 
they are calculated, an iterative numerical solution of the elemental 
conservation equations for the system studied would require a large 
amount of computer time. 
2. Computer solutions for assumed equal binary diffusivities 
show that the differences in the results between the assumed high dif-
fusivity and low diffusivity cire slight and can be explained by argu-
ments involving the Schmidt number for the gas mixture. The high 
diffusivity solution results in higher boundary layer velocity ratios 
and higher temperatures than those resulting from the low diffusivity 
solution. Composition profiles for both solutions were not only similar 
but also numerically close together. The high diffusivity assumption 
resulted in a burning rate approximately 20 percent higher than that 
obtained with the low diffusivity assumption, and a subsurface heat 
transfer rate approximately 16 percent lower. 
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3. Approximate equations for predicting combustion rates and 
subsurface heat transfer rates were obtained based on available solu-
tions of the constant property boundary layer equations. The approxi-
mate equation predicted a combustion rate corresponding to the high 
diffusivity assumption that was ten percent low. Matching the approxi-
mate equation to the numerical solution for the high diffusivity 
assumption permitted the prediction of the combustion rate for the low 
diffusivity assumption to within two percent. The approximate equations 
developed should prove useful in predicting the results of carbon com-
bustion taking place under conditions different from those in this 
investigation. 
4. The iterative scheme developed in the present work can be 
used to parametrically study the combustion of carbon for other free 
stream temperatures, compositions and approach gas velocities, as well 
as for different wall temperatures and body geometries. Only minor 
modifications of the details of the numerical technique will be neces-
sary to study many different systems with interfacial mass transfer. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations for future work are the result of 
the experience gained in this investigation: 
1. The numerical techniques used in the investigation should be 
employed in an effort to attain the solution of the fully multicompo-
nent, variable property, carbon combustion problem. The suggestions 
listed below should prove valuable in realizing savings in computer 
time: 
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a. The evaluation of physical properties accounts for 
about 75-80 percent of the total computation time. A 15-20 percent 
savings in computer time should be realized by breaking up the calcula-
tions according to their temperature and/or composition dependence. 
Thus, it would be desirable to account for the temperature dependence 
of the species properties only when temperature has been updated, in-
stead of when either temperature or composition has been updated (as in 
the present work). 
b. At the temperatures involved in this study, the effect 
of air species dissociation on the overall process is negligible. Thus, 
at these temperatures, the deletion of 0 and N from the considered 
species would also reduce the computation time. However, it is felt 
that for wall temperatures above 1800°K, the dissociation of 0 in the 
vicinity of the temperature maximum would be significant and the equi-
librium model would no longer be valid without consideration of elemen-
tal 0. (The same comment applies to the dissociation of N?, which is 




The numerical calculations presented in this work were made on 
the UNIVAC 1108 Digital Computer operated by the Rich Electronic Com-
puter Center at the Georgia Institute of Technology. All programs were 
written in FORTRAN V source language. Chapter IV discusses the computer 
programs in detail. The nomenclature which applies to the programs is 
presented in the following pages, as well as a schematic of the program 
arrangement showing counter variables, upper limits for these counters, 
convergence tolerances and logical variables used to denote convergence. 
A flowchart indicating the interactions among the various subroutines 
was presented in Chapter IV. 
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Nomenclature for Computer Programs 
Real Variables 
..tb 
A(l,J) J'' coefficient in the heat capacity equation of 
spec ie I 
f-j-i X\\ 
B ( l , J ) J' c o e f f i c i e n t in the I " chemical equ i l ib r ium 
equat ion 
BURNM mass t r a n s f e r r a t e a t the i /a l l 
C(L) dimensionless censity-vlse.c rn.by product 
CD(L) derivative of C(L) 
4-"U 
C0EFF(J,L) coefficient in bhe J"'" elemental conservation 
equation at location L 
CP(l,L) heat capacity of specie I at location L 
C P M ( L ) mixture heat capacity at location L 
BB(I,J,L) binary Jiffasivity of species I and J at location L 
DE(J,L) effective elemental diffusivity of element J at 
location L 
DELTA constant step size in the transformed coordinate plane 
DEN(l) array used in the calculation of VTSM(L) and T H C M ( L ) 
DM(l,J5L) multicomponent diffusivity of species i and J at 
location t 
I)S(l,J) accumulators and/or temporary storage 
E(l,j) mass of element -T per unit mass of specie I 
E K ( T ) Lennard--Jones energy of Interaction of specie I 
EKP(l,J) Lennard--Jones energy of interaction of species I and J 
EQ(K.L) K"' chemical equilibrium constant at location L 
(*^>\0
 K-2^0 K=3,K̂  fcVO 
El'v(.T,L) error in X(l,L,K) ir subroutines RQUIL and CONWAL 


























error in FPP(l) in subroutine MDMT 
error in T(L,K) in subroutine ENERGY 
error in FP(L,K) in subroutine MOMT 
value of the transformed coordinate at location L 
integral of FP(L,K) at location L, K iteration 
mass transfer rate at the wall 
array used in the calculation of DM(l,J,L) 
elemental mass flux of element J with respect to the 
mixture mass average velocity at location L 
mass flux of specie I with respect to the mixture 
mass average velocity at location L 
elemental mass flux of element J with respect to 
stationary coordinates at location L 
array used in the calculation of DM(l,J,L) 
mass flux of specie I with respect to stationary 
coordinates at location L 
array used in the calculation of DM(l,J,L) 
array used in the calculation of DM(l,J,L) 
th 
velocity ratio at location L, K iteration index 
derivative of FP(L,K) 
th 
value of FPP(l,K), K iteration index 
value of FBURN calculated from element 0 
value of FBURN calculated from element N 
value of FBURN calculated from element C 
arithmetic average of FW1, FW2, and FW3 
rate of generation of specie I at location L 
enthalpy of specie I at location L 



























mix tin* e enthalpy at location L 
dimensionless mixture enthalpy ratio at location L 
pressure 
mixture rule parameter for VISM(L) and THCM(L) 
mixture Prandtl number at location L 
principal body radius of curvature 
mixture density at location L 
Kiu)M(lM'ETA)/RHOM(L) 
dimensionless temperature ratio at location L 
universal gas constant (82.0r;G0 atm cm /gr.mole K) 
mixture Schmidt number at location L 
array used in the calculation of VISM(L) and THCM(L) 
Lennard-Jones collision diameter of specie I 
Lennard-Jcnes collision diameter of species I and J 
th 
absolute temperature at location L, L iteration index 
thermal conductivity of specie I at location L 
mixture thermal conductivity at location L 
maximum allowable value of ER(l,L) 
maximum allowable value of ERRELE(J,L) 
maximum allowable value of ERRT(L) 
maximum allowable error in momentum and elemental 
conservation equations boundary conditions at the 
wall (in subroutine MDMLUP) 
maximum allowable value of ERRVEL(L) and ERRFPP(K) 
approach velocity (along stagnation streamline) 
viscosity of specie T at location L 
mixture viscosity at location L 
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VV(M) array used for input/output in subroutine GJR 
th 
W(l,L,K) mass fraction of specie I at location L, K 
iteration index 
th 
WE(J,L,K) mass fraction of element J at location L, K 
iteration index 
WEP(J,L) derivative of WE(J,L,K) 
WP(I,L) derivative of W(l,L,K) 
Wl(l) molecular weight of specie I 
WTM(L) mixture molecular weight at location L 
WTP(l,J) pseudo-molecular weight of species I and J 
X(I,L,K) mole fraction of specie I at location L, K 
iteration index 
XEDGE(l) mole fraction of specie I in the approach gas stream 
XP(I,L) derivative of X(l,L,K) 
Y distance from the body surface along the stagnation 
streamline 
Integer Variables 
IENRG counter in subroutine ENGLUP 
IKOUFI on input: IKQUNT=0 generates WE(J,L,K), T(L,K), and 
FP(L,K) profiles 
IKDUNT=1 reads in WE(j,L,K), T(L,K), and 
FP(L,K) profiles 
IMOMT counter in subroutine M0I4T 
IPC print control index in subroutine PROP 
IPROP counter in subroutine PROP 
ISPEC counter in subroutine SPCLUP 
ITN(L) counter in subroutines EQUIL and COMAL 
JC(l) array used in subroutine GJR 
counter in subroutine ENERGY 
upper limit on ITN(L) 
upper limit on NELEM 
upper limit on NMOMT 
upper limit on IMOMT 
upper limit on ISPEC 
upper limit on IENRG 
counter in subroutine ELEMT 
counter in subroutine ENERGY 
number of finite difference locations 
counter in subroutine MOMT 
denotes convergence of the chemical equilibrium 
equations at the gas-solid interphase 
denotes convergence of elemental conservation 
equations 
denotes convergence of energy equation 
denotes convergence of entire solution 
denotes convergence of the chemical equilibrium 
equations in the gas phase 
denotes convergence of mass transfer rate and of 
flux ratios at the surface 
denotes convergence of momentum equation 
denotes convergence of elemental mass fraction 
profiles and of flux ratios at the surface 
Index of Species Index of Elements 
1 = 02 
2 - N0 
cL 
3 = 0 
h = N 
6 = CO 
1 = 0 
2 = N 
3 = C 
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LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Main Program: Driver 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** ALL QUANTITIES HAVt UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 









6 PR(101),F(101,2)»ERRVEI (101)»FPPW(2),ERRFPP(2)>ERRELE(3»101)» 
7 ER(6»101)»XEDGE(6)»GEN(6»l0l),WP(6,101),WPP(6,101)»EKRT(lOi)» 
8 P»NETA»DELTA»RU»BuRNM,|-BURN»RB»UE,FWBARrIPROPrlENRGrlMOMT, 
9 ISPFC,NMOMT»NELEM,ITN(!01),NENERG, MXTEMP,MXMOMT,MxSPEC,MNMOMT, 
0 MNELEM,MITN»MENERG»TLMOML,TLSpcL,TLMOMTrTLELEM»TLcONC,TLENER» 
1 C V E N G L » C V M O M L » C V S P C L » C V M O M T » C V E L E M , C V E Q U I » C V C O N W » C V E N E R » F P P ( 1 0 1 ) I 




C**** READ CARD INPUT DATA 
C*********************************************************************** 
READ 8,TITLE 
8 FORMAT (12A6) 
10 FORMAT ( ) 
READ 10»NETA» DELTA »P»T(NE"fA»l> ,RB »UE»T (111) »BURNM 
READ 10, (XEDGE(I)rl=l,6) 
READ 10 »MXTEMP,MXMoMT»MXSPEC*MNMOMT,MNELEM»MITN >MENERG,IPC»IKOUNT 
READ 10,TLMOML,TLSpCL ,Tl . MOMT tTLELEM,TLCONC» TLENER 
C*********************************************************************** 




PRINT 11,XEDGE(1)» P» Tt_MOML,MXMoMT, XEDGE (2 )»T(l,l),TLSPCL>MXSPEC, 
1 XEDGE(3) »T(NETA»D » T L M O M T , M N M O M T > XEDGE (<+) ,UE»TLELEM» 
2 MNELEM,XEDGE«5]I ,RB, TLcONC , MITN,XEDGE (6) »&URNM, TLENER» 
3 MENERG»MXTEMP»PELTA»NETA 




= • t ] 6 f / t 
»El3.b»5X»iTEMP(EnGE) 
= '' »I6»/» 
»El?(.br5X»tvEL0C EDGE 
= ' »1 6» / t 
»E13,b»5X»»RADIUS 
= » »T6»/» 
»El7i.o»5X»iBURN RATE 
= ' ,»I6»/»96xr•MXTEMP ='»l6»//» 





























C**** ALL ftUANTlTIES HAV£ UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 
C**** DECLARATION STATEMENTS 





3 SIGP<6,6) ,EKP(6»6) ,WTP(6»6) » Vis (6,1 01) ,THC(6»10l> ,DB (6,6 1101) t 
H PHI(6,6)»VISM(101)»THO(101)'DEN(6),SDEN(6)»F0(6»6),FF0(6,6)» 
5 FNO(5,5),FMT(5,5),JC(6),W(2),pM(6,6,l0l)»H<6,10l)»CU0l)» 




































A I 2 f 1 
A(2»2 
A ( 2 t 2 





















A ( 3 » 5 ) ~ n . O 
A(4» 1 ) - 4 . 9 b 4 5 1 6 / v » T ( 4 ) 
A ( 4 » ? ) = 5 . 7 U 1 IMME-S /WT l f } 
A ( 4 » 3 ) = - < 7 . 3 5 1 1 9 4 E - 8 / W T ( 4 ) 
A ( 4 , U ) = l . 3 7 3 7 7 9 F . - l l / W T ( < n 
A ( 4 , 5 ) r o . 0 
A (5» 1 ? =• 1 ^ . 0 : ^ / W T ( l 3 ) 
A ( S t 2 ) »-'< . 4 /4F.~5/ v1' V < 5 ) 
A l 5 » 3 ) - o , u 
A ( 5 » U ) . 0 . 0 
A(5»n) =~i .h '<w;:vwi ;s> 
A(6» 1 ) - 6 . ' t a n 'WT(b) 
A ( 6 » ? ) - 0 . ] ' ^ 6 E - 2 / W T f f t ) 
A ( 6 f 3 ) - - H . 0 3 8 7 E - 5 / <HJ { 6 | 
A ( 6 » U ) = o . 0 
A ( 6 » 5 ) - n . o 
H l 3 i l ) = - ? . ( i 7 ! 3 L " 3 / W T ( l ) 
H B l 2 ) = - 2 . 0 72E3/toT(2> 
H b ( 3 ) - 5 . 7 9 h i L 4 / w T ( 3 > 
Ht3(4) = l . U 5 1 9 F . 5 / W T ( 4 > 
H B ( 5 ) = - 1 . b t « 2 r ' * / W T ( t i ) 
Hb (6 )= -2 . t i t .S f l bE ' } /WT(6> 
B 11»- I ) = 1 0 . 5 10380 
D ( l » 2 ) = - n . 339 'Mi96t5 
B ( 2 » l > -7 . i ,97P; \9 
B (2» . ? )= -n.3no?.n69i :5 
B(3» t )=7.i»1944*5 
B ( 3 » ? ) = - n , 5 6 ( J 7 7 9 0 E 5 
B ( 4 , J ) = i n . 5 5 0 6 0 1 
R ( 4 » ? ) = l , 3 3 ^ 5 9 5 9 E 4 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C * * * * CALCULATE E(1»J )=M A SS Or C L E ^ E N T J / u N I T MASS OF SPECIES I 
C * * * * ELEMENTS:1=0 2=N 3 = C S P F C I E S : I = 0 2 2=M2 3=0 4=N 5=C02 6=C0 



















C**** CALCULATE F.TA 





C**** IF IK0UNT=1 READ INPUT WE» FP AND T PROFILES 
IF 
!—x iM-Mij *iMi «-;i v'C ' r> flnu | C H U h l L L i 
C*** ************************ ****** **************************** ********** 
(TKOUNT.EQ.i) GQ TO 9000 IP (TK0UNT.EQ.1) GO TO 9000 
C*********************************************************************** 





























































































c * * * * 
c * * * * 
2 » 1 ) 
3 » D 
4 > 1 ) 
5 » D 
6»1J 
7 » D 
8 # 1 ) 
9 » 1 ) 
1 0 » 1 ) 
1 1 » 1 ) 
1 ? » 1 ) 
1 4 » 1 ) 
1 5 » 1 ) 
1 6 » 1 ) 
1 7 H ) 
1B»1) 
1 9 * 1 ) 
2 0 » 1 ) 
2 1 » 1 ) 
2 2 » 1 ) 
2 3 » 1 ) 
2 4 » 1 ) 
2 5 » 1 ) 
26 a ) 
2 7 » 1 ) 
2 R » 1 ) 
2 9 » 1 ) 
3 0 » 1 ) 
3 1 » 1 ) 
3 2 » 1 ) 
33»1J 
3 4 » 1 ) 
3 5 a ) 
3 6 » 1 ) 
3 7 » 1 ) 
3 8 » 1 ) 
3 9 » 1 ) 
4(1*1) 
4 i a ) 
4 ? a > 
4 3 a ) 
************************************* * ********************************************************** 






































































































































TE ELEMENTAL M 
************** 
T(NETA,1) ) + T(NETA»1) 
********************************************=• 




A ) = W T ( 1 ) * X L D G E 
V , T ( 4 ) * X E D G E 
T = J.r6 












E ELEMENTAL MA! 
********************************************* 
SS FRACTIONS AT THE WALL 
****************************************************4>*************4 
WECMAX ={WE(2»NETA»1)+Wt(3»NETA»1)-l.)/ 
I < WE(2»NE TA »1>•((WE(3,NETA,1)-1.)/E < 6»3 > >) 
PRCT=1.0 
1700 W E ( 3 » 1 » D = P R C T * W E C M A X 
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W E ( l » l » l ) = W F ( l t N E T A » l ) * ( W t ( 3 » l , l ) - 1 . 0 ) / < W E ( 3 » N E T A » l ) - 1 . 0 ) 
WE < 2 »1»1) = wF ( 2 » N E T A »1) * f WE ( 3 » 1 , 1 ) - 1 , 0 ) / ( WE ( 3»NETA »1) - 1 . 0) 
C***************** ******************** ********************************** 
C**** GENEpATE ELEMENTAL MASS FKACTION PROFILES 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
DO 135<* L= l rNETA 
VAR=F^(L»1) 
00 1355 J = l » 3 




c**** IF I K O U N T = I READ INPUT VE» FP AND T P R O F I L E S 
c*********************************************************************** 
IF CIKOUNT.EQ.O) GO TO 9500 
9000 DO 1500 L=1»NETA 
1500 READ l50l»CWE(J»L»l)»J=l»3),FP(L»l)»T(L,l)»F(Lfl) 
1501 F0RMAT(6(E13.6)) 
WTM(NETA)= WT(1)*XEDGE(1) • WT(2)*XEDGE(2) + WT(3)*XEDGE(3) + 




c**** CALCULATE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS 
c*********************************************************************** 
9500 DO 1758 L=1»NETA 





c**«* CALCULATE SPECIES M.OLE FRACTIONS IN THE FLOWFIELD AND AT THE WALL 
c*********************************************************************** 
DO 1356 I=lc6 
X(I»NETAr1)=XEDGE(II 
1356 CONTINUE: 





IF (.NOT.CVEQUIJ GQ TO 1399 





IF (.NOT.CVCONW) Go TO 1 3'39 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * • » • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c**** CALL 'PROP' TO CALcULATF THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
c**** ACROSS THt. FLOWFILLD. THIS IS THE FIRST APPROXIMATION. 
C*********** **.***.«*********.* + ****** + **** + ******************************* 
IPRQP=Q 
CALL PROP 
C * * « * CALCULATE BURNING RATE FROM ASSUMED MASS LOSS RATE 













C**** ALL GUANT1TIES HAVE UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 





2 W E ( 3 » 1 0 1 » 2 ) P D S ( 6 » 1 0 1 ) » W T M ( l 0 1 ) , R H 0 M 1 0 l ) , W ( 6 , 1 0 2 » 2 > » C P M ( 1 0 1 ) » 






9 ISPE"C»N M0MT,NELEM,ITN(10D»NENERG,yXTEMPrMXMOMT,MxSPECrMNMOMT, 
0 MNELEM,MITN»MENER6»TLM0ML»TLSpcL»TLM0MT»TLELEM»TLc0NCrTLENER» 
1 CVENGL,CVMOML»CVSpCL,CVMOMTiCvELEM,CVEGUI»CVCONVy»cVENER»FPP{10l)» 
2 I P C » F W 1 » F W 2 » F W 3 » C D < 1 0 1 ) r * R < l D l ) » X P ( 6 , 1 0 1 ) » W E P ( 3 » l o l > ' F J S ( 6 , 1 0 1 ) , 
3 F J E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) , F H E ( 3 » 1 0 1 ) » TK<MJNT,HMlX ( 1 0 1 ) , F N S < 6 , 1 0 1 ) , F N E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C**** SWEEP FLOWFIELD AND EVAt UATE THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT 
c**** PROPERTIES OF THE MULTITOMPONENT MIXTURE AT EACH LOCATION 
C*********************************************************************** 
IPR0P=IPR0P+1 
K = i 
DO 5980 L=1»NETA 
C*********************************************************************** 












c**«* CALCULATION OF SPECIES fiNti MIXTURE HEAT CAPACITIES (CAL/GR.K) 
C*********************************************************************** 
CPM(L)=0. 
DO 5305 11=1,6 
CP<I1»L)-0. 
CPU1»L)=A(I1»1)+A{I1»2)*T(L,K)+AI'I1»3)*T(L»K)**2+A(I1»H)*T(L»K 
1 )**3 + MIl»5)/SQRTlT(! ,K) ) 
CPM ( L ) =CPM (L) + W (111 L., K ) *CFJ ( 11»L) 
5305 CONTINUE 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** CALCULATE MOLECULAR PARAMETERS FOR PAIRS OF SPECIES 
C*********************************************************************** 
DO 5309 11=1,6 
DO 5311 12=1,6 
SIGP(I1»I2)=0.5*(SH»(H)+SIG(I2)) 
EKP111,12)=SQRT(EK(11)*EK(12)) 





c**** CALCULATE SINGLE SpEdES COLLISION INTEGRAL* VISCOSITY (GR/CM.SEC) 
C**** AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ICAL/CM.SEC.K) 
C*********************************************************************** 




CI 1 = 1.43472/(l. + 0.323*ALOG(TR)) 
VTS(H»LJ=2.6693E-5*SQKT(T(L»K)*wT(H) ) / ( (SIG (II) **2) *CI 1) 
THC(Il»L) = (CP(Il»L) + (2.'*B'*/WT(Il) ))*VIS(I1»L) 
5313 CONTINUE 
C*********************************************************************** 
c**** CALCULATE BINARY PAIR COLLISION INTEGRAL AND BINARY DlFFUSlVlTlES 
C**** (CM.CM/SEC) 
C*********************************************************#************* 
DO 5315 Il=l»6 
DO 5317 I2=l»6 
TR=T(L»K)/EKp(Il#T2) 






DO 5316 Il=l»6 
DO 5316 I2=l»6 
5316 DB(IlrI2»L)=DB(l»6,L) 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** CALCULATE VISCOSITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MIXTURE RULE 
C**** PARAMETER (PHI) 
C*********************************************************************** 
DO 5319 Tl=l»6 
DO 5321 I2=l»6 
TEM1 = SGRT<WT<H)/'WT<I2> ) 
TEM2=SQRT(VISCI1»L)/VIS(I2»LJ)*SQRT(TEM1) 
TEM3=(1.+TEM2)**2 
TEM*+=SQRT(1. + (WT<I1)/WT( 12) ) ) 




C**** CALCULATE MIXTURE VISCOSITY, ViSM(GR/CM,SEC) AND THERMAL CONDUCTI-




DO 5323 Il=l»6 
DEN(M) = 0.0 
SDEN(I1)"0.0 
5323 CONTINUE 
DO 5325 Il=l»6 
DO 5327 I2=l»6 
DEN(Il)=X(I2rLrKI*PHI(Il,l2) 
SDEN< 11)=SDEN C11 I+D&N(II) 
5327 CONTINUE 
5325 CONTINUE 
DO 5329 11=1,6 
VlSM<L)=VlSM(L)+(X(Il»L»K)*VlS(liiL)/SOENtID) 
140 
THCM(U=THCM{U + (X(Il,L»K>*THC<Ii,L)/SDEN<Il)> 
5329 CONTINUE 
C ********************** ************************************************* 
C**** CALCULATE FO(I,J) IN THF MULTICOMPONENT DIFFUSlVlTy EQUATIONS 
C*********************************************************************** 
DO 5331 11=1,6 




DO 5335 11=1*6 
TFMPi=0.0 

















GO TO 53'U 
5990 PRINT 5201rLrJC(DiIPROP 
5201 FORMAT(5X,»TROUBLE WITH Ĝ R IN DM CALCULATION AT LOCATION»,14,»ERH 
lOR CODE JC(1)=I,IH,»IPROP=',14) 
3Jtl tuiN I X nut 
c*********************************************************************** 
C**** CONVFRT MATRIX FO INTO FNO AND FNT BY ELIMINATION OF APPROPRIATE 
C**** ROWS AND/OR COLUMNS 
C**** CALCULATE DETERMINANTS USING GJR SUBROUTINE 
C**** CALCULATE MULTlCOMpONENT DlFFUsiVITiESi DM(I,J) (CM.CM/SEC) 
C*********************************************************************** 
nf) RU.Sl Tir1.fi 
DO 5453 11=1,6 




5351 DO 5150 13=1,6 
DO 5449 14=1,6 
IF (13-11)5352,539o,5372 
5352 111=13 
IF (14-11)5354, 5390,5356 
5354 JJ1=I4 
GO TO 5380 
5356 JJ1=I4-1 












GO TO 5430 
5106 JJ1=I4-1 










c**** NOW WE NEED TO CALQULATF THE DETERMINANTS OF THE MATRICES FNO 





GO TO 5400 
5992 PRINT 5201,L,JC(1),1PROP 
5400 VV(1)=2.0 
CALL GJR < FNT,5,5,5,5»$59g6,JC,VV) 
DETN2=VV(1)*EXP(VV(2)) I 
GO TO 5403 
5996 PRINT 5201,L,JC(l]i ,IPROP 
5403 RATIO=((DETNi+(<-j.(J)**(i1+12+1))*DETN2)/DETD> 
DM(I1,I2,L)=-(WTM«L)/WT(I2))*RATI0 





C**** CALCULATE SPECIES ENTHALPIES <CAL/GR), AND MIXTURE ENTHALPY 
C**** H(I)=Hd(I)+Al*T+l/2*A2*T**2+l/3*A3*T**3+l/4*A4*T**4+2*A5*SQRTCT) 
C*********************************************************************** 











C**** CALCULATE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS 
C**** E0(I,L)=EXP(B(I,1)+(B(I,2)/T(L,K))) , T IN DEGREES KELVIN 
C*********************************************************************** 




C**«* CALCULATE ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTjoNS, WE. 
C*********************************************************************** 





C**** CALCULATE FIXTURE pRANDTL NUMBER 
C*********************************************************************** 
PR(L)=CPM(L)*V ISM(L) /THCM(L) 
5980 CONTINUE 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** CALCULATE RHOM*VISM RATIO 
c*********************************************************************** 
DO 5^83 L=1»NETA 
C ( L) = <RHOh(L)*VISM(L)I/ I RHOM(N£TA)*VISM(NETA)) 
5483 CONTINUE 
C*********************************************************************** 
c**«* CALCULATE SPECIES AND ELEMENTAL FLUXES IN THE TRANSFORMED PLANE 
C**** CALCULATE SPECIES MOLE FRACTION GRADIENTS 
C*********************************************************************** 
DO 7302 L=1»NETA 
DO 7304 T = l»6 
IF (L.EQ.l) GO TO 7301 
IF (L.EQ.NETA) GO TO 7303 
XP(I»L)=(X(I»L>1»1)-X(I»L-1»1>)/(2.*DELTA) 
GO TO 7304 
7301 XP(I f1) = {X(112»1)-X(I * 111))/DELTA 
GO TO 7304 




C**** CALCULATE ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION GRADIENTS 
C************************************^****^^**^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
DO 7306 L=1»NETA 
DO 7308 J=l»3 
IF (L.EQ.l) GO TO 7307 
IF (L.EQ.NETA) GO TO 7309 
WLP(J»L)=(WE(J>L+l»l>~Wr<J»L-l,l))/(2.*0ELTA> 
GO TO 7308 
7307 WEP(J»lj=(WE(J»2»l)-WE(J»l»l)>/DELTA 
GO TO 7308 




C**** CALCULATE FUS<I,L) AND ADD l]P ALL XP(I»L) AND ALL FJS<I,L) 
c*************************************+*+++^**++++#^#++#++#+^+:((;4t])t;4[)t(:fc++4:4. 
DO 7406 L=1»NETA 
PRE=(<RH0M{L)**2.)/(WTM(LJ**2.))*SQRT((?.*UE)/(RH0M(NETA>* 
1 VISM<N£TA)*RB)) 
DO 7408 I=l»6 
FJS(I»L)=tWT(l)*DM(I>j»L)*XP(1,L) + WT(2)*DM(I,?,L)*XP(2»L) + 
1 WT(3)*DM(I,3rL)*XP(3,L) + WT(u)*DM(I,4»L)*XP(4,L) + 








c**** CALCULATE FJE(J»L) ANO «DU UP ALL WEP(JFL) ANj ALL FJE(JrL) 
C*********************************************************************** 
DO 7416 L=1»NETA 
DO 7418 J=l»3 
FJE(J'D=L(lf J)*FJS(1»L) + E ( 2* J) *FJS (2» L ) + E<3»J)*FJS(3»L) • 
1 t(4»J)*FJS(4,L) + E(5,J)*FjS(5»L) + E(6»J)*FJS(6»L) 
7ma CONTINUE 
DS(3»L)=WEP(1»L)*WEP<2#L)+WEP<3»L) 
DS(4 tL)=FJE(1fL)+FjE(2 # L)+ F jE(3,L) 
7416 CONTINUE 
C*********************************************************************** 
c**** CALCULATE DE(J»L) 
C*********************************************************************** 
DO 7422 L=1»NETA 
PRE=PHOM(L)*SQRT((2.*UE)/ IRHOM(NETA)*VISM(NETA)*RB)) 
DO 7424 J=l»3 
DE(J»L)=0.0 
IF (ABS(WEP(J»L)).LT.1.0E-08) GO To 7424 
7434 DE<J»L)rFJE(J»L)/l-RHOMfL)*WEP(j,L)*PRE) 
7424 CONTINUE 
7422 CONTINUE ' 
C***********************************************************************! 
c**** SUM ALL X(I.L»1) AND WE(J»L»D AT EACH LOCATION L. 
C*********************************************************************** 
DO 7426 L=1#NETA 
DS(5»L)=X(lfL»l)+X(2»L»l)+X(3»Lfl)+X(4fL»l)+X{5»L»l)+X(6»L»l) 
DS(61L)=WE(11L,1)+WE(2,L,1>+ WE < 3,L,1) 
7426 CONTINUE 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** CALCULATE SPECIES AND ELEMENTAL FLUXES WRT STATIONARY COORDINATES 
C*********************************************************************** 
IF (TPROP.LG.l) GO TO 750$ 
PRE=SQRT(2.*RHOM(NETA)*VISM(NETA)*UE/RB) 
DO 7501 L=1»NETA 
DO 7501 I=l»6 
7501 FNS(I»L)=FJS(I»L)-pRE*W(I»Lfl>*F<L»D 
DO 7503 L=1#NETA 
DO 7503 J=l#3 
7503 FNE(J»L)= E(1»J)*FN5(1»L) + E(2 tJ)*FNS(2 tL) • E<3»j)*FNS(3,L) 
1 + E(4»JJ*FNS(4»L) + E(5,J)*FMS(5»L) • E(6»J)*FNS(6,L) 
7505 CONTINUE 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** PRINT OUTPUT OF PRoP S/P 
c*********************************************************************** 
PRINT 5002 
5002 F0RMAT(lHlf46X,'TRANSPOPT AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES') 
PRINT 5003»IPROP»P 
5003 FORMAT(///»SOX 1»IPROP=»»Ib»6X» tp=t, En # 4j 
PRINT 5004 
5004 FORMAT(//»3X» »L'»*+X»'ETA(L)»»6X,'X(o2rL)•f12X»»XIN2»L)*»13X»»X(0 
1»L)»»13X» »X(N»L)'»11X»*X(C02»L)»,12X» »X(CO»L)•) 
DO 5005 L=l»NETA»IpC 
5005 PRINT 500b»LfETA(L)»(X(T»L»Dfi=l»6) 
5006 FORMAT (2Xt13t2X»F6.2*4Xtfc.13.6,5(6X»E13.6)I 
PRINT 5007 
5007 FORMAT(//»3X»»L'»4x»,ETMLP»6x,»w<o2'»L)»»12X»«W(N2»L>•*13X»•W(0 
1»L) »fl3X»«V*(N»L) * »11X»»W(C02»L) »,12X» 'WfCO+D') 
DO 5008 L=1»NETA»IPC 
5008 PRINT 5006fLrETA(L)f(WtTfLf1)»i=l»6) 
144 
PRINT 5009 
5009 FORMAT(//f3X»'L't **Xr»ETA(L)•»5X,'CP(02»L)»»11X»»CP(N2»L)»»12X»» C 
lP(OrL)•rl2X»»CP<N*L>,»lOX»,CPtc02»L),illX»»CP<CO»L)M 
DO 5010 L=lrNETA»IPC 
5010 PRINT 5onb»LrETA(L)»(CP«I»L)»I=l»6) 
PRINT 5011 
5011 FORMAT ( / / , 3 X , »L» » 4 x » » E T A ( D • » 4 X , • V l S ( 0 2 , L ) • »10X» » V l S ( N2 r L) • » H X r 
1 » V I S ( 0 » L ) • r U X , • V l S l N f L ) t , g x , tV] .S<C02»L) • r l O x ^ V l S t C O r L ) M 
DO 5012 L=lrNETA»IpC 
5012 PRINT 500b»L»ETA(L)»(VIS(I»L)»I=l»6) 
PRINT 5013 
5013 FORMAT(//r3Xr •L»»'+X»'E:TA(L)»rifx»?THC(02rL) • »lOXr • THC (N2»L) » , HX» 
1 'THC(OrL) • »UXr »TK'ClN»L> »,9X, »THC(C02rL) »»10x» »THC(CO»U M 
DO 5014 L=lrNETA»IPC 
5014 PRINT 500brLrETA(L)»(THC(I»D»I=1»6) 
PRINT 5015 
5015 FORMAT (//»3Xr »L» »<*X» »ETA <L) • t 6x , »H(02» L) • r 12X» • H(N2'U » t 13X» 
1 »H(0»L),»13X,'H(N»L),»11X»,H{C02»L)'»12X»»H(C0»L)») 
DO 5016 L=lrNETArIPC i 
5016 PRINT 50nb»L»ETA(L)MH(I»L)»I=l,6) I 
C*********************************************************************** 
PRINT 5028 




1 'FJS(OrL)»»11X»»FJSIN»L)»,9X,iFJS<C02»L)»r10x* *FJS<CO»L>») 
DO 5025 L=l»NETArIPC 
5025 PRINT 500brLrETA(L),(FJSflrU»I=l»6) 
PRINT 5070 
5070 FORMAT (//r3X»'L'»4Xr'E:TML)'r5x,'FNS(02rL) ' r 10X r »FNS(N2r L) • > ll'Xr 
1 »FNS(0»L)»»11X»»FNSIN»L)t,gx,iFNS(C02»L)» > 10x> *FNS (CO»U ») 
DO 5071 L=1»NETA»IPC 
5071 PRINT 5006»L»ETA(L)r(FNC(I»L)»I=1»6) 
PRINT 5026 
5026 F0RMAT(//,3X»'L'»4x»'ETMU'r5x,'WE(0,lL) • r 12X, • WE <N»U « »13X> 
l'WE(C»L) • »12X, 'DE(OFL) • » H X , 'DE(N,L) ' .. 12X, «DE(C»L) ' ) 
DO 5027 L=lrNETA»IpC 
5027 PRINT 500brL»ETA(L),(WE(J»L,1>,J=1,3)„(DE(JrL),J=1,3) 
PRINT 5050 
5050 FORMAT(//,3X>'L'»4x» »ETj(L)•rl2X» »FjE<0,L>• »15X r »FjE (N,L) » r 15Xr »FsJ 
lElCrL) « ,15X»«HMIX(L> » t 1C;X » • HRAj (L ) » ) 
DO 5051 L=1»NETA 
RAT=(HMIXIL)-HMIX(NETA))/IHMlX(1)-HMlX(NETA)) 
5051 PRINT 5052»L»ETA(L) » (FJF(vJrL) ' J=l»3) »HMIX(L) »RAT 
5052 FORMAT(2X»I3»2X#F6.2»5(10X»El3,6)> 
PRINT 5o?2 
5072 FORMAT(//,3X»»L» »4*»»ETA(L)» »l2X»»FME(0»L)»r15Xr»FNE(N,|_>*,15Xr 
1 «FNE(C»L)») 
DO 5073 L=l»NETArIpC 
5073 PRINT 5o74-»L»ETA(L) » (FNF(J»L> »J=1»3) 
5074 F&RMAT(2X»I3»2X»F6,2»3(.10X»E13,6) ) 
PRINT 5053 
5053 FORMAT (//. 3X> • L» » 4x r'ETML) » »5x, 'SUMX(IrL) » r HX» 'SuMXP (I, L) »»9X»»S 
ll)MFJS<I»D»»8X»»SUMWE(J»L)'»9X,'SUMWEPCJ»L)»raX»«SuMFJE(J»L)») 
DO 5054 L=1»NETA 




5029 FORM/\T(//,3X»'L»»i+X»*ET/! (L) » » 7x, • T(|_> ' »14X»»WTM(L) • »12X, •RHOM(L) •» 
1 13X»'VlSMd.)•»10X»»THCM(L)*»14X,»CPM(L)') 
DO 5030 L = l»N'ETA»IpC 




DO 5032 L=l#NETA»IpC 







C**** ALL QUANTITIES HAVE UNITS, CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 
C**** DECLARATION STATEMENTS 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LOGICAL CVENGLrCVMoML»CVS;PCL»CvMOMTrCVf:LEf/rCVEQUI»cVCONW»CVENER 
COMMON S I G ( 6 ) r E K ( 6 ) r A ( 6 ' 5 ) » C p ( 6 » l f ) l ) r H P < 6 ) f B (
< * r 2 M E ^ ( ' + » 1 0 l ) » 
1 WT(6)»FP(10l»2)»tTA<10J)»T<10i,2>rx(6»101r2)»E(6»3)»t)E(3»101>» 
2 WE(3»10l»2) »DS(6»101) #VTM(101) ,RHOy(101) »W(6,102»2) »CPM(101)» 
3 SIGP(6»6)»EKP(6»b)»WTP(6»6)t Vis(6,101),ThC(6r101),DB(6»6»101)» 
«4- PHU6»6)»VISM(101)»THCM{101)»QFN(6)»SDEN(6)»F0(6»fa),FF0(6r6)> 
5 FN0«5p5)»FNT(5,5),JC(6),W(2),DM(6,6t101)>H(6,101)»C(101), 
6 P R ( 1 0 1 ) , F < 1 0 1 , 2 ) f E R R V E l ( 1 0 1 > » F P P W < 2 ) , E R R F P P < 2 ) » E R K £ L E < 3 » 1 0 1 ) » 
7 E R < 6 » 1 0 l ) r X E D G E I 6 ) » G E N l 6 » l O l > » W P ( 6 » i n i ) » r t P P ( 6 » 1 0 1 ) » E R R T { 1 0 1 ) » 
8 P»NETA»HELTA»RU»BuRNM»FPURN»RR,UE»FWBAR»iPROP»IENRG»IMOMT# 
9 ISPEC iNMOMT»NELEM r I TN<10 l>»NENERG»MXTEMP»MXMOMT»MXSPEC#MNMOMT» 
0 MNEl.EM,VITN»MENEtfG»TLMOML»TLSpcL»TLM0MT»TLELEM»TLcONC»TLENER» 
1 CVENGL»CVMOML»CVSpCL»CVMOMT»CvELEV,CVEQUI»CVCONW»cVENER»FPP(l01)» 







IF (CVMOML) GO TO 103 
GO TO 1130 
103 CALL GENER 
NFNERG=0 
CALL ENERGY 
IF (CVENER) GO TO 105 
GO TO 1130 
105 IF(NENERG.EQ.I) GO TO 109 




C**** PRINT OUT STATE OF ENERGY LOOP ITERATIONS 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t **************************** 
PRINT 130 
130 FORMAT<1H1>5HX»«ENERGY LOOP ITERATIONS*) 
PRINT 131»CVMOML >CvENER»CVENGLr cVENGt-
131 F0RMAT(///,5X»»IF THE IMTLRMEDIATE MOMENTUM LOOP CONVERGED*»3X,L6r 
l/r5X,»IF THE ENERGY EQUATION CONVERGER*,3X,L6»• IN ITS FIKST ITERA 
2TI0N,»3X»L6»/»9X»,THEN THE OUTERMOST ENERGY LOOP Is CONSIDERED CON 
3VERGFNT'»oX»L6»/»9x»•OTHERWISE, ENGLUP CALLS PROP TO UPDATE THE Ph 
ê YSlCAL PROPERTIES AND ANOTHER PASS THRU*»/»20X»»ENGLUP IS MADE1) 
PRINT 132»IENRG»CVENGL 
132 FORMAT(///,5X»'THE CURRFNT PASs C,i4,') THRU THE OUTERMOST ENERGY 
1 LOOP CONVERGED*»5x»L6> 
IF ((.NOT.CVENGL).AND.(TENRG.LT.MXTEMP)) GO TO 107 
GO TO 111 
107 CALL PROP 









C**** ALL QUANTITIES HAVE UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 





























IF (CVMOMT) GO TO 905 





IF (CVSPCL) GO TO 307 
GO TO 9270 
307 IKOUNT=l 
ELEMRT(IMOMT)=WE <1»111)/WE(2 * 111) 
FLUXRT(IMOMT)=FJE(111)/FJE(2»1) 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** UPDATE ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION RATIOS TO OBTAIN Th£ NEW 




IF CCVCONW) GO TO 9130 
GO TO 9270 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** ADJUST ELEMENTAL MASS FPACTlON PROFILES TO ACCOUNT FOR THE 
C**** UPDATE OF THE PSEUD0-30HNUARY CONDITION AT THE WALL 
C*********************************************************************** 
9130 FACT=CWE(1»NETA»1)-EMF0)/(WE(1,NETA»1)-VR10) 
DO 9135 L=1»NETA 
9135 WE(l»L,l)=EMFO + FACT*(WE I1»L'1)-VRlO) 
FACTr(WE(2 » NETA »1)-EMFN)/I WE <2,NETA,1>-VR20) 
DO 9136 L=1#NETA 
9136 WE(2»L»D=EMFN + FA C T * ( WE 12,L» l) -VR201I 
FACT=(WE(3» NETA »1)-EMFC)/I WE(3,NETA »1)-VR30) 
DO 9137 L=1»NETA 
9137 WE(3»L,l)=EMFC + FACT*<WE13,L»1)-VR3OI 
DO 9138 L=1»NETA 
SUM r WE(1»L»1) + WE(2»l,1) + WE(3»L'l> 
DO 9138 J=l»3 
9138 WE(J#L,1) = WE(J»L,1)/SUM 
DO 9132 L=1»NETA 
C*********************************************************************** 




IF (CVEQUI) GO TO 913 
GO TO 9270 
C*********************************************************************** 






C**** CALCULATE NEW BURNING RftTt AT THE WALL 
C*********************************************************************** 






















IF (FVRl.GE.TLSPCLj GO TO 951 
IF (FVR2.GE.TLSPCL) GO TO 95l 
IF (FVR3.GE.TLSPCL) GO TO 951 
IF (EVR4.GE.TLM0ML) GO TO 951 
IF (EVR5.GE.TLM0ML) GO TO 95l 
IF (FVR6.GE.TLM0ML) GO TO 951 
IF (FVR7.GE.TLM0ML) GO TO 951 
CVMOVLr.TRUE. 
GO TO 999 
951 IF (IMOMT.LT.MXMOMT) GO TO 953 







C**** PRINT OUT INTERMEDIATE MOMENTUM LOOP ITERATIONS 
C******* ****************** ********************************************** 
PRINT 9100 
9100 FQRMAT(1H1,///,<*8X,'STATE OF MOMENTUM LOOP ITERATIONS1) 
LPROP=IPROP-l 
PRINT 9in2»IENRG»MxTEyP,lM0MT>MXMON<T»l.PR0P 
9102 F0RMAT(///,5X,'THIS IS THt Mi*,' pASS THRU THE OUTERMOST ENERGY L 
lOOp. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PASSES IS » , I Ut, /, 5X , » THIS IS THE ',I<*f» PA 
2SS THRU THE INTERM£DlATF HOMENJUM LOOP. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PASSES 
3IS ',I4,/,5X,'THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES USED ARE FROM THE •»!«•»• PAS 
US THRU THE PROP SUBROUTINE*) 
PRINT 9104,CVMOMT,NMOMT,TLMOMT,p<1,1)» CVELEM,NELEM ,TL£LEM, VRlO, VR<> 
lO,VR30 
9101 FORMAT(/r10X»»THE MOMENTUM EQUATION CONVERGED
1,L6,i IN »,I4,» ITEH 
1ATIONS TO A RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE LAST TWO SUCCESSIVE ITERATA 
20NS',/,l5X,»0F LESS THAN',E13.6,'. THE ASSUMED BURNING RATE AT Tn 
3E WALL USED IN THE MOMENTUM EQUATION WAS',E13.6,/,lOX,•THE ELEMENT 
i|AL CONSERVATION EQUATIONS CONVERGED',1.6,» IN »,I4,» ITERATIONS TO 
5A RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN 1 HE LAsT TWO SUCCESIVE IT£RA-',/,15Xr•Tlo 
6NS OF LESS THAN*,Ej.3.6,». THE ASSUvED ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION AT THt 
7 WALL USED IN THE ELEMENTAL CONSERVATION',/,15X,'EQUATIONS WAS Wt 
8<0,WALL) = » ,E13.6,/,30X, • WE (N , WALL ) = » ,E13.6, /, 30X, »*E (C , WALL) = » ,E1 3 
9.6) 
PRINT 9l0bfCVEQUI»TLCONC»CVCONW,TLCONC 
9106 FORMAT(iOX»»THE FLOWFIELD EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS CONVERGED',L6,• TO 
1 A RELATIVE ERROR dETWEFN THE LAST TWO SUCCESSIVE ITERA-'»/,15X,•T 
2I0NS OF LESS THAN',E13.6,/,lOX,.THE CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 
3 AT THE WALL CONVERGED»,Lb, » T 0 A PFLATlVE ERROR BETWEEN THE LAST 
i+TWO SUCCESSIVE ITE-',/,15X,'RATIONS OF LESS THAN'r£13.6,/,5X,'IF A 
5LL THE ABOVE CONVERGED USING THr GIVEN EIGENVALUES AS BOUNDARY CON 
6DITI0NS, THEN THE PROP AND BURNRT SUBROUTINES WEREt,/,5X, 'CALLED T 








4/,5X» 'F(WALL) ' » 9X, E17 .t>» l2X,r!3.6, 5l2x»E13.6, 12X,E13.6, 
5/»5X,'WE(0,WALL)'*9X,El."1,.o,12XfFl3,fc,1 2X,El 3.6,12X,El3,6, 
6/»5X,'WE(N,WALL)'»9X,El 3.0,12X,El3.6»12X,E13.6,12X,E13.6, 
7/'5X, ' WE (C, WALL) ' » 9X ,Ei:' .6,12X, El3.6» 12X ,E13.6, 12X ,E13.6) 
PRINT 9HU,IV0MT,CvM0ML 
9110 F0RMAT(///,5X» 'THE CURRFNT P A 5 S ( M I » » ' ) THRU THE INTERMEDIATE MOMc. 
1NTUM LOOP CONVERGED ',L6) 








C**** ALL QUANTITIES HAVE UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 








5 FN0(5,5)»FNT(5,5),JC(6),VV(2 J,oM{6,6,1(U )»H(6»101),C(101)t 
6 PR(l0l),K(101,2)rERRVEL(101)»FPPW(2],ERRFPP(2)#ERKELE(3»101)r 






3 F J E ( 3 , 1 D 1 ) , F H E ( 3 » l 0 1 ) , IKOUNT, H MlX ( l C I l ) , F N S ( 6 , 1 0 1 ) , F N E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) 
N=NETA-1 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c**«* CALCULATE RR AND Cu COEFFICIENTS 
C*********************************************************************** 
C D U ) = IC<2)-C(1))/DE:LTA 
CD (NETA) = (C(NETA)-C(NETA-D)/DELTA 










C**** SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THfr MOMENTUM EQUATION 
C F(1,K) IS AN EIGENVALUE OF THE PROBLEM. COMES IN 
C FROM INIT IF IMOMT=l OR 
C FROM BURNRT IF IMOMT.GT.I 
c*********************************************************************** 










DO 2310 1=2,N 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** CALCULATE INTEGRAL OF FP (=F) BY NEWTON-CQTES CLOSED END FOX 
C*********************************************************************** 
IF (I.GE.5) GO TO 2319 
L=I-1 
GO TO (2311»2312c;?3l3)»L 
2311 F(2,K)=F(l»K)+((FP(1tK>+FP(2,K-1))*(DELTA/2.0>) 
151 
GO TO 2317 
2312 Fn»K)=F(l»K)M(FP(l»K) + (<t.*FP(2»K))+FP(3»K-i))*(DELTA/3.)) 
GO TO 2317 
2313 F(4rK)=F<l,K)+((FP(1»K)+(3.*FP(?»K))+(3.*FP(3»K)>+FPl4,K-l)) 
1 *(3.*DELTA/8.)) 
GO TO 2317 




V3=(RR(D-(Fp(I»K-l)**2.) ) 'Ctl) 
V4=2./<DELTA**2.) 
TEMP= (FP (I + i , K-1 ) •• FP :i-l,K))/(2.*C(D *DELTA ) 
IF (I.GE.5) GO TO 2419 
GO TO (2411*2412,?4l3)»L 
2411 V5=-(DELTA/2.)*TEMP 
GO TO 2417 
2412 V5=-(DELTA/3.)*TEMP 
GO TO 2417 
2413 V5=-13.*DELTA/8.)*TEMP 
GO TO 2417 
2419 V5=-(14.*DELTA/45,)*TE^P 






c**** CALCULATE FPPW(K) FROM FOUR POINT FORWARD DIFFERENCE FORMULA 
C*********************************************************************** 
FPPW(K) = (1./(6.*DELTM)*(2.*FP<4,K)-9.*FP(3»K) + 18.*FP(2,K)-U.* 
I FPtlrK)) 
ERRFpP(K)=ABS(FpPW(K)/FPpW(K-l)-i.) 






C**** CALCULATE FPP(L) ACROSS FLGwFl£|_D 
Q*********************************************************************** 
DO 2330 L=2»N 





c************* ********************** ************** ** *** ********* ******** 
c**** CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OF VELOCITY PROFILE AND WALL SHEAR 
C*********************************************************************** 
DO 2315 I=1»NETA 
IF (ERRVEL(I).LE.TLMOMT) G0 TO 23l5 
GO TO 2380 
2315 CONTINUE 
IF (ERRFPP(2).LE»TLMPMT) GO TO 2316 
GO TO 2380 
2316 CVMOMT=.TRUE. 
580 IF(lMMOMT.LT.MNMOMT).ANn.i.NOT.cVMOMT)) GO TO 2370 
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c*********************************************************************** 
C**** PRINTOUT OF MOMENTUM EQUATION 
C*********************************************************************** 
PRINT 2002 
2002 F0RMAT(1H1»47X»'SOLUTION TO TH|r MOMENTUM EQUATIONS///) 
PRINT 2003rIENRG»MxTEMP 
2003 FORMAT( ^X»'THI5 Is THE »»!«•»• PASS THRU THE OUTERMOST ENERGY LOOP 
! —MAXIMUM NO OF PASSES IS *tin) 
PRINT 2004rIMOMTrMxMOMT 
200<+ FORMAT(5X,'THIS IS THE '»1<U' PASS THRU THE INTERMEDIATE MOMENTUM 
lLOOP —MAXIMUM NO OF PASSES Is M H ) 
PRINT 200bfIPROP 
2005 FORMAT^*,»THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES USED ARE FROM THE » ,I<*,» PASS T 
iHRU THE PROP SUBROUTINE*»/»5XnTHE ASSUMED BURNING RATE AT THE WAu 
2L IS GIVEN BY F(l)•) 
PRINT 2006»CVM0MT»NM0MT»MNMOMTrTLMOMT 
2006 FORMAT(///»5X»»THE MOMENTUM EQUATION CONVERGED «-»L6r* IN »»I4»' IT 
1ERATI0NS —MAXIMUM MO OF ITERATIONS IS »»I4»» — TO A'»A9X»»RELA 
2TIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE LAbT TW0 CONSECUTIVE ITERATIONS OF LESS THM 
3N »rEll.4) 
PRINT 2007»ERRFPP<2> 
2007 F0RMAT(///,3X» «L'»4X,»ETAlL)'»13X»•F f'D»ri6X»»FP(L)•»14X»*FPP(L)•» 
imXr'ERRVELCL) ' , 10x * 'ERPFHPW= »,F13.8) 
DO 2H08 L=1»NETA 









C**** ALL QUANTITIES HAVE UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 





2 «*E13»101»2) »DS(fc»l01) tWTM(lOl) ,RHOM( 101)»«(6»102»i!) »CPM(101) t 
3 SIGP<6,6)rEKP(6r6)rWTP(6'6)»Vis(6,i01>,ThC(6»101)tDB(6»6»101>» 
4 PHI <6,6) »VISM(101) »THO'( inj ) i-DEN(6) rSDENlu) »F0(6rb) >FF0(6,6) > 
5 FN0(5,5)rFNT(5»5),JC(6),VV(2),nM(6,6rl0l)»H(6»101)»C<10l)» 
6 P R ( 1 0 1 ) » F ( 1 0 1 » 2 ) »ERRVEL ( 1 0 1 ) »FPPW(?) ,ERRFPP(2) t ERrtELE ( 3 1101) » 
7 E R ( 6 » 1 0 1 ) r X E D G E l b ) , G E N ( 6 ' 1 0 1 > , W P ( 6 , 1 0 1 ) » w P P ( b » 1 0 1 ) r E K R T U O l ) f 
8 P»NfTTA»nELTA»RU»tJuRNM»FnURN»KflrUE»FWnAP,IPROP»IEN|<G#lMOMT» 
9 lSPrC,NMOMTrNF_LEr- '•, ITN( 1 Oil » NENERG » MXTEMPr MXMOMT» MxSPEC »MNMOMT r 












C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ********** 
C**** INITTALI7E AND STORE ELFMfcNTAL MASS FRACTION PROFILES 
Q********************************************************* ************** 
DO 507 L=lfNETA 
507 ITN(U=0 
DO 5075 L=1»NETA 




VRC0=FJE(3»l)/(WE(3'li' D - D 
Q******************************** *************************************** 
C**** SOLVE ELEMENTAL CONSERVATION EQUATIONS 
Q************************ * ********* ************************************* 
NELEM=0 
CALL ELEMT 
IF (CVELEM) GO TO 5O6 
GO TO 5270 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ************* * ******* ***** * * * ********** ******** 
C**** SOLVF CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS IN THE FLOWFlELO 
Q************************************* ********************************** 
506 CALL EQUTL 
IF (CVEQUI) GO TO 503 
GO TO 5270 
508 ITN(D=0 
IKOUNT=3 
Q************************* ********* ************************************* 
C**** SOLVE CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS AT ThL WALL WITHOUT UPDATING 
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C**** THE FLEMFNTAL MASS FRACTIONS ^SEUDO-ROUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C**** DO THIS ONLY IN THE FIR^T PASS jHRll SPCI.UP 
c*********************************************************************** 
IF ( TSPEC.6T.1) GO TO 509 
CALL CONWAL 
IF (CVCOMW) GO TO 509 
GO TO 5?70 
509 CALL PROP 
C******************-***************************************************** 
C**** TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF ELEMENTAL FLUX TO ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION 
C**** RATIO OF CARBON AT THE WALL 
C*********************************************************************** 
LTEST=O 
DO 5085 L=1»NETA 
DO 5085 J=l#2 




DO 5095 L=1»NETA 
DO 5095 J=l»2 
ERROf7 = ABS(WEST(J»Lr2)/WrsT(JrL,D-i# ) 
IF (FRROn.LE.TLSPCL) LTFST=LTEsT+l 
5095 CONTINUE 
ERROP = ABS(VRON/VPOQ-1. ) 
IF ( F R R 0 P . L E . T I . 5 P C L ) L T F S T = | _ T E S T + 1 
ERROR=AOS(VRNN/VRUO-l.) 
IF (FRRO».LE.TLSPCL) LTFST=LTEST+1 
ERROR=ABS(VRCM/VRCQ-1.) 
IF (ERROR.LE.TLSPCL) LTFST=LTEsT+l 
CONTINUE 
LTSTMX=2*NETA+3 
IF (LTEST.EO.LTSTMX) CV?PCL= . T R U E . 
PRINT 5092»CVSPCL»LTEST 
5092 FORMATllHl»/////r4oX.»CVSPCL=*»L6»20X.»LTLST=»II5) 







£************>**•»-•.***•*J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + •« + * * * * * • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C**** ALL OUAMTI ' [;:L, I.AVt UNITS CONSISTENT WITH "i HE" C.G.S SYSTEM. 
C**** DtCLAK/\T':Oi. '"> "ATTMENTS 
C***************** ****************************************************** 
LOGICAL CV£^!iLftVMGVL,CVSHCL»CvyOMT,CVELEM,CVttfUI»CVCONW,LVENER 
COMMON b I G ( h ) »F.f- (6 ) , A ( ^»5 ) »Cf>(G» l o l l »HP (6 ) »t^(4»2) »E^C+» 101) ' 
1 WT(6) » F f , U 0 l » ? ) » tTA( 101 ) » T ( 1 0 t , 2 ) , y ( f , , l 0 1 »2) »t".(*i»3) »;")t.i^» 101> » 
2 VvE(3» l f l l » 2 ) »DSC' i 101) »WTM< 101) ,RHO."( ! 01 ) » v-(6» 102 » 2 ) r C P M ( l O l ) » 
3 S lGP(6r fS) ,EKP(f r»6) »WTP(ft»6) *V\S(bt l ' . l 1 . TriC ( 6 , 1 0 1 ) ,DP(6»6» 101) » 
4. PHI (for b) t V I S M ( i n i ) »THO' (101 ) »nL'N(6) i ^ F N l f a ) r FO ( 6 ' b > t FFO ( h t 6 ) t 
5 F N 0 ( 5 , 5 ) , F N T < 5 , 5 ) , JC ( 6 ) , V V ( 2 ) , r,M ( n , 6(> I n 1 ) r H (6 , 1 0 1 ) »C (101 ) , 
6 PR( 101) ,F( 101,2) rERRVEl (101) »FPPW(2) ,ERRFPP(2) ,EUnELE ( 3, 101) t 
7 ER{6» lnt)»XEDGE(o),GEN<6»101>,WP(6,101),WPP(6#101)»ERRT(101)» 
fl P,NPTA»nc:LTA»RIJ»ti.uRNM»rBURN»RB»UE,FW«^AR» IPROP, IENKG,IMOMT, 
9 lSPfrC,NMON'T,NELL::Mr ITN( 1 O D » NENFRG , N'XTEMP , MXMOMT » MxSPt C., MNMOMT, 
0 MNELEM,MiTN,MENEK^rTl.MrMLrTLSpcL»TLMOMT,TLEL£M»TLcONC,TLtNER» 
1 CVENGL,CVMOyL»CVSHCL,CVMUMT»CvELFM,CVFGUI»CVCONW»cVENER#FFP(101), 
2 IPC»FW1»F«V2»FW3»CD« 101> ,KR{10i),XP{61101)»WEP(3,lQl)»FJ5lfa»l01), 





C**** INITIALISE AND SET 30UNPANY CONDITIONS 
C*************** ***************** *************************************** 
DO 3305 J=l,3 
WF(J,1»2)=WE(J»1»1) 
WP(J,NLTA#2)=WE(J,NETA»D 




C**** CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR ELEMENTAL CONSERVATION EQUATIONS 
C*********************************************************************** 
3401 DO 3330 j=l,3 
DO 33?G L=2»N 
COEFF(J»L)=0. 
I F IAF3S( DE(J»L) ) . L T . 1 . 0 E - 3 0 ) GO TO 3328 
COEFF(J»L )= l R H O M ( L * l ) * R H O M ( L + l ) * n E ( J » L + l ) -
1 R H O M ( L - 1 ) * R H O M ( L - 1 ) * D E ( J » L - 1 ) + 
2 2 , *Dc -LTA*RHoM(NFTA) *V ISM(NErA ) *F<L» i ) ) / 
3 U . * R H O M ( U * R H O M ( L ) * D E ( J » L ) ) 
I F I C O E F F ( J » L > . G E . 1 . 0 ) C O E F F ( j , L ) r O . O 
I F I C O E F F U » L ) . L E . - 1 « 0 > C C E F F ( J » L ) = - 0 . 0 
3328 CONTINUE 
3330 CONTINUE 
C************************* ******************************** ************** 
c**** PRINTOUT COEFFICIENTS FOR ELEMENTAL CONSERVATION EQUATIONS 
£***************************************** ir ***************************** 
PRINT 3011 
3011 FORMAT(lHl,///,iUX,'COEFFICIENTS FOR ELEMENTAL CONSERVATION EQUATi 
IONS' ,//,3X, 'L1 »»*X» «ETA(L) • »lOXr »COEFF(0,L) • »10X• 'CoEFF (N,L) • ,10X,* 
2COEFF(C,U f ) 





c**«* SOLVE ELEMENTAL CONSERVATION EQUATIONS RY METHOD OF 
156 
O * * * ACCELEFUTi'.D \MC- JSslVF r'Tl'L eXEvFNTc, 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * V * * -S- t * ',< V * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
3 3 2 5 NLLE^=Mf'--J..M > I 
K~^ 
DO 3 3 0 i l L ~ 2 , N 
DO ,3311.1 ^ ' . ' • • 3 
CO°,?=( -1 .0/^.0)*(V'FlJrL+l fK-l )~(2.*WE{J»LtK-l) ) + 
1 Vf-'< J-L-1»K)+ fC^FFFC J,L)*(WF< J»t_ + i>K-l )-wE(J»L-l»K ' ) ) 
WF (v; # L » Y ) ~ WL ( J» L f l<-1) -1 • 7*CORR 
3310 CONTINUE 
WEUrL»K) = 1.0 - WE(2,L»K) - WF(3»L»K) 
DO 3311 J=l»3 
IF (WE(J»L»K-l),GT.1.0E-06) CO TO 3512 
G O ro 3::>i o 
3512 ERKELEl J>L)=ABS(WF(O»L»K)/WF:<J»L»K-1>-1.) 
GO 10 3311 
3510 ERRCI.r M»!..)= ARS ( WF ( J »L»K>-WE (J rl_»K-l ) ) 
3311 CONTINUE 
3308 CONTINUE 
DO 3315 J=l»3 




f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f r * * * * * * * * * * * r * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
r * * * * TEST FOR OONVEKOf iJcE OF S ^ U T I Q M 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
DO 3 3 2 0 j r . 1 , 2 
DO 3 3 1 » ,.~.l: \> 
U (LP'JEl Ft .J.1.) .L^.TLFt .v. *; 00 TO 3313 






I F ( f N u P h . ^ P M N F U " > ^ .fth'O- ( . N O T . r V ' F i EM) ) 0 0 T-") 332U 
£ * * : > * * * * * * * * s t ' - ' - : , ' •»•* "* •• * • « fc * * * * * * * * * + .'. J! : J-•* *• f: -- I + U » * * , . .f * * v * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c * * » * P R l N T O i j i o;
 ! J j !•-•* . : -\ CONSERVATION f O l ! A Y I O i \ S Rt_Slu-f rS 
0 * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * • * * : * '•'• * • f * *' , : * * * * $. > * * * * * * * * * * * * * i * -i ,i •;. *, * .*. * * * i t - * * * * * * * . * * 
P R I N T V v V 
3 G 0 2 FORMAT; 1H1» ^ :X» • •-: • , I ' T I O " »'<> ' " ' I T Tf lR[ ;E E L E M F N ' A L CONSERVATION t O o A i 
I I O N S ' ) 
P R I N T -C 'V:, , TTN'--'- ' *FMR 
3 0 0 3 F ' 0 r t H / . T ( / V r ; , X J ' i r ' " ' . i : - r..t. • • ! ; » . * - A V " - ihnU T r.- . U P M O S T LNE^GV L 
J.OOP - - M A X I M O ^ N<-' .- i ' 'A^i- i .S S » J i H 
P K I N ^ JrVVj , ir ' -"M i t.
y • " \'~i 
3 0 0 ^ FORMAT<KV : * T H
V S H. « !-: ? , 1 '* » * !-'A :•>'.> THRU T j p; , • j FRM^D £ ATE ^OMTNTUM 
j l OOP ~~"i. XT- 'U ' - f : i i Of-' ( '•••; ; .b 1 c, • , * ,s i 
P R I N T .-;rJfii.J, T S F T O . K TM;;; 
3 0 0 ^ FORM.- i « .<-.*» ' <';:•:, ^'< " i : ; f M S ' • . ' , THRU THE TNhr • ' . ^ • I . I ' . I F-PFC I L S LOOH 
I — . M A X p 'NM c^ ! o* ; "-•• -,L r. ::.•> * • i , ' 
PRINT ooOw- IPP";" 
3006 FORMAT (-,*?• !ni : .;r« ir.'.L pROpERTlFS U
r;FD f\.-[L FROM "»Ji- '»I"»» PASS I 
lHKU TH(; -R :' f,r:;i O;;-. rr.Li ./S5'A« »T!iE l••1Ŝ Û •F̂  FLLMr-liAL vOV.Pi-J.-P IONS 
2AT THE ;>AL. AR^ o i -. «i [•. BY IMF •'-:. i Jr M » ) 
PRINT .v;0/.CVEia^ ••-,' ' .. rM , MfCLEM , f • ..ELĉ ' 
15 
3007 FORMAT {///»5X»»THr THRE'" ELEMENTAL C G N " 4 " R V A T I 0 N EQUATIONS COMVERGc 
lD'»Lf>»» T rj * t I'W • ITERATIONS --MAXIMUM NO OF X fF.NAT IONS 1^ »,I4r» 
?-- TO A'»/»r)X»'RELATIVE EKROR nETWEEN T H F LAST TWO SUCCESIVE I T E R A 
3TION<- OF LESS THAN »,EH.**) 
PRINT 3008 
3008 FORMAT <///, 5X, »L' »<+X, »ETAU.) ' »6X » ' WE (0 #L ) » * 12X, • WE { N »L ) • »12X» 'WtiL 
1 »L) » »10Xr »ET'PELE(0,L) • ».ny» • CPKEI..E (N»L ) • ,flX» • ERRETLL (C »L) » ) 
DO 3009 L=1^ETA 
30 09 PRINT .i o 1 U » U P F TA(l ) » (WE( J»L» 1 ) , J=l»3) » (ERRELE(J»L) »J-1»3) 
3010 FORMAT(2^»13»2X#F".2»b(6X»E13-6)) 
CONTINUE 
DO 9^99 L=1»NETA 








C**** ALL OUANTITILS HAVE UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.O.S SYSTEM 





2 *£(?•» 101 » ?-) »rJS(6»l01) »V'TM(l01) ,RHOf'( 101)»*(6»102*?) »CPM(lOl>» 
3 S l G p ( 6 » 6 ) » E K P ( 6 » 6 ) » W T P ( 6 » 6 ) » V l S ( 6 , l 0 1 ) » T H C ( 6 » 1 0 l ) » O n i 6 » 6 » 1 0 1 ) » 
4 P H I ( 6 » 6 ) > V I S M < 1 0 1 ) i T H C ^ ( l O l ) » D E N ( M , S D E N ( 6 ) » F 0 ( 6 » 6 ) » F F 0 ( b » 6 ) » 
5 F N 0 ( 5 r 5 ) » F N T ( 5 » 5 ) , J C ( 6 ) » V V ( 2 ) , D M ( 6 » 6 » 1 0 1 ) » H ( 6 » 1 0 1 ) » C ( 1 0 1 ) » 
6 PR(lOl) »F(101»2) »£RRVEL (101) »^PPW(?) »ERRFPP<2) »EKnELL { 3 1101) t 
7 ER(6»10l) »XEDGE(6) tGFN(6»101> ,WP(6» 1.01) ,rtPP(6»10l)»E«RT(lOl)» 
8 P, NFTA »HELTA » RU»btjPNM » FRUPN » R R » U E r F W R A R r I P R O P » I E N K G » X MOM T» 
9 ISPFC » N M O M T » N E L E M , I T N ( 1 O i l » N E N F R G , M X T F M P » M X M O M T » M x S P E C » M U M O M T » 
0 MNELEMrMITNrMENERG»TL^OMLrTLSpcL»TLMOMT»'fLELEM»TLcONC»TLENER» 
1 CvENGL»CvMOML»CVSpCL»CVMOMT»CvELEM,CVEGUI»CVCONW»cVENER»FPP(l01)» 
2 I P C » F W l » F W 2 » F W 3 » C D ( 1 0 l ) » K R ( 1 0 i ) » X P < 6 » 1 0 1 ) » W E P ( 3 » i o i ) » F J S ( 6 » 1 0 1 ) , 
3 FJE(3»101)»FHE(3tl01)»TKOUNT»HMIX(101),FNS(6rl0l>,FNc(3»10l) 
C*********************************************************************** 






DO 4360 1 = 1,6 
4360 X(I,L»1)=X(I»L-H»1) 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** SOLVF SYSTEM OF N O N - L I N F A K EQUATIONS HY NEWTON-KApHSON SYSTEM 
C*********************************************************************** 
4306 ITN(L) = I riJ (L) +1 
Tl=(?.*X(l»L»l))+ ( E : Q < ? » L ) * S Q R T ( X ( I »L»l)/P) ) -
1 ((EQ(l»L)*(WE(3,Lrl)*WTM(L)/i2.oilt))/(SQRT{P*X(1 ,L,1))+EG(l»L) 
2 ) ) + < 2 . * W C ( 3 » L , 1 ) * W T M ( L ) / 1 2 . 0 1 1 1 ) - Cr tE( l»L f 1UWTM<L) /WT(3>) 
B l = ? . + lLQ( .?»L) / (? . *^ • . . rR f (P*X( -. ,{,, i ) ) ) ) + 
1 ( M E O ( l » L ) * ( W E ( 3 » L » l ) * W T M ( L > / 1 2 . o l l l > ) / ( 2 . * ( ( S O K T ( P * X ( i » L » l > > + c 
2 Q(1»L) ) * * 2 . ) ) > * l S Q R T ( p / X ( l » L » l > ) ) ) 
4365 X ( l , l . f 2 ) - X J 1 » L » 1 } - ( T 1 / R J ) 
IF (X(l»L»2).LE.O.) GO TO 4363 
GO TO 4364 
4363 Bl=l.l*3l 
GO TO 4365 
4364 T2=(?,*X(2»l. »1J ) + {KQ ( 3 ,L» *S«'-T ( X ( 2 ,1.1 1) /P ) ) - ( WE ( 2 , L. , 1) *v<TM (L) /w 
1 T<4)) 
B2=2. 1 n.«(3»L)/(2.*SQPT(P*X(?,L»l))>) 
Xl2»t.»2)=Xl2rL»l)-{T2/R?) 
X ( 3 , L t i ) -L0 ( ?.» L ) *b^RT ( X ( 1» L . 2 5 /p) 
X m » L » 2 ) =LG ( 3 » L J *S.",HT (X ( 2 » L•2)/p) 
X I 5 » L r 2) = I ( WE ( 3 r L • t ) *WTV I'-) /12 , 011 i ) * ( 1. - (EQ ( 11 i. > / (SORT (P*X < 1» L > 2 i 
1 )+FQ(l»L))) ) ) 
X C 6 • l. » 2 ) = ( ( (VnE(3»L,l)*WTMtL)/l2.0lll)+EO(l»L) > /' ( Su«T ( P*X ( 111. .2) ) + 
1 EG(1»L))> 
W T M ( L > = w T M ( L ) / ( X ( l » L r 2 ) + X t 2 » L # 2 ) *-X ( 3» L » 2 )+X (4 r L» 2 )+X ( 5 r L » k ) + X (6» 
1 L,2^ ) 
C********************* *********************************** *************** 
C**** CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE AT LOCATION I 
C***************«************************+*********+**++**************** 
159 
IF ( N ' U . I . , ..'..' , X ( 5 » 1 . » 2 ! ) E R < l , L > = A B S ( X ( l » l > 2 ) / X ( l . L » l ) - l . ) 
I F (V( 1,1..-.- ; .L' f ,X I5»L»2> ) E R ( l , L > = A B S ( X ( 5 t L * a ) / X ( 5 » L # l ) - l « ) 
E R ( 2 » L ) r ^ i i - : x ( - ,L » 2 ^ / X ( ? » L . » l ) - l . ) 
TEMP=AMA* i M " M 1 r I > , FR ( 2 »L -' > 
IF (Tty.p. i .L: . TLCONC) GO TO ^302 
GO TH if ;.!)•'> 
4302 DO T ^ 2 T - l <r. 
X( I >\.t i. >•->'< f L»:>) 
4332 CONTTMj; 
LCHeXK-l.rnfc.CK + 1 
IF a . , o r . . : ) GO ,-n w > 
IF ( ! .CHl ;CK.£Q. iNf - " ; A-?} ) C'FQi: I - . TRUE. 
GO TO «*si.-i 
<+30<+ DO 4 3 3 4 I - i » f a 
X( I » L » D - X ( t , Lc ;» ) 
4334 CONTINUE 
I K I T N ( L / . l . T . M I T N ) :•<"> TO 43C.6 
GO T^ 4 31ii 







C**** ALL OUANTITIES HAVE UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 




1 rtT(6) »FPU01»2) »CTA(101 )»T(10i,2),x(6»101»ii)»E(6»3)»UE(3»101)» 
2 WE(3»10l»2)»nS(6»lQl)rVTMlOl),RHCr(lOl)»Vy(b,102»2)»CPM(101)» 
3 SIGP<6,6)rEKP(6»6)»WTP(6»6)'VlS(6,l0!),THC16,10 I),DB(6»6»101)r 
4 PHI (6,6) »V ISM (101) rTHC'MlOD »ni"N(6) ,SDFN<6) rKO(brb) »FF0(b»6)» 
5 FN0(5,5)»FNT(5»5),JC<6),VV(?),nM(6,6»101)»H(b»101)rC(10l)r 
6 PR(JOl) »FU01»2) rtRRVEt. (101) >FPPW(2) »ERRFPP(2) » EKKELE < 3> 101) r 
7 ER(6»101)»XEDGE(6)rGEN(6»101),WP(6,101)»WPP<6»101)»E»<RT(101)» 
8 P,NFTArr>ELTArRU»bUKNMrFBURN»RR,UE,FWc lAR, IPROP, IENHGr iMOMTr 










C**** EVALUATE GOX AND Gc AT iHt SURFACE 
C**** UPDATE PSLUDO- BOU^OARY CONDITION AT THF WALL, IF lKOUNT=l 
C****************************************** i* **************************** 
TP6=0.0 
FACT=0.80 
IF ( IIKOUNT,EG,3).ANO.(IPROP.EO.O) ) Tp6=WE(1t1»1)/WE(2»1»1) 
IF { UK0UNT.EQ.3) .AND.tlPROP.GT.O) ) TP6=0EMF0/0EMFN 
IF <IPROP.EO.O) GO TO 6099 
IF { (IKOUNT.EQ.D.AND.IF^E(1»1)/FJEC?»1).LE.O.O) ) 
1 TP6=FACT*WE<1» 1,1 )/WF(*J» 1» 1) 
IF ( (IK.0UNT.EQ.1) .AND. I'FoE (1» 1) /FJF ( ?»1J .GT.U.O) . AND. (IMCMT .LE.2) 
1 ) TP6=FACT*WE(1»1»1)/W£(2»1»1) + (I.-FACT)*FJE(i»1>/FJt(2,1> 
IF { (IKOUNT.EQ.1).AND.(FuE(1t1)/FJF(2»1).GT.U.O).AND.(IM0MT.GT.2) 
1 ) GO TO 6998 
GO TO 6999 





IF (GOX.Lt.0.0) RETURN 
C************************************************* ********************** 
C**** SOLVf7 SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS BY NF.^TON HAPHSON ALGORITHM 
C****************************-!r ******* **•***********;».*+:***.**************** 
DO 6332 1=1,6 
6332 X(I,1 »l)rXU»2rl) 
6306 ITN( t ) = ITN(1') + 1 
T1 = <WT(3>*( < (2. + (2.*EQ(U,l)/FOf i »1)))*X(1,1,1)) + ( (EQ ( 2 ,1) +E<2 (411 
1 ))*SOpT(X(l»l»l)/P)) )) - ((G0X*wT(4))* ((2.*X<2»1»1) ) +(EG(3»i 
2 )*SGRTIX(2»1».1)/P) ) ) ) 
Bl=( 2. + 12,*EG<**»1)/E0(i»l)) + ((FO(?rl)+EQ(4rl))/(2.*SuRT<P*X(l 
1 .1,1)))))* WT(3) 
6365 X(1»J»2)=X(1»1»1) - (Tl/BD 
IF (X(X,1,2).LT.O.) GO TO 6363 
GO TO 6364 
6363 B1=1.1*Q1 
GO TO 6365 
6364 T2=(12.0111*(((EG I'M l)/FQll,l))*X(i,l,2>) + (EG(4,1)*SQRT(X(1,1>2)/ 
1 P)))) - ((GC*WT(tn}*(12.*X(2»l,i))+(Evi(3»l)*SQRT(X(2»l»l)/P>) 
2 )) - WTM(l) 
B2=(-GC*WT(4))*( 2. + <FO13,1)/(2.+SQRT(X(2»1,1)*P)>)> 
6366 X(2»1r2)=X(2»l»l) - (T2/B2) 
IF (X(2»l»2).LT.O.) GO TO 6367 
GO TO 6338 
6367 B2=1.1*B2 
GO TO 6366 








c**** CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE AT THF W A L L 
Q*********************************************************************** 
E R ( 2 » 1 ) =AiiS ( X ( 2 » l » 2 ) / X ( 2 » l » D - l . ) 
E R ( 6 » l ) = ' \ b S ( X ( 6 » l » 2 ) / X < 6 » l » 1 > - 1 . ) 
TEMP=AMAXUER(2»1) , E R ( 6 , D ) 
I F (TEMP.LE.TLCONC) GO TO 6302 
GO TO 6304 




GO TO 6312 
6304 DO 6334 I=lr6 
X(I*lrl)=X(I,l»2> 
6334 CONTINUE 
IF ( TTN(.l) .LT.MITN) GO TO 6306 
6312 CONTINUE 
C* ********************************************************** ************ 
C**** CALCULATE ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTIONS AND RATIOS AT ThE WALL 
£*********************************************************************** 
DO 6315 I=l»6 
6315 W(Irl»l)=WT(I)*X(Irl»ll/WTM(l) 
EMFO=E(1»1)*W(1r1»D + r(2»l)+w(2»l,l) + E(3»1)*W(3 * 111) + 
1 E(4fl)*W<4,lrl) + F(^>1>*;V(5,l,l) + EL(brl)*W(6'l'l) 
EMFN=E(lr2)*W(l»lrl) + F(2*2)*w(2rJ ,1) + E(312)*W(3 t111) + 
1 E(4»2)*W(4»1»1) + F ( 5 t 2 > * W ( S » 1 , 1) + E < 6 , 2 ) *W ((}, 11 1) 
EMFC=E(lt3J*w( lrl»l> +
 r ( 2 r 3 ) *'•;« '? T 1, 1 ) + E I 3rJ)*W(J»1»1) + 
1 E(4»3)*WU»1»1) + F(Sr3>*W(5»l,l> + L (6 r 3 ) *W (b» 1»1) 
EMFON= EMFO/EMFN 
EMFCN= (FMFC-1.)/EMFN 
C*** ****************** **************************************************, 
C * * » * PRINT OUT WALL SPCcIES COMPOSITIONS 
£************************* * ************ + ** ************:****************** 
PRINT 6002 
6002 F0RMAT(1H1»25X»'SOLUTION TO THF, CHFMlCAL EQUILIBRIUM LiiUATlONS FOrt 
1 THE SPECIES COMPOSITIONS — A T THE WALL') 
PRINT f»on3f IENRGfMxTEMP 
6C03 FORMAT(///»fiX»»TH1S IS THE »»I4»» PASS THRU THF OUTERMOST ENERGY u 
lOOP --MAXIMUM NO (jF PASSES IS »,I^) 
162 
PRINT 6tm»IM0MTrMxM0MT 
6004 F0RMAT(5*,'THIS IS THE 'rl^r' PASS THRU THE INTERMEDIATE MOMENTUM 
lLOOP —MAXIMUM NO OF PASSES Is * »I4) 
PRINT 60D5»ISPEC»MxSPEC 
6005 F0RMAT(5Xf'THIS IS THE ',14,' PASS THRU THE INNERMOST SPECIES LOOP 
x —MAXIMUM NO OF PASSES iS ' »I4) 
PRINT 6006»IPROP»MiTN 
6006 F0RMAT(5X,'THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES USED ARE FROM THE '»I4»« PASS 1 
1HRU THE PROP SUBROUTINE'»/»5X»tTHE WALL ELEMENTAL COMPOSITIONS USc 
2D ARF FROM THE PREVIOUS SOLUTIQN TO THE ELEMENTAL EQUATIONS•»/»5X» 
3'THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AT THE WALL IS • ,I4»». THE NO Of 
4 ITERATIONS REQUIRED AT THE WALL IS GTVEN BELOW1) 
PRINT 60n7»CVCONW»TLCONC 
6007 F0RMAT(///,5X»'THE WALL SPECIES COMPOSITIONS CONVERGED »,L6r» TO M 
1 RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE LAST TWO'»/»9X»•SuCCESiVE ITERATIONS T 
?0 LESS THAN • »E11.4) 
PRINT 6000 
6008 FORMAT(///,3X»»L'»3Xr »ETA(L)''2X»•ITN(L)•»5X»* X(02,L)•,10X,»X(N2»L 
lJ'rllXr'XlOrD'tllXr'Xt^fL.)' » 1()X > ' X (C02 ,L) •r9Xr»X(cO,L)') 
L=l 
PRINT 6009»L»ETA(L)» ITN(U » <*<I»L»1),1 = 1,6) 
6009 F0RMAT(2Xr I3»?X»F6.2r2Xf IH,6(4x,El.-5.6) ) 




3 ///»46X, »WE{0»W)/Wt.{N»W) = » »El3,6» 
H /»41X»MV-£(C»W)-1) )/WE(N,W) = » rEl3.6) 
PRINT 60U» IKOUNT 








C**** ALL OUANTITTES HAVfc UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 
c**** DECLARATION STATEMENTS 
C*********************************************************************** 
LOG ICAL C VENGL t C VMoML , CVSHCL » C VMOMT, CVELEtf * C. VEtiUI» cVCONW > CVENER 
COMMON SIG(6)»EK(fc)rA(6»5)»Cp(6»lpl) rHR(b) »tHf>2)rEa(t»l01)' 
1 WT(b)»Fp(101»?)»ETA(101)'T(ini,2),x(6»101»2)»E(6»3)»iJE(3»101)» 
2 toE(3'lOl»2)»DS(6»l01) rV'TMQOl) ,RHOv(10l )»W(6,102»2) rCPM(lOl) » 
3 SlGP(6»fi) »EKP(6»b)»WTP<6'6) »Vis(6, 1 01) ,THC(6»10l) ,DB(6»6»10l)r 
q. PHI(6»6)»VISM(101)>THCM(i01)T)FN(6) tSPEN(b)»FO<6r6)#FF0(6#6)# 
5 FN0<5,5)»FNT(5»5),JC(6),VV<?),DM<6»6»lnl)»H(6»101)»C(101>» 
6 PR(101),F(101»P)»ERRVEL(1Q1>»FPPW(2).F.RPFPPC2)»ERKELE(3»1Q1)» 
7 ER{6»101) »XEDGE(b) »GEN(6f 1 0 D ,WP(6,101) r.VPP(6rl0l) >ERRT(101)> 
8 P,NETA»OELTA»RU»ti|jPNM»PBURN»RR»UE,FWRAR,IPROp,IENRG»lMOMT» 
9 ISPEC»NMOMT»NELEM,ITM(10D »NENE"RG , MXTFVP » MXMOMT it-'xSPEC t MNMOMTr 
0 M N E L E M , M I T N » W E N E K G » T L M O W L » T L S P C L » T L M O ^ T » T L E L E M » T L C O N C » T L E N E R » 
1 CVENGL»CVMOML*CVSpCL»CVMUMT»CVFLEM,CVEQUI»CVCONW»cVEN£R,FPP(101)» 
2 IPC»FWl»FW2rFW3»CQ(101)»KR(10i),XP(6»lni)*WEP(3»lol>'FJS(6r101) , 
3 FJE(3»101)»FHE(3»i01)»IKOUMT,HMlX(101),FMS(6,101),FNE13,101) 
C*********************************************************************** 
O*** CALCULATE SPECIES GENERATION TFRMS RY SOLVING THE SPECIES 
C**** CONSERVATION EQUATIONS. AUD UP GENEPATTON TERMS TO OBTAIN THE 
c**** NET PATE OF TOTAL MASS ANU ELEMENTAL
 MASS GENERATION 
C*********************************************************************** 
C0NST=SQRT(RB/(2.*RH0M(META)*VisM(NETA)*UE)) 








DO 8303 1 = 1,6 
IF (L.EQ.l) GO TO 8305 
IF (L.EQ.NETA) GO TO 8307 
OELJl = (FJS(I,L+l).-FJS(IrL-l))/(?.*nt£LTA) 
DELWI=(W(I»L+1,1>-WII»L-1,1))/(2.*P£LTA) 
GO TO 8309 
8305 DELJI- (FJS (I , 2)--F,JS<IP 1) )/DELTA 
DELWIr. (W( I»2,l)-W( P h D )/DEl TA 
GO TO 8309 
8307 DPLJI = (FJS( I ,Nt"TAi-F Jf>( 1 , NETA-1 ) >/Pfc.LTA 
QE!-WI-(W( I»N£.TA» 1)-M f »t i[: .TA-1, 1) ) /DELTA 
8309 GEN(1t L) = ( (CONST *PELJJ)- jF(L,\)*PCLWl))*PRE 




DSU,L)=E<1»1 )*GENI 1,L> + E(?» 1 }*GFN(?fL) + EI 3,i)*GEN(3,L) + 
1 [!(»•» 1) *GEN(4,L» «- L(5,1)#GEN(5#L) + E(6,1)*GEN16»L> 
DS(5,L)=E<l»2)*GFN(lrL) + L"/?,2)*GFN(2 *L) + E(3,2)*GEN(3»L) + 
1 rCW2)*GEN(/l>L) + E(5»2)*GEN(5»L) f E(6,2)*6EN(6,L> 
D c tbf L.)=F'I I 1 f 3)*GLTi( 1 »l > + E { ? t 7 ) *rr.N ( 2» D + E ( 3, 3) *GEN ( 3 , L> + 
1 E('*r3)*t>FNl4,L) + F (5, 3) »GFN(5»U • E(6,3)*G£N(6,L) 
8301 CONTINUE 
c**»* PRINT OUT SPECIES GENERATION T^RMS 
C*********************+********************+**************************** 
PRINT 00 02 
8002 F0RMAT(1H1»'*5XI•SPECIES GENERATION jN THE BOUNDARY LAYER*) 
PRINT a m i . IENRG'IMXTEMPI IPROP 
8003 FORMAT (///, SX t 'THIS IS THE • » 14 » ' P/\SS THRU THE OUTERMOST ENERGY L; 
lOOP —MAXIMUM NO OF PA^ScS IS » , I n , / 1 5 x , ' T H E PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
2USED ARE FROM. THE i»l6»t PASS THRU THf" pnop StjdROU rlNE • , / t SX » • THE 
3SPECTES GENERATION TERMc. ARE OnTAlNFH BY SOLVING THE SPECIES CONSc 
4RVATT0N r^UATIONS ftlTH THt* »/'°X»'COWOSI HON PROFILES OBTAINED FK 
5OM THE LAST PASS THRU THE SPELLS LOOP. THIS IS NoT AN • */* 9X> • H t 
6RATIVE SOLUTION') 
PRINT aOH4 
800^ FORMAT(///»3X»M.'»3X»«ETA I D ' »7X»'GENfO?,L)•»9X»»GEN(N2»U•»10X» »b 
1EN(0»LJ',11X»»GEN(N»LI't9X,»GEN(C02PD»,8X,'GEN(CO,D* ) 
DO 8005 L=1»NETA 
8005 PRINT a00b»L»ETA(L) t (GEN(ltL) ' I = l»6) 
8006 FORMAT(2V»I3»2X»Fo,2»6tPX»El3.6)) 
PRINT 8007 
8007 FORMAT(///,3X#'L't3X,"ETAID'»8Xt 'SuMHELWI'»10Xt •SuMDELJI1»9X»»NET 
1 MASS GEN»r6X.«GEN ELEMT 0«,7X,tGEN ELEMT N»»7X,'GEN ELEMT C») 
DO OnOa L=1»NETA 







C**** ALL QUANTITIES HAVE UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S SYSTEM 
C**** DECLARATION STATEMENTS 
C*********************************************************************** 
i nmrA\ r u fMK i -rv/N'nMi . r v / c P n i C u u n w T . r \ / n r^ . r v/v.-m IT . r U r O M i i . rv/PMFR 
D..._ _. 
9309 CVENFR=.FALSE. 
NENERGzNFNERG+l = L 1
C*********************************************************************** 











C**** EVALUATE COEFFICIENTS AT LOCATION L 
C*********************************************************************** 





CS=CP(1»L)*FJS(1»L) + CP(2»L)*FvJs<?»L) + CP<3»L)*FJS(3»L) + 
1 CP(*+»L)*FJS('ML) + CP<5»D*FJ«:-)(5»L) + CP (ht L ) *FJS (6»Ll 
C7=(FP < L »1> *CPM(L))/(CPM <NETA>*TC NFTA11)) 
CB=C(L)*FPP(L)*FPP(L) 
CO=pp (I » I) *RHOM ( NETA ) /KHOM (|_ ) 
CI0=RR/(2.*RHOM(L)*UF) 
C11= H(l.L)*GEN(J.rL) • H<2»u*GEM<?»L> + H(3»L>*GEN(3»L) + 








T0P = CF1*TPP/DEL2 • CF2*TP/DE;LTA + CF3*T(L»1) + QFH 
DOT=-2t*CFl/DEL2 + CF3 
CORR=TOP/BOT 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * > 










DO 9305 L=2»N 
T(L»D=T(Lr2) 
RTIL) = IT <L »1)-T(NETA,1))/(T{1»1)-T(NETA,1)) 
9305 CONTINUE 
C*********************************************************************** 
C**** TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF TEMPERATURE PROFILE 
C* ********************************************************* *************** 
DO 9707 L=2,N 
IF (EPRT(L) ,LE.TLENE:P> GO To 9307 
IF (NFNERG.LE.MENERG) 60 TO g309 





C**** PRINT RESULTS OF THE ENFRGY FQIJATION 
C*********************************************************************** 
PRINT g002 
9002 F0RMAT(1H1P49X»»SOLUTIOM TO TH^ ENFR3Y FQUATIGN*) 
PRINT gon3»IENRG»MXTEMP»I^ROP 
9003 FORMAT(///r5X»»THlS IS THE »»Iu, • PASS THRU THE OUTERMOST ENERGY u 
lOOP —MAXIMUM NO OF PASSES IS • » It*,/, 5X » • THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
2USED ARE FROM THE »»[G»* PASS THRU THE PROP SUBROUTINE•) 
PRINT 900H»CVFNFR»NENF.NG»MEN^RG,TL[:NFR 
9004 F0RMAT(///»5X» »THE ENERGY EQUATION CONVERGED «»L6»«IN '»I4»» ITER* 
ITION^ —MAXIMUM No OF TTt.RATIcNS TS • rl4»» — T O A ' » / » 9X» t RELATI V 
?E ERPOR BETWEEN THE LAST IWO SHCCESIVF ITERATIONS OF LESS THAN », 
3E11.4) 
PRINT 9005 
9005 FORMAT(///,3X, »L»'5X,«ETA ID'»20X» «T(L)*,23X>•ERRT<L)'*24X,»RT(L)» 
D 
DO 9006 L=1»NETA 
9006 PRINT 9on7»L»ETA(L)»UL,l)»ERRT(L) C R T ( L ) 







C**** ALL QUANTITIES HAVE UNITS CONSISTENT WITH THE C.G.S bYSTEM 
C**** DECLARATION STATEMENTS *************** 
r********************************************^^ 
LOGICAI CVENGL»CVMOML»CVSPCL»CVMOMT,CVFLEM*CVEUUI»CVCONW»CVENER 
COMMON" SIG ( 6 ) , E K ( 6 ) , A (6» 5) r Cp ( 6 M 01) r H B ( D ) r B ( H r 2) rE^ t '+ r 101) J 
1 WT(6) r F p a 0 1 » ? ) » E T A H 0 U » T ( 1 0 i , 2 ) , x < K , m i , 2 ) r E ( 6 » 3 ) »UE(3»101)» 
? v . E ( ^ ' l 0 l r 2 ) r D S ( 6 a 0 n » V T f - i ( l 0 1 ) , R H O M f i n i ) f W ( 6 r l 0 2 » 2 ) r C P M ( 1 0 1 ) r 
Ŝ S l G P ( 6 . 6 ) » F K P ( 6 » 6 ) r W T P ( f > » 6 ) » V i S ( 6 , J I H ) , T H C ( 6 r l 0 l > r Dfl ( b r 6 r 101) » 
tt P H l ( f a » 6 > # v i S M ( 1 0 1 ) » T H C w ( 1 0 1 > ' D F N ( 6 ) r S D F N l b ) » F O < 6 » b ) » F F O ( b , 6 > » 
•5 F N 0 ( 5 , 5 W F N T ( 5 , 5 > , J C ( 6 ) , V V ( 2 ) , D M ( 6 , 6 » 1 < U ) » H ( 6 » 1 0 1 ) » C ( 1 0 1 ) » 
6 P R ( l 0 1 ) , F ( 1 0 1 , 2 ) » t R R V E I ( 1 0 D » F P P W ( 2 ) r F R R F P P ( 2 ) » E R K E L E ( 3 » l 0 1 ) » 
7 ER(6»10l>»XEDGE<6)»GEN(6»10l>,WP(6,101),V<PPl6rlOl)»ERRT<101>» 
P,NFTArDELTA»RU»liuRNM»FRURN»Rn»UE,FWRAR»IPROP»lENKG»lMOMT» 
ISPPC , N^OMT , NELEM , ITN ( 1 (11) » NENERG , N'XTFMP t MXMOMT » MxSPEC r MNMOMT , 
fl PrNFTArDELTA»RU,UuRNM»FPURN;RnrUErFWnAR:IPROPrlE^^G^lMOMT^ 






DO 7^05 L=1»NETA 
7305 HRAT(L)=(HMIX(L)-HMIX(NFTA))/TEMP 
BURNM1= -FJE(1»1)/«E(1»1»D 
BURN^2= -FJF(2r l)/wF(2r1rD 
BURNM3= -FJE(3#1)/(WE<3»1»1>-1.) 
PRE=SQRT(RHOM(NETA)*V ISM(NETA)*RB/(2,*UE)) 
DO 7501 L=lrNETA 
7501 RHOM(L)=l./RHOM(L) 
Yll)=0.0 
DO 7510 L=2»NETA 
IF (L.EQ.2) Y(?)=PRE>(Rl'OM(D+RHOM(p))*nFLTA/2.0 
IF (L.EQ.3) Y(3)=PRF*<RHOM(l)+/|.*RHOM(2)+RHOM(3>)*DELTA/3.Q 
IF <L.EQ.^) Y('+)=PRE*(RF0M(l)+3.*RH0M(2)+3.*RH0M(3)+RH0M(1+>)*3.* 
, DELTA/P. 
IF (L.GF.5) Y(L)=PRE:*f7.*l<HO^(L-£*) + ̂ 2.*RH0M{L-3)+l2.*RHOM(L-2) + 
1 32.*RHnM(L-D+7.*RH0M(L))*2.*UELTA/i»5. + Y(L~4> 
7510 CONTINUE 
DO 7511 L=1»NETA 
7511 RHOM(L)=t.0/RHOM(Lj 
7100 F0RMAT(6(E.13.6) ) 
DO 7101 L-1»NETA 
7101 PUNCH 7ini)» <WE(J»L,1> »J=1»3) »FP<Lf 1) »T(L»l)»F(L»li 
DO 7102 L=lrNETA 












7102 PUNCH 7100* <GEN(I»L> » I = l»t>> 
168 
PUNCH 7l03rnURMMl»BURNM?»bURNM3 
7103 F0RMAT(3(E.13.6) ) 
DO 71U9 L=liNETA 
7109 PUNCH 7ini*,L»ETA(L)»Y(L)»L)B(l»lrU 
710"+ F0RMAT(I6,3(E13.6)) 
PRINT 9 
9 FORMAT(lHl»30Xr'THESIS *** BOUNDARY LAYER MULTICOMPONENT C0M8USTI0 
2N *** APPIL 1973') 








































MNELEM,XEQGE{5)»KB,TLcONC,MITN,XtQGE(6) ,btjRNM ,TLENER t 
MENERG t MXTEMP , PELTA ' r ÊT A 
' »El3.b'5X,'PRESSURE 
= », T6»/» 
1 »El3.b»5X» «TEMP(WALL) 






= » ,T6'/, 
'»E13.fa»5X»'ASSUvED RT 
=•»T6'/»96x»'MXTEVP =',16,//, 





7051 FORMAT(8X» »L»»6X,'fclTA(L)•»7X»,WE<0»L>,»llX»»WE(N»L)»»llX»,VilE(C»L>» 
1»11X»'FP(L) •rl3Xr'T(L) M4X,'F( L) »,/) 
DO 7001 L=1»NETA 
7001 PRINT 70no»L»ETA(L) , (WE(J»L»D ,J=1,3) »FP(Lrl)»T(L»D#F(L»l) 
PRINT 7099 
PRINT 7052 
7052 FORMAT(8Xf'Lf»6X»'ETA(L)' »7X»'WTM(L)*»12X»'RHOM(L)»t11X,»VISM(L)•, 
lllXf'CjLMrl^X, »THcM(L)»f ilXr'cPM(L) ' >/) 
DO 7002 L=1»NETA 
7002 PRINT 7000»L»ETA(L)»WTM(L)'RHOM(LJ,V]:SM(L)»C(L)»THCM(L),CPM(L) 
PRINT 70n9 
PRINT 7053 
7053 FORMAT(8Xr'L*r6X,'ETA(L)»>7X»'PR(L)' .- 13X, »FPP(L)»»l2Xr 'EQ(CO,L>', 
llOX, »EQ(0»L) » , 11X, »EQ(M,L) • »Hx»'EQ(S»L) » t/) 
DO 7P03 L=1»NETA 
7TJ03 PRINT 700U»L»ETA(L)»PR(L)»FpP(L)»<EQfK»L)#K = l»4) 
PRINT 70Q9 
PRINT 705*4 
7054 FORMAT! 8X , » L • r 6X , ' £TA (L) »' 7X » ' X { 02 ,[_ ) • , 1IX, »X (N2, L) » 111X, »X (0»L) » , 
112X»»X(N,D'»12X»'X(C02»L>'»10 X,»X(cO,L)»,/) 
DO 7004 L=1»NETA 
7004 PRINT 700G,L,ETA<L)* IX(I,L,1)»1=1,6) 
PRINT 70^9 
PRINT 7055 
7055 FORMAT<8X,'L» »6X>'E TA(L)» '7X» ' W ( 02,t )» ,11X,»W(N2,L)•,llX,•w(O'L)•, 
112X,»W(N»L)'»12X, ,W(C02»L)',10x,»W(cO,L)»,/) 
DO 7005 L=1,NETA 




7056 FORMAT(8X» «L»»6X#•ETACL)» '7X»'CP(02,L)»110X t»CP(N2,L)» »10X,»cP(0n. 
1) »# ltX, iCP(r.»L} »»liXf »CP (C02'L) i ,9X, • CP(COrL) • ,/) 
DO 7006 L=1»NETA 
7006 PRINT 700U#L»ETACLj»CCP»I»L)»I=1»6) 
PRINT 70^9 
PRINT 7057 
7057 F O R M A T < 8 X » ' L 1 r 6 X » ' £ T A ( L ) » » 7 X » ' V l S ( 0 ? » L ) • » 9 X » • V I S ( N 2 » D • » 9 X » • V l S ( 0 » 
l D ' t l O X ^ V I S C N f D S l O X r «V IS (C02»L ) • , flXr » V IS (CO tL) ' , / > 
DO 7007 L=lfNETA 
7007 PRINT 7000»LfETA(L)»(VI5(I»L)»I=l»6) 
PRINT 7099 
PRINT 7058 
7058 FORMAT(8X»•L•P6X t 'ETA(L)»*7X»*THC(0?»L)•»9X»•THC<N2»L>* »9X»»THCC0» 
lL)•»lOXi*THG(N»L)' t10X»•THC(C02,L)',fiX,»THC(CO,L)* t /> 
DO 7008 L=1»NETA 
7008 PRINT 7000fL»ETA(L)»(THC(l»D»I = l»6) 
PRINT 7099 
PRINT 7059 
7059 FORMAT(8X»'L*»6X» 'ETA(L) ,'7X» ,H(02,L> ,»llXr»H(N2»6) ,fUXr'H(0'L)»» 
ll2X» »H(Nt L) »»12X» »ri<C02»L) ' f 1 nX» »H(cOrL) » #/) 
DO 7009 L=1»NETA 
7009 PRINT 7ono»L>ETA(L)»(HCT>L),I=i,6) 
PRINT 70 q9 
PRINT 7060 
7060 FORMATtBXf 'L 1 » 6 X » » E T A ( L ) • t 7X » ' FJS ( 02 >L) • »9X»»FJS(N2»L) »»9X, »F*JS(0» 
l D ' r l O X r ^ F J S C N r D S l O X f • F o S ( C 0 2 , L ) » ,8X» »FJS(CO»L> ' »/> 
DO 7010 L-1»NETA 
7010 PRINT 70nO»L»ETA(L)»<FJS(1»L>»I=1»6) 
PRINT 70 Q9 
PRINT 7061 
7061 FORMAT(aX»»L,»6X>,tTA(L)*'7X»'FNS(02»L)•19X»•FNS(N2»L)»#9X, »FNS(0» 
lL)'rlOX»'FNS(NrL)'»10X»'FNS(C02,L)«,8X»•FNS(CO,L>•»/) 
DO 7011 L=1»NETA 
7011 PRINT 7000»L»ETA(L)r(FN?(1»L)»I=1»6) 
PRINT 70^9 
PRINT 7062 
7062 FORMAT(8X» » L » » 6 X » ' E T A ( L ) ' t 7 X » * F j F . ( 0 , L ) N l O X , » F J E ( N , L ) » 1 1 0 X r » F J E I C t 
l L ) ' t 10X, »FNF(0 ,L ) ' » 1 0 X * » F N E ( N » L > ' » JoXr • F N E C O U * r / ) 
DO 7012 L-1»NETA 
7012 PRINT 70nu»L»ETA(L)»(FJF(^»D»J=l»3) »(FNEU»L) »J=1»3) 
PRINT 70^9 
PRINT 7063 
• 7063 FORMAT C R Y , »L» tf»X» ' E T A ( L ) • » 7x» ' OE (0 , L ) ' » 1IX » » DE ( N» L) • t 1IX t » DE (C r L) • 
l»ilXr 'RR(L) • r 13X» ' HMIX (L) • » H X f fHRATfL) • »/) 
DO 701,3 L-l »NLTA 




I D M W » «GfN(N,L) ' »10X. »GtN(C02,L) » , 8X .• 1 GEN (CO , L) • ,/> 
DO 7 0 m L = 1#NETA 
7014 PRINT 70no»L.»ETA(L) » (GEM(I»L) »I = 1»6) 
PRINT 7099 
PR I NT 7015,RURNM1» BURNM?,bURNMj 
7015 FORMAT ( / / / » 2 0 X , » W A L L MACS T R A N ^ E R „* RASED Oil ELEMENT OXYGFN :»» t 
lli5.6»/»20Xr 'WALL M A S S TRANSFER ** RASED ON ELEMENT NITROGLN = S E 1 J 





DO 7017 L=1»NETA 
7017 PRINT 70iarLiETA(L),Y(L)rUB(l»l,L> 
7018 F0RMAT(23X»I**»5X»Fb.2»5y,Ll3.6,5X»El3,6) 
PRINT 7105 
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